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COs and POs 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Department of Chemistry 

PROGRAM: B.Sc. Chemistry 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. Developed understanding of various aspects of the chemical, physical 

and life science. 

PO-2. Use of advanced techniques, methods, modern equipment’s, software’s 

and solves the problems to find the logical conclusions. 

PO-3. Selection of the multidisciplinary approach for sustainable 

development. 

PO-4. Developed critical thinking & specific knowledge to design record & 

analyze results of theoretical and experimental concepts. 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. Understand skills of micro scale techniques & laboratory safety. 

PSO-2. Make aware & handle the sophisticated instruments/equipment’s and 

Utilize modern chemical tools, models, charts. 

PSO-3. Understanding of basic concepts and application of Physical, 

Inorganic, Organic, Analytical, Industrial, Polymer, Agriculture and 

Environmental chemistry. 

PSO-4. Explain reactivity, structure, stereochemistry & mechanisms of 

chemical reactions. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) 

Chemistry Paper  I  

Course Code: CH-101               

Course Name: Physical 

Chemistry 

CO 1: Define (L1, Remembering) bond energy, absolute entropies of 

substances 

CO 2: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the Exothermic and Endothermic reaction 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding)  the concept of gas equilibrium 

CO 4: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) pH of different salts, buffer solution, and 

common ion effect. 

Chemistry Paper  II 

Course Code: CH-102               

Course Name: Organic 

Chemistry 

CO 1: What (L1, Remembering) is mean by Markownikoff’s and anti-

Markownikoff’s addition 

CO 2: Compare (L 4, Analyzing) the Homolysis and Heterolysis. 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) Concepts of Isomerism 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the ozonolysis reaction 

Course-I 

Course Code: CH-103               

Course Name: 

Chemistry Practical 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the heat capacity of Calorimeter 

CO 2: Discuss(L 6, Creating) the various safety elements in laboratory 

CO 3: Explain (L 5, Evaluating) the hazardous nature of chemicals  

CO 4: Identify (L 3, Applying) the extra elements from organic compounds 

Chemistry Paper  I 

Course Code: CH-201               

Course Name: 

Inorganic Chemistry 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding)  theories and principles of atomic 

structure 

CO 2: Solve (L 3, Applying) the problems based Schrodinger equation. 

CO 3: Compare (L 4, Analyzing) properties trends of various blocks in the 

periodic table 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the chemical bonding of different molecule 

Chemistry Paper  II CO 1: Define (L1, Remembering) term mole and molar concentration 



Course Code: CH-202 

Course Name: 

Analytical Chemistry 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the concepts of chromatography 

CO 3: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the presence of nitrogen, sulfur, halogen 

and phosphorous by Lassiagen’s 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the purification techniques used for organic 

compounds 

Course- II 

Course Code: CH-203               

Course Name: 

Chemistry Practical 

CO 1:Test for (L 4, Analyzing) water of crystallization  

CO 2:Explain (L 5, Evaluating) purification of organic compounds 

CO 3:Estimate (L 6, Creating) Cu(III) from brass alloy 

CO 4:Explain (L 5, Evaluating) preparation of derivatives of organic 

compounds 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) 

Chemistry Paper  I 

Course Code: CH-301               

Course Name: Physical 

and Analytical 

Chemistry 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the order of reaction by chemical 

kinetics.  

CO 2: Solve (L 3, Applying) the problems based on order of reaction 

CO 3: Com pare (L 4, Analyzing) the physical and chemical adsorption. 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the various methods of volumetric analysis. 

Chemistry Paper  II 

Course Code: CH-302 

Course Name: 

Inorganic and Organic 

Chemistry 

CO 1: What (L1, Remembering) are the rules for linear combination of 

atomic orbital’s. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the MO energy level diagram of 

different molecules.   

CO 3: Apply (L 3, Applying) the rules for writing IUPAC nomenclature. 

CO 4: Predict (L 6, Creating) the products of the name reaction. 

Chemistry Paper  III 

Course Code: CH-303 

Course Name: 

Practical Chemistry-

III 

CO 1: Define (L1, Remembering) theoretical principle of pH metry.  

CO 2: Identify (L 3, Applying) the order of reaction. 

CO 3: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the amount of aspirin in given sample. 

CO 4: Explain (L 5, Evaluating) the critical solution temperature in phenol-

water system. 

Course Code: CH-401 

Course Name: Physical 

and Analytical 

Chemistry 

CO 1: Define (L 1, Remembering) ideal and non ideal solutions. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the phase diagram for CO2 system 

CO 3: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the cell constant of given cell.  

CO 4: List (L 4, Analyzing) the essential terms used in interaction of light 

with matter. 

Course Code: CH-402 

Course Name: 

Inorganic and Organic 

Chemistry 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the bonding in Octahedral complex.  

CO 2: Identify (L 3, Applying) the kinds of isomerism in coordination 

complexes. 

CO 3: Interpret (L 2, Understanding) the number of interactions in 

substituted cyclohexane. 

CO 4: Propose (L 6, Creating) the possible mechanism for the given 

reaction. 

Course Code: CH-403 

Course Name: 

Practical Chemistry-

IV 

CO 1: Find (L1, Remembering) out the coordination number of central metal 

ion in complex.  

CO 2: Comparative (L 2, Understanding) study of inorganic quantitative and 

qualitative analysis.   

CO 3: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the concentration of unknown solution 

colorimetrically. 



CO 4: Choose (L 5, Evaluating) the suitable condition for organic 

preparation. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019)  

Course Code: CH-501 

Course Name: Physical 

Chemistry 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle 

CO 2: Solve (L 3, Applying) Schrodinger equation for 1D, 2D and 3D model 

CO 3: Define (L 1, Remembering) the term additive and constitutive 

properties  

CO 4: Explain (L 5, Evaluating) concept of polarizability  

Course Code: CH-502 

Course Name: 

Analytical Chemistry- 

I 

CO 1: Define (L 1, Remembering) basic terms in gravimetry and 

spectrophotometry 

CO 2: Identify (L 3, Applying) the basic radicals in the mixture. 

CO 3: Demonstrate (L 2, Understanding) the Calibration and 

Standardization of the instruments 

CO 4: Compare (L 4, Analyzing) the different analytical terms, process and 

methods 

Course Code: CH-503 

Course Name: Physical 

Chemistry Practical - I 

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the specific refractivity’s of the different 

liquids  

CO 2: Distinguish (L 4, Analyzing) between colorimetric and 

conductometric titration. 

CO 3: Estimate (L 6, Creating) of Fe3+ ions by thiocyanate method 

CO 4: Analysis of Riboflavin from vitamin supplementary tablet sample by 

Photoflurometry 

Course Code: CH-504 

Course Name: 

Inorganic Chemistry – 

I 

CO 1: What (L 1, Remembering) are the rules for linear combination of 

atomic orbital’s.  

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the MO energy level diagram of 

different molecules. 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the concepts of stability and lability 

CO 4: Distinguish (L 4, Analyzing) between metal, semiconductor and 

insulator 

Course Code: CH-505 

Course Name: 

Industrial Chemistry 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the departments in chemical industry 

(QC, QA, R&D, HR) 

CO 2: Explain (L 5, Evaluating) the chemistry of soap 

CO 3: Theory and purpose (L 6, Creating) of fermentation process 

CO 4: Comparative (L 2, Understanding) study of classification and 

applications of dyes & pigments 

Course Code: CH-506 

Course Name: 

Inorganic Chemistry 

Practical – I 

CO 1: Find (L1, Remembering) out the coordination number of central metal 

ion in complex.  

CO 2: Comparative (L 2, Understanding) study of inorganic quantitative and 

qualitative analysis. 

CO 3: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the concentration of Ni in Ni-DMG 

Gravimetrically. 

CO 4: Identify (L 3, Applying) the basic and acidic radicals in mixture 

Course Code: CH-507 

Course Name: Organic 

Chemistry – I 

CO 1: Predict (L 6, Creating) the products of the name reaction. 

CO 2: Explain (L 5, Evaluating) the preparation and reactions of diethyl 

malonate. 

CO 3: Identify (L 3, Applying) the product of the rearrangement reactions. 



CO 4: Define (L 1, Remembering) kinetic isotopic effect. 

 

Course Code: CH-508 

Course Name: 

Chemistry of 

Biomolecules 

CO 1: Comparative (L 2, Understanding) study of bacterial cell, plant cell 

and animal cell  

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the classification of carbohydrates and 

their biochemical significance in living organisms  

CO 3: List (L 4, Analyzing) the industrial applications of enzymes 

CO 4: Explain (L 5, Evaluating) the action of hydrophilic hormones 

Course Code: CH-509 

Course Name: Organic 

Chemistry Practical - I 

CO 1: Identify (L 3, Applying) the components in binary mixture. 

CO 2: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the functional group in the organic 

compounds. 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the purification of organic compounds 

by various method 

CO 4: Theory and purpose (L 6, Creating) of green chemistry 

Course Code: CH-510 

(B) 

Course Name: 

Polymer Chemistry 

CO 1: Distinguish (L 4, Analyzing) between natural, synthetic, organic and 

inorganic polymers 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the different polymerization techniques 

CO 3: Explain (L 5, Evaluating) the mechanisms of polymerization 

CO 4: List (L 4, Analyzing) the application of the polystyrene 

Course Code: CH-511 

(A) 

Course Name: 

Environmental 

Chemistry 

CO 1: Define (L 1, Remembering) Units of concentration 

CO 2: List (L 4, Analyzing) the parameters used monitoring water quality  

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the methods for treatment of Waste 

water  

CO 4: Identify (L 3, Applying) the Organic and inorganic pollutants 

Course Code: CH-601 

Course Name: Physical 

Chemistry-II 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the principle and working of 

electrochemical cells 

CO 2: Define (L 1, Remembering) liquid junction potential 

CO 3: Solve (L 3, Applying) Distance and wavelength by Braggs equation 

CO 4: Distinguish (L 4, Analyzing) between crystalline and amorphous solid 

Course Code: CH-602 

Course Name: Physical 

Chemistry-III 

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the molecular weight 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the concept of Vant Hoffs factor  

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the factors affecting on solid state 

reactions 

CO 4: Define (L 1, Remembering)  molecular weight of polymer 

Course Code: CH-603 

Course Name: Physical 

Chemistry Practical-II 

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the solubility product and solubility of 

AgCl by potentiometer 

CO 2: Identify (L 3, Applying) sulphate and chloride by turbidimetric 

methods 

CO 3: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) the crystal structure from x ray spectra 

CO 4: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the Emax of beta particles 

Course Code: CH-604 

Course Name: 

Inorganic Chemistry – 

II 

CO 1: Define (L 1, Remembering) organometallic chemistry 

CO 2: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the valence electron count by using 18e 

rule 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the phenomenon of catalysis 

CO 4: Distinguish (L 4, Analyzing) between organic and inorganic polymer 



Course Code: CH-605 

Course Name: 

Inorganic Chemistry – 

III 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the different properties of acid and base 

CO 2: Identify (L 3, Applying) the type of voids in crystal structure 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding)  the biological methylation 

CO 4: Identify (L 3, Applying) the coordination number of ion in ionic solid 

Course Code: CH-606 

Course Name: 

Inorganic Chemistry 

Practical – II 

CO 1: Estimate (L 6, Creating) sodium by flame photometry 

CO 2: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) the calcium from milk powder 

CO 3: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the band gap of nano material 

CO 4: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the potassium by flame photometry 

Course Code: CH-607 

Course Name: Organic 

Chemistry – II 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) various organic spectroscopic methods in 

structure determination     

CO 2: Solve (L 3, Applying) maximum wavelength related problems 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the geometrical isomers 

CO 4: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the structure of organic compounds 

Course Code: CH-608 

Course Name: Organic 

Chemistry – III 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the retro synthesis and synthesis of organic 

compounds 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the reactive intermediates 

CO 3: Define (L 1, Remembering) terpenoids and alkaloids 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the role of different reagents in organic 

synthesis 

Course Code: CH-609 

Course Name: Organic 

Chemistry Practical–II 

 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the fingerprint region IR 

CO 2: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the coupling constant from 1H NMR 

CO 3: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the functional group in compound 

CO 4: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the molecular wt. of tribasic acid 

Course Code: CH-610 

(A) 

Course Name: 

Chemistry of soil and 

Agrochemicals 

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the Ca & Mg of soil by EDTA 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the component & properties of soil 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the role fertilizer & manure. 

CO 4: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) the pH, EC, TDS of soil. 

Course Code: CH-611 

(B) 

Course Name: 

Analytical chemistry II 

CO 1: Define (L 1, Remembering) solvent extraction. 

CO 2: Distinguish (L 4, Analyzing) analytical terms, process. 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the theoretical principles 

CO 4: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) the wavelength in HPLC 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 

PROGRAM: M.Sc. Organic Chemistry 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1.To develop a fundamental and specialize knowledge of organic 

chemistry  

PO-2. Use of advanced techniques, methods, modern equipments & 

software’s. 

PO-3. Selection of the multidisciplinary approach for sustainable 

development. 

PO-4. Determine molecular structure on the basis of CMR, NMR and 

2DNMR techniques. 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. Students will be able to have knowledge of basic concepts in organic 

Chemistry  



PSO-2.Students will be able to apply the concepts of medicinal chemistry 

and drug activity in real life to solve the problems.  

PSO-3. Students develop the aptitude of doing small research projects.  

PSO-4. Understand laboratory practices and safety. 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc. I (Sem-I) (CBCS- 2019) 

CHP-110 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) Basic concepts of thermodynamics 

CO 2: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) Commutator operator in quantum 

chemistry 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) Different rate equations 

CO 4: Explain (L 2, Understanding) Collision theory of bimolecular gas 

phase reactions 

CHI-130 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) concept of symmetry in molecules 

CO 2: Discuss (L 6, Creating) Great orthogonality theorem 

CO 3: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) the various point groups in molecules 

CO 4: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the chemistry of s and p block elements 

CHO-150 

 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the concept of aromaticity. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the stereochemistry and its importance 

CO 3: Predict (L 6, Creating) the products of different rearrangements 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the various oxidizing and reducing agents 

CHG-190 Theory 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the function of various amino acid and 

proteins 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the transport of ion and molecules 

CO 3: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) the chemistry of  molecules and cell 

biology  

CO 4: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the replication, transcription in cell 

biology 

CH-107 

Basic Practical 

Chemistry 

 

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) Molecular weight by steam distillation 

CO 2: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the Mn in tea leaves 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) various purification techniques 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the various safety elements 

CHG-190 Practical 

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) Silica and Mn from pyrolusite ore 

CO 2: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the Sn and Pb from solder alloy 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the study of application of solid state 

material 

CO 4: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the band gap by absorption spectroscopy 

CHP-210 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the various spectroscopic techniques 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the basic concepts of radioactivity 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the various applications of Radioactivity 

CO 4: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the elements of radiation and nuclear 

fission. 

CHI-230 

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the quantum numbers, R&S terms, 

correlation diagrams. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the magnetic properties of coordination 

complexes 



CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the various thermodynamic aspects of 

inorganic and bio inorganic chemistry. 

CO 4: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the function and transport of alkali and 

alkaline earth metal ions. 

CHO-250 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the basic principle of photochemistry and 

pericyclic reactions. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) FMO approach, electrocyclic and 

sigmatropic reactions. 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) The basic principle of spectroscopic methods. 

CO 4:  Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the structure of organic compounds by 

spectroscopic methods. 

CHG-290 Theory 

CO 1: Distinguish (L 4, Analyzing) DNA and RNA. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the TCA cycle, urea cycle. 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the factors affecting enzyme activity. 

CO 4: Define (L 1, Remembering) replication, transcription translation. 

CHP -227  

Basic Practical 

Chemistry  

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) equilibrium constants by Jobs method. 

CO 2: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) different coordination complexes 

CO 3: Identify (L 3, Applying) different element by column 

chromatography. 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the role of green chemistry in pollution 

reduction. 

CHG-290 Practical   

CO 1: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) half wave potential by polarography 

CO 2: Estimate (L 6, Creating) halides in different mixture by potentiometry 

CO 3: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) powder XRD of SrTiO3 

CO 4: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) CMC in detergent by conductometry 

M.Sc. II (Sem-III) (CBCS- 2019) 

CHO-350 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) kinetic and non kinetic methods for 

determining reaction mechanism. 

CO 2: Discuss (L 6, Creating) reactions of free radicals. 

CO 3: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) Hammet plots and study linear free energy 

relationship. 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the biogenesis pathway of various terpenoids, 

alkaloids. 

CHO-351 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) various applications of NMR in 

stereochemistry determination. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) 2D NMR spectroscopy in structure 

determination of organic compounds. 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) Various concepts of mass spectrometry. 

CO 4: Solve (L 3, Applying) various problems based on spectroscopic 

techniques. 

CHO-352 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) anomeric effect, Conformations of 

polysubstituted cyclohexane 

CO 2: Discuss (L 6, Creating) Cram’s rule, Cram’s cycle model, Cram’s 

dipolar model, Felkin-Anh Model  

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) asymmetric aldol reactions 

CO 4: Define (L 1, Remembering) chiral pool, chiral auxiliary 



CHO-353 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) protection deprotection approach for various 

functional group 

CO 2: Define (L 1, Remembering) the concept of Chiron approach, Chiron, 

chiral template 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating)  basic structure and conformations of 

monosaccharides   

CO 4: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the synthesis of glycosides and higher 

sugars 

CHO-354 

 

Solvent free Organic 

synthesis 

 

CO 1: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) Spectral analysis best on instrumental 

techniques. 

CO 2: Preparation of organic compounds, their purifications and run TLC. 

CO 3: Explain (L 2, Understanding) Carbon-carbon bond formation 

reaction. 

CO 4: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the M.P. & B.P.  

CHO-450 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the synthesis of Longifolene. 

CO 2: Discuss (L 6, Creating) synthesis of Ribisins A& B. 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) Wagner Meerwein Rearrangement. 

CO 4: Identify (L 3, Applying) different product in various reaction. 

CHO-451 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) role of transition metal in organic synthesis. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the concept of click chemistry. 

CO 3: Determine (L 5, Evaluating) the product of different reaction. 

CO 4: Define (L 1, Remembering) Metathesis reaction. 

CHO-452 

Theory 

 

 

CO 1: Explain (L 2, Understanding) the structure activity and drug targets 

CO 2: Define (L 1, Remembering) Medicinal chemistry 

CO 3: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the antimicrobial drugs, antibacterial, 

antifungal, antiviral. 

CO 4: Explain (L 2, Understanding) Pharmacokinetics & 

Pharmacodynamics of drug. 

CHO-453 

Practical 

 

 

 

CO 1: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) micro scale elemental analysis. 

CO 2: Explain (L 2, Understanding) type determination & separation. 

CO 3: Estimate (L 6, Creating) the functional group in mixtures. 

CO 4: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the recrystallization in different compound. 

CHO-454   

Practical 

 

 

CO 1: Discuss (L 6, Creating) the preparation of dry solvent. 

CO 2: Estimate (L 6, Creating) physical constant, density of natural 

products.  

CO 3: Identify (L 3, Applying) essential oils from natural product. 

CO 4: Analyze (L 4, Analyzing) the elemental functional groups. 

 

  



BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Department of Botany 

PROGRAM: B.Sc. Botany 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. Skilled & technical human resources will be maid available.  

PO-2. Will help the students to build up a progressive & successful career. 

PO-3. Introduce the concepts of experimental design & research.  

PO-4. Inculcate sense of job responsibilities while maintaining social & 

environment awareness.   

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. To Provide thorough knowledge about various plant groups from 

primitive to highly evolved. 

PSO-2. To make the students aware of applications of different plants groups 

in various industries. 

PSO-3. To explore the potential of the subject to become an entrepreneur.  To 

equipe the students with skills related to laboratory as well as field based 

studies   

PSO-4. To make the students aware about conservation and sustainable use 

of plants 

PSO-5. To create foundation for further studies in Botany 

PSO-6. To address the socio-economical challenges related to plant sciences 

PSO-7. To facilitate students for taking up and shaping a successful career in 

Botany 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Sc.(CBCS- 2019) (Sem. I & II) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: BO 111                

Course Name: Plant 

life and utilization I 

CO 1: Know the general outline & distinguishing character of plant kingdom. 

CO 2: Understand the general characters, classification life cycle pattern 

reproduction & utilization of algae. 

CO 3: Describe the general characters, nature of association & cycle of 

lichens. 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge of general characters, classification, life 

utilization pattern & utilization of fungi.  

CO 5: Know the general characters, classification of bryophytes. 

Paper II 

Course Code: BO 112 

Course Name: Plant 

Morphology and 

Anatomy 

CO 1: Describe descriptive, interpretative morphology & importance of 

morphology. 

CO 2: Classify the types of inflorescence, floral whorls & types of fruits. 

CO 3: Know the importance of anatomy in various fields 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge of internal organization of primary plant body. 

CO 5: Classify the types of tissues. 

Course-III 

Course Code: BO 113               

Course Name: 

Practical based on BO 

111 & BO 112 

CO 1: Understand the life cycle pattern of Spirogyra Agaricus & Riccia. 

CO 2: Gain the practical knowledge of forms of lichens, types of 

inflorescence, types of fruits & parts of flower. 

CO 3: Acquire the knowledge about mushroom cultivation. 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge of microscopic preparation of internal structure of 

dicot & monocot stem, root & leaf. 

CO 5: Filed visits for Observation of algae, fungi, bryophytes & lichens.  



Paper I 

Course Code: BO 121               

Course Name: Plant 

life and utilization II 

CO 1: Describe the concept of plant diversity in Pteridophytes, 

Gymnosperms & Angiosperms with reference to vascular plants. 

CO 2: Understand the general characters, classification, life cycle pattern, 

reproduction, utilization & economic importance of Pteridophytes. 

CO 3: Gain the knowledge about general characters, classification, 

reproductive structure, utilization & economic importance of Gymnosperms. 

CO 4: Acquire the knowledge related to general characters, classification, 

utilization & economic importance of angiosperms. 

Paper II 

Course Code: BO 122 

Course Name: 

Principles of plant 

science 

CO 1: Describe the concept & scope of plant physiology. 

CO 2: Understand the process of diffusion, Osmosis, Plasmolysis & Plant 

growth. 

CO 3: Describe the structure of plant cell, plant cell wall, Ultrastructure & 

function of chloroplast & cell cycle in plants. 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge about central dogma & scope of molecular 

biology. 

CO 5: Understand the structure & model of DNA & RNA. 

CO 6: Classify the types of DNA, Chromosomes, RNA & DNA replication. 

Paper III 

Course Code: BO 123 

Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 121 & BO 

122 

CO 1: Describe the life cycle of Nephrolepis & Cycus. 

CO 2: Understand the comparative account of Dicot & Monocot root, stem & 

leaf. 

CO 3: Gain the knowledge about economic importance of angiosperms. 

CO 4: Observe characteristic feature of prokaryotic & eukaryotic cell. 

CO 5: Understand the squash & slide preparation of various stages in mitosis 

& meiosis. 

CO 6: Experimental learning of estimation of chlorophyll pigment, 

Plasmolysis & DPD by using suitable plant material. 

Democracy, Election 

and Governance 

CO 1: Understand the value of Democracy 

CO 2: Describe the role and impact of democracy on Indian Politics 

CO 3: Understand the decentralization of Indian Democracy 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper I 

Course Code: BO 231               

Course Name: 

Taxonomy of 

Angiosperms and Plant 

Ecology 

CO 1: Describe various habitats, of angiospermic plant species. 

CO 2: Understand vegetative and reproductive structure of angiosperms 

CO 3: Understand various modifications of plant parts and its purpose. 

CO 4: Know the concept of plant taxonomy and classify angiosperm 

CO 5: Describe the various concept of plant ecology and diversity 

CO 6: Ecological group of plants know the classification. 

Paper II 

Course Code: BO 232 

Course Name: Plant 

Physiology 

CO 1: Gain the concept of plant physiology 

CO 2: Gain the knowledge regarding various theories of plant physiology 

CO 3: Understand the process of nitrogen fixation in plants 

CO 4: Classify various types of seed dormancy and germination 

CO 5: Understand the concept of physiology of flowering 

CO 6: Know scope and importance of plant physiology 

Paper III 

Course Code: BO 233 

CO 1: Study  the tools of taxonomy and ecological instrument 

CO2: Study of plant families with respect to systematic position, 

morphological character, floral formula and floral diagram 

CO 3: Study of ecological adaptation in plants with examples 



Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 231 & BO 

232 

CO 4: Determination of  DTD, rate of transpiration, LCP in sutaible plant 

material 

CO 5: Demonstration of ringing experiment, imbibitions in seed to study 

commercial biofertilizer, BGA, working of spectrophotometer and Arc 

auxanometer 

CO 6: To gain the knowledge of practicals through field visit and botanical 

excursions. 

Paper I 

Course Code: BO 241                

Course Name: Plant 

Anatomy and 

Embryology 

CO 1: Know the scope of plant anatomy 

CO 2: Gain the knowledge of plant cell, tissues and their function 

CO 3: Know the process of normal and anamous secondary growth in 

monocot and dicot plants 

CO 4: Understand the connection between plant embryology and other major 

disciplines of biology 

CO 5: Understand the structure of microsporangium and mega sporangium 

CO 6: Classify the types of pollination, types of endosperm and embryo 

Paper II 

Course Code: BO 242 

Course Name: Plant 

Biotechnology 

CO 1: Know introduce the scope and importance of plant biotechnology 

CO 2: Know introduce the  clear knowledge of plant tissue culture techniques 

CO 3:  Know  the concept and production of SCP 

CO 4: Understanding the tool of plant genetic engineering 

CO 5: Know the basic concept of genomics, proeomics and bioinformatics 

CO 6: Awareness of basics and application of phytoremediation and Biofuels 

technology 

Paper III 

Course Code: BO 243 

Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 241 &BO 

242 

CO 1: Study of epidermal and mechanical tissue system with suitable 

examples 

CO 2: Study / understanding the normal and anomalous secondary growth in 

monocot and dicot plants 

CO 3: Classification of  the types of ovules and embryo 

CO 4: Study  the equipments used in plant tissue culture laboratory and 

preparation of MS media  

 CO 5: Demonstration of transgenic crops, working of agarose gel 

electrophoresis, spectrophotometer and centrifuge  

CO 6: Gain the practical knowledge through visit to plant tissue culture 

laboratories. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: BO 351 

Course Name: Algae 

and Fungi 

CO 1: Interpret the performance characteristics & life cycles of various lower 

plants. 

CO 2: Know the characters thallus organization systematic study of algae 

CO 3: Understand the classification ,evolution, morphology and anatomy of 

algae & fungi  

CO 4: Know the application of algae and fungi   

Course Code: BO 352 

Course Name: 

Archegoniate 

CO 1: Know the Archegoniate.  

CO 2: Understand the general character of Archegoniate.  

CO 3: Study life cycle of Bryophytes with respect to taxonomic position, 

Morphology, Anatomy, Reproduction, and Gametophytes & Saprophytes of 

Marchantia.  

CO 4: Study life cycle of Pteridophytes with respect to Psilotum, Selaginella, 

Anthoceros, Equisetum, and Funaria.  



Course Code: BO 

353Course Name: 

Spermatophyta and 

Paleobotany 

CO 1: Know line of evolution with respect to live and fossil forms 

CO 2: Understand the species concept & endemism. 

CO 3: Study systems of classification, Families- Nymphaeaceae, Oleaceae, 

Amaranthaceae, Cannaceae. 

CO 4: Understand the function of herbarium, importance of herbaria 

botanical garden of the world & India.  

Course Code: BO 354 

Course Name: Plant 

Ecology 

CO 1: To make the students aware about conservation and sustainable use of 

plants 

CO 2: Acquire the knowledge regarding various concept of plant ecology. 

CO 3: Know the classification of various groups of plant ecology. 

CO 4: Study the ecological tools. 

Course Code: BO 355 

Course Name: Cell and 

Molecular Biology 

CO 1: To develop the mind from the cellular to molecular level. 

CO 2: Get knowledge about basic structure and function of cell chromosome 

CO 3: Know the cellular signaling, transport and trafficking of cell 

CO 4: Know  the different cellular processes 

Course Code: BO 356 

Course Name: Genetics 

CO 1: Analyze the evolution with genetically characteristics for future 

aspects 

CO 2: Understand the basic concept in classical genetics 

CO 3: Know the microbial genetics and Cytogenetics 

Course Code: BO 357 

Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 351 & BO 

352 

CO 1: Get knowledge about fungi of different division by actual specimen 

CO 2:  Gain the knowledge regarding algal species.   

CO 3: Gain the Knowles regarding. Archegoniate members.  

CO 4: Experimental knowledge of fungal & Algal samples.  

Course Code: BO 358 

Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 353 & BO 

354 

CO 1: Study of Families- Nymphaeaceae, Oleaceae, Amaranthaceae, 

Cannaceae. 

CO 2: Preparation of botanical keys, Study of Gnetum & Pinus. 

CO 3: Know the ecological tools. 

CO 4: Ecological adaptations, Physiochemical properties.  

Course Code: BO 359 

Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 355 & BO 

356 

CO 1: Understand the different techniques in cell biology ,evolution 

CO 2: Understand the different techniques in evolution ,cytogenetic and plant 

breeding 

CO 3: Analyze the genetic problems and gene mapping.  

CO 4: Analyze the problems on quantitative inheritance & multiple alleles.  

Course Code: BO 3510 

Course Name: 

Medicinal Botany 

CO 1: To make the students aware about conservation and sustainable use of 

medicinal plants 

CO 2: Understand indigenous medicinal science, Ayurveda siddha, Unani 

systems of medicine.   

CO 3: Know the propagation methods for medicinal plants.  

CO 4: Gain knowledge of ethnobotany, folk medicines.  

Course Code: BO 3511 

Course Name: Plant 

Diversity and Human 

Health 

CO 1: To make the students aware about biodiversity, conservation and 

sustainable use of plants 

CO 2: Know plant diversity, Genetic diversity, Species diversity.  

CO 3: Understand Agro biodiversity, Ethical, Aesthetic levels.  

CO 4: Get the knowledge regarding role of plants in relation to 

humanwalfare, importance of forestry.  



Course Code: BO 361 

Course Name: Plant 

Physiology 

CO 1: Know the terminologies in plant physiology. 

CO 2: Understand mineral nutrition, photosynthesis, respiration concepts.  

CO 3: Know the stomatal Biology, Translocation in phloem. 

CO 4: Understand plant growth regulators & their uses.  

Course Code: BO362 

Course Name: 

Biochemistry 

CO 1: Understand the importance of metabolism of biomolecule. 

CO 2: Understand the biochemical nature of biomolecul. 

CO 3: Know the difficult types of interaction in biomolecules.  

CO 4: Know the enzymes, Carbohydrates, Lipid & Vitamin, Mechanism & 

functions. 

Course Code: BO 363 

Course Name: Plant 

Pathology 

CO 1: Know the terminologies in plant pathology, defense mechanism in 

plants.  

CO 2: Know the prevention & control measures of plant diseases & its effect 

on economy of crops. 

CO 3: Identify the causative organism, symptoms & control measure of plant 

diseases. 

CO 4: Demonstrate the skill in studying plant diseases.  

Course Code: BO 364 

Course Name: 

Evolution and 

Population genetics 

CO 1: Familiarize about evolution & emergence of evolutionary thoughts. 

CO 2: Interpret the concept of Lamarckism, Neo-Lamarckism, and 

Darwinism & also understand the concept of natural selection. 

CO 3: Describe the evidence of Evolution, evolution through ages. 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge of population genetic & evolution, Speciation & 

Isolating mechanisms. 

Course Code: BO 365 

Course Name: 

Advanced Plant 

Biotechnology 

CO1: To develop understanding of techniques for tissue culture, Cell culture, 

Organ culture transplantation.  

CO2: Know the cryopreservation, Germplasm conservation & techniques of 

genetic engineering, methods of gene transfer in plants.  

CO 3:  Describe the microbial & nano-biotechnology. 

CO 4:  Gain the knowledge of biotechnology w.r.t society. 

Course Code: BO 366 

Course Name: Plant 

Breeding and Seed 

Technology 

CO 1:  Gain knowledge about Introduction, Seed technology, Seed 

legislation, Seed production. 

CO 2: Describe the scope ,objectives and history of plant breeding 

CO 3: Know the different types of methods of plant breeding & seed 

production. 

CO 4: Evaluate the performance of multiplication technique and seed storage 

technique. 

CO 5: Understand producers for seed certification, Seed testing, Seed 

pathology, Entomology.  

Course Code: BO 367 

Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 361 & BO 

362 

CO 1: Know the knowledge of solute transport, growth and physiology of 

development. 

CO 2: Understand the process of photosynthesis and various pathways, 

respiration & lipid metabolism. 

CO 3: Respiration of total free amino acids, soluble proteins reducing sugars 

vitamin-c from plants.  

CO 4: Analyze qualitative test for starch, lipids, and proteins.  

Course Code: BO 368 

CO 1: Know the preparation of culture media for isolation of plant 

pathogens.  

CO 2: Study culture techniques for fungal, Bacterial & Viral pathogens.  



Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 363 & BO 

364 

CO 3: Study of fungicides, Microbial pesticides, Geological time scale, 

Fossils.  

CO 4: Demonstrate evidences of organism evolution, Numerical problems 

basal Allele frequency, Genotype frequency & Hardy-Weinberg aquarium.  

Course Code: BO 369 

Course Name: Practical 

based on BO 365 & BO 

366 

CO 1: Study preparation & Sterilization of MS medium, Production of 

Secondary metabolites. 

CO 2: Demonstrative equipments used in genetic engineering.  

CO 3: Study transgenic plants, Plant based nano particles, Wine production.  

CO 4: Demonstrative hybridization techniques, Seed germination & insect 

pest.  

Course Code: BO 3610 

Course Name: Nursery 

and Gardening 

Management 

CO 1: Know nursery management seed structure, Seed dormancy, Seed 

storage, Seed banks.  

CO 2: Study of vegetative propagation methods.  

CO 3: Know gardening management, landscapes, home gardens & gardening 

operations.  

CO 4: Understand sowing of seed, Seedlings, Transplantation, and 

Cultivation of vegetables, Storage & market.                   

Course Code: BO 3611 

Course Name: 

Biofertilizers 

CO 1: Understand biofertilizers, Scope & Importance.  

CO 2: Study algalbiofertilizers, Fungal biofertilizers & application.  

CO 3: Know biofertilizers, Isolation, Classification, and Application. 

CO 4: Know the concept of organic farming, green manuaring, regarding by 

composting, Compost making methods & benefits, Field applications.   

MASTER OF SCIENCE 

PROGRAM: M.Sc. Botany 

Course Objectives 

(CO) 

CO-1. Critical Thinking: The curriculum regulates, indorse, and conducts 

acquaintance regarding basic plant biology and fetch supremacy in the 

biological sciences. 

CO-2. Effective Communication: Helps to Develop & Strengthen the 

communication skills. 

CO-3. Social Interaction: Due to frequent field visits in the interior parts 

student’s interaction with the rural, tribal will increase. 

CO-4. To impart basic and applied knowledge to the undergraduates students 

CO-5. Ethics: The subject teaches the ethical approach, not to cut the plants. 

CO-6. Environment and Sustainability: Conservation practices are taught for 

sustainable development 

CO-7. Self-directed and Life-long Learning: Integration of multidimensional 

field 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. To build up the Department on modern lines for education and 

training levels. 

PSO-2. To impart basic practical knowledge and scientific skills in the 

concerned field. 

PSO-3. To train the students for Integration of multidimensional fields. 

PSO-4. Anticipation of new teaching/researchable areas. 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc. I (Sem-I& II) (CBCS- 2019) 



Course Code: BOUT 

111 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 1-Plant 

Systematics I 

CO 1: Understand the taxonomy, habitats, pigmentation and systematic study 

of algae  

CO 2: Describe the characters thallus organization systematic study of algae, 

Fungi.  

CO 3: Understand the classification, evolution, morphology and anatomy of 

bryophytes 

CO 4: Describe the application of bryophytes ,algae and fungi   

Course Code: BOUT 

112 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 2- Cell 

Biology and Evolution 

CO 1: Get knowledge about basic structure and function of cell chromosome 

CO 2: Describe the cellular signaling, transport and trafficking of cell 

CO 3: Describe the different cellular processes 

CO 4: Understand the various concept of evolution   

Course Code: BOUT 

113 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 3- 

Cytogenetics and Plant 

Breeding 

CO 1: Understand the basic concept in classical genetics 

CO 2: Describe the microbial genetics and Cytogenetics 

CO 3: Gain the knowledge about basic concept of plant breeding 

CO 4: Learn about mutation breeding and their application 

Course Code: BODT 

114 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 4-  

a) Biofertilizer and 

Algal Technology 

CO 1: Understand the basic concept of Biofertilizer 

CO 2: Classify the Biofertilizer & method of application 

CO 3: Gain knowledge about algal technology 

CO 4: Describe the application of algae in day today & study  production 

technique.  

Course Code: BODT 

114 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 4-  

b) Pomoculture and 

Fruit Processing 

Technology 

CO 1: Describe ,basic concept scope ,importance and classification in 

Pomology  

CO 2: Gain the knowledge of orchid  plantation ,method of propagation 

CO 3: Understand the fruit processing technology 

CO 4: Understand the different type of fruit product and their production 

Course Code: BODP 

114 

Course Name: Botany 

Practical Paper 4-based 

on BO 114 (a) 

Biofertilizer and Algal 

Technology 

CO 1: Acquire the skill of isolation of nitrogen fixing  bacteria, phosphate 

solubilizing micro-organism, rhizobium and azolla production 

CO 2:  Estimate Phycobilin protein from cyanobacteria 

CO 3: Understand the seaweeds and its application 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge about mass multiplication of Rhizobium, 

Azatobacter and Azospirillum 

Course Code: BODP 

114 

Course Name: Botany 

Practical Paper 4-based 

on BO 114 (b) 

Pomoculture and Fruit 

Processing Technology 

CO 1: Classify the methods of pruning and training 

CO 2: Understand the methods of propagation of propagation of fruit trees 

,methods of harvesting 

CO 3: Get practical knowledge about jam, jelly, marmalade from locally 

available fruits  

CO 4: Get practical  knowledge about by products from  waste of fruits 

CO 5: By visiting processing industry get practical knowledge of fruit 

processing 

Course Code: BOUP 

115 

CO 1: Understand the members of Chorophyta ,Euglenophyta, 

Bacillariophyta, cryophyte, Cyanophyta by live specimens    

CO 2: Get knowledge about fungi of different division by actual specimen  



Course Name: Botany 

Practical Paper based on 

BOUT 111, BOUT 112 

and BOUT 113 

CO 3: Learn the morphological, anatomical, reproductive, features about 

bryophytes 

CO 4: Understand the different techniques in cell biology ,evolution, 

cytogenetic and plant breeding 

Introduction to Cyber 

Security-I 

CO 1: Explain the basis of communication system transmission media, 

topology & types of network. 

CO 2: Apply the wireless network & internet information. 

CO 3: Explain the security overview & types of attacks, cryptography. 

CO 4: To compare the cybercrime & cyber teriorisium 

Human Right-I 

CO 1: Explain significance of value, human values dignity, equality, justice 

& unity in diversity & human right education. 

CO 2: Compare ethics & moral. 

CO 3: Discussion etymology of rights, meaning of rights analysis of rights 

natural rights, legal rights & universal right. 

CO 4: To compare claim rights & liberty rights. Positive right & negative 

rights. Individual right & group right.  

Course Code: BOUT 

121 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 1-Plant 

Systematics II 

CO 1: Understand the basic concepts of Pteridophytes ,distribution and life 

cycle of Pteridophytes 

CO 2: Describe the gymnosperms ,life cycle ,fossil gymnosperm 

CO 3: Classify the angiosperm 

CO 4: Understand  some important angiospermic families 

Course Code: BOUT 

122 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 2- 

Molecular Biology 

CO 1: Understand the different techniques and tools in molecular biology 

CO 2: Describe the detailed structure, function, damage of DNA 

CO 3: Describe the gene structure and function 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge about gene regulation ,transposable elements, 

genomics and proteomics 

Course Code: BOUT 

123 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 3- 

Biochemistry 

CO 1: Understand the concepts in biochemistry 

CO 2: Classify the carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acids 

CO 3: Gain the knowledge about protein biochemistry 

CO 4: Describe photochemistry and metabolic pathways. 

Course Code: BODT 

124 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 4- a. 

Floriculture and Nursery 

Management 

CO 1: Describe the various scopes and importance of floriculture 

CO 2: Understand the harvesting ,processing ,and commercial production of 

flowers 

CO 3: Understand how to manage and develop  successful nursery 

CO 4: Get knowledge about different media used in nursery   

Course Code: BODT 

124 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 4- b. 

Mushroom Cultivation 

and Biopesticides 

Technology 

CO 1: Describe the various methods of mushroom cultivation 

CO 2: Understand the various application and world commerce of mushroom 

CO 3: Describe the various concept and mechanisms of biopesticides 

CO 4: Classify various types of biopesticides 

Course Code: BODP 

124 

CO 1: Understand the successful cultivation of flowers 

CO 2: Gain the practical knowledge about bed, growing media, grafting, 

layering methods in flower 

CO 3: Learn how to prepare project on cut flower production    



Course Name: Botany 

Practical paper 4- based 

on BODP 124  

a. Floriculture and 

Nursery Management 

CO 4: Understand the practices in nursery by visiting the local nursery   

Course Code: BODP 

124 

Course Name: Botany 

Practical paper 4- based 

on BODP 124 

b. Mushroom 

Cultivation and 

Biopesticides 

Technology 

CO 1: Understand the successful cultivation of Mushroom 

CO 2: Gain the practical knowledge about bed, growing media, cultivation 

methods in Mushroom, different plants used in biopesticides.  

CO 3: Learn how to prepare project on Mushroom production, Formulations 

of biopesticides.  

CO 4: Understand the practices in Mushroom Cultivation by visiting the local 

Mushroom Unit.Application of biopesticides.  

Course Code: BOUP 

125 

Course Name:Botany 

Practical paper based on 

BOUT 121, BOUT 122 

and BOUT 123 

CO 1: Understand how to identify genus and species from flora 

CO 2: Gain the practical knowledge of anatomy, morphology, and 

reproductive structure of gymnosperm. 

CO 3: understand the different molecular biological techniques by 

performing various practical 

CO 4: Gain the practical knowledge of various processes and estimation of 

molecules 

Introduction on Cyber 

Security-II 

CO 1: Explain the overview of security management & into classification 

process. 

CO 2: Define securing policy, security audit international standard 

CO 3: Explain securing procedure, guidelines, business continuity & disaster 

recovery. 

CO 4: To compare ethics & best practices security assurance & security laws 

Human Right-II 

CO 1: To compare obligation & duties. Natural duties & acquired, the -ve 

duties. 

CO 2: Explain the nature & concept of duties. 

CO 3: To explain role of national law & impact of duties on society. 

CO 4: To explain relationship between rights & duties. 

M.Sc. II (Sem-III& IV) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: BOUT 

231 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 1- 

Computational Botany 

CO 1: Describe the scope and importance of biostatistics. 

CO 2: Understand the scope and basic terms used in biostatistics. 

CO 3: Knowledge to apply statistical analysis to biological data for testing 

different hypothesis. 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge of experimental statistics. 

CO5: Understand the scientific communication. 

CO6: Describe the bioinformatics and various bioanalytical techniques 

and grouping of different plants based on the anatomy 

Course Code: BOUT 

232 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 2- 

Developmental Botany 

CO 1: Know the concept, features and various process of plant development. 

CO 2: Describe the embryological concepts of development. 

CO 3: Gain the Knowledge of polyembryony, apomixes and parthenogenesis. 

CO 4: Understand the physiological and molecular basis of plant 

development. 



CO 5: Know about the various molecular and cellular events in plant 

development. 

Course Code: BOUT 

233 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 3- Plant 

Physiology 

CO 1: Describe the various concept of plant nutrition with respect to essential 

elements, mechanism of absorption, active and passive transport, water relation 

and mechanism of opening and closing of stomata. 

CO 2: Understand the process of photosynthesis and various pathways. 

CO 3: Describe the process of   respiration and lipid metabolism. 

CO 4: Know the knowledge of solute transport, growth and physiology of 

development. 

Course Code:BODT 

234 (Any one) 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 4 

Seed science 

CO 1: Describe the scope and importance of seed technology. 

CO 2: Gain the knowledge of seed, seed morphology, seed dormancy and 

seed germination. 

CO 3: Describe the various methods of seed testing and their organization. 

CO 4: Know about the principles of seed production 

Course Code: BODP 

234 

Course Name: Botany 

Practical Paper based on 

BODT 234 

CO 1: Gain the Knowledge of chemical composition and seed structure and 

methods of breaking seed dormancy. 

CO 2: Understand the sampling, dividing and mixing equipments and grow 

out test. 

CO 3: Classify the types of seed germinating and testing methods. 

CO 4: Demonstration of physical purity test, biochemical test and moisture 

test. 

CO 5: To initiate basic research related to seed science. 

Course Code: BOUP 

235 

Course Name: Botany 

Practical Paper based on 

BOUT 231, BOUT 232, 

BOUT 233 

Bioinformatics 

CO 1: Demonstrate an understanding central tendency, variance, standard 

deviation, coefficient of variance and standard error. 

CO 2: Determine skewness and Kurtosis measures. 

CO 3: Create and calculate correlation coefficient. 

CO 4: Compute a point estimate for a parameter using an appropriate statistic 

from sample. 

Developmental biology 

CO 1: Acquire knowledge of histochemical analysis and comparison of 

secondary and primary axis. 

CO 2: Basic understanding of in-vitro germination of spore, isolation of 

embryo and endosperm. 

CO 3: Gain the knowledge on stomata, leaf senescence. 

CO 4:  Uunderstands the Microsporogenesis and Megasporogenesis. 

Plant Physiology 

CO 1: Students are capable to become practical knowledgeable in preparation 

of solution, detection of amino acids, sugar, chlorophyll, protein, TAN and 

Proline. 

CO 2: Gain the knowledge about transpiration and deficiency symptoms. 

CO 3: Students are determining the activity of enzyme amylase and nitrate 

reductase. 

CO 4: Survey of C4 plants and CAM plants. 

Introduction to Cyber 

Security-III 

CO 1: Explain overview of identification & authorization. 

CO 2: Compare intrusion detection & intrusion prevention system. 



CO 3: Explain the user management, overview of firewalls DMZ & firewall 

features. 

CO 4: Explain the VPN security, various computing platform HPC, cluster & 

computing girds. 

Skill Development-I 

CO 1: Describe the scope & objectives of environmental auditing. 

CO 2: Gain requirement of rule 14 for environmental audit under 

environmental protection. 

CO 3: Study the water budget & water audit. 

CO 4: Describe the concept environmental audit for industries. 

Introduction to 

Constitution 

CO 1: Understand the historical base of Indian Constitution. 

CO 2: Describe the Fundamental Rights and Dutes of Indian Citizen. 

CO 3: Explain the Directive Principles of the State and Government. 

Course Code: BOUT 

241 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 1- 

Botanical Techniques 

CO 1: Develop conceptual understanding of microscopic techniques. 

CO 2: Classify the different types of chromatography techniques. 

CO 3: Classify various electrophoresis techniques. 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge of spectroscopic techniques. 

CO 5: Understand the Radioactive techniques, centrifugation techniques. 

CO 6: Gain the knowledge of Immunological techniques. 

Course Code: BOUT 

242 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 2- 

Advanced Ecology 

CO 1: Understand core concepts of plant ecology 

CO 2: Understand the importance of ecology and conservation. 

CO 3: The students are also trained in environmental impact analysis. 

CO 4: Describe the plant relations with respects to ecology and 

environmental laws in India. 

Course Code: BODT 

243 (Any one) 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 3- 

Seed Technology 

CO 1: Describe the seed pathology. 

CO 2: Analyze the different ways of seed processing in different plants. 

CO 3: Examine the various seed treatment. 

CO 4: Understand the theoretical orientation of seed legislation, packaging 

and handling of seed and seed storage. 

CO 5: Describe the seed certification and quality control procedure. 

Course Code: BODP 

243 

Course Name: Botany 

Practical paper based on 

BODT 243 

CO 1: Gain knowledge about the various techniques of processing of seed 

quality enhancement. 

CO 2: Acquire knowledge on seed borne fungi, seed borne bacteria and 

storage pest of crop. 

CO 3: Describe the major important pest of crops. 

CO 4: To initiate the basic research in seed industries. 

Course Code: BODT 

244 (Any one) 

Course Name: Botany 

Theory Paper 4-

Research Methodology 

CO 1:  Know the basic concept of research, Literature review & types.  

CO 2: Study the way data collection & documentation of observation.  

CO 3: Overview of biological problems.  

CO 4: Understand the ethics & art of scientific writings. 

Course Code: BOUP 

245 

Course Name: Botany 

Practical paper based on 

BOUT 241 and BOUT 

242 

CO 1:  Conversant with laboratory techniques i.e. flurochromes, micrometry, 

maceration, absorption spectra, paper chromatography, gel electrophoresis 

and microtome. 

CO 2: Gain the knowledge of Cytochemical analysis of organelle. 

CO 3: Gain skill on working principle of pH Meter and electrical 

conductivity. 

CO 4: Understand the database searching,DNA and protein sequencing. 



Plant Ecology 

CO 1: Give practical knowledge to students about canopy profile of tree, 

remote sensing techniques. 

 

CO 2: Practically students able to find out ecological parameters such as 

various diversity indices Simpson’s index, Biodiversity, stomatal index, 

pollen fertility relation between two ecological variables. 

CO 3: Students will be able to gain knowledge on estimation of chloride, 

alkalinity, phytoplankton’s, dissolved oxygen. 

CO 4: Understand the species composition and diversity by visiting 

ecosystem. 

Introduction to Cyber 

Security-IV 

CO 1: Apply designing secure operating system. 

CO 2: Explain the information security model. 

CO 3: To apply desktop security, email security. (PGP& SMIME), web 

security. Web authentication. SSL & SE & data base security. 

CO 4: To apply security antivirus software, Wireless network & security. 

Course Outcomes for Vocational 

F.Y.B.Sc. Vocational (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper I 

Course Code: ST 1.1 

(Vocational)              

Course Name: 

Morphology 

CO 1: Describe the flower structure 

CO 2: Understand the different angiospermic families of important crops 

CO 3: Gain knowledge about plant embryology related to seed technology 

CO 4: Describe the seed 

Paper II 

Course Code: ST 1.2 

(Vocational) 

Course Name: Plant 

Breeding and Testing 

for Cultivar 

Genuineness 

CO 1: Describe the scope ,objectives and history of plant breeding 

CO 2: Know the different types of methods of  plant breeding 

CO 3: Gain knowledge about advanced techniques in plant breeding 

CO 4: Describe the different methods of testing of cultivar genuineness 

Paper III 

Course Code: ST 1.3 

(Vocational) 

Course Name: 

Practicals Based on ST 

1.1 and ST 1.2 

CO 1: Understand the important families of crop plants 

CO 2: Aware about vegetative and artificial propagation of important crop 

plants 

CO 3: Gain the knowledge about fruit, embryo 

CO 4: Students can perform the various seed testing methods 

Paper I 

Course Code: ST1.4 

(Vocational)              

Course Name: Seed 

Physiology 

CO 1: Gain the knowledge about structure and composition of seed 

CO 2: Describe the seed germination ,seed pelleting and artificial seed 

CO 3: Understand the seed dormancy ,seed storage and longevity 

CO 4: Describe seed vigour and seed viability 

Paper II 

Course Code: ST 1.5 

(Vocational) 

Course Name: Seed 

Production 

CO 1: The students will gain knowledge about the various techniques of 

quality seed production, processing and seed quality enhancement 

CO 2: Describe the seed production, organization, release of new variety 

,seed production methodology 

CO 3: Explain the sowing ,land preparation and irrigation practices for seed 

production 

CO 4: Understand the genetic purity and crop diseases 

Paper III CO 1: Understand the seed germination types, dormancy types. 



Course Code: ST 1.6 

(Vocational) 

Course Name: Practical 

Based on ST 1.4 and ST 

1.5 

CO 2: Analyzed the test –Tz, Turbidity ,TDS, PH, Moisture 

CO 3: Understand the layout of nursery beds, crop diseases, methods of 

irrigation 

CO 4: Get practical knowledge by visiting seed industry on plant breeding 

research centre 

S.Y.B.Sc.  Vocational(CBCS- 2019) 

Paper I 

Course Code: ST 2.1              

Course Name: Hybrid 

Seed Production 

CO 1: Describe the various objectives and application of hybrid seed 

production   

CO 2: Classify types of apomixes, male-sterility, self- incompatibility 

CO 3: Gain knowledge about the various devices for hybrid seed production 

CO 4: Understand the basic principle of hybrid seed production 

CO 5: Describe the procedure for hybrid seed production of various crop 

Paper II 

Course Code: ST 2.2 

Course Name: Seed 

Testing 

CO 1:  Describe the importance and history of seed testing organization and 

laboratory 

CO 2: Understand the basic procedure of seed sampling    

CO 3: Classify the seed sample and to know the procedure for receipt and 

registration of sample 

CO 4: Describe various techniques of seed testing such as moisture testing, 

physical purity, germination testing and seed vigour testing 

CO 5: Give the knowledge about reporting and storage of guard sampling 

Paper III 

Course Code: ST 2.3 

Course Name: 

Practicals based on ST 

2.1 and ST 2.2 

CO 1: Gain the knowledge about emasculation and pollination techniques in 

maize and cotton 

CO 2: Understand the male sterility in plants 

CO 3: Study the pollen viability ,seed sampling and dividing equipments and 

germination methods 

CO 4: Understand the seed testing various methods 

CO 5: Gain the knowledge about seed testing laboratory 

Paper I 

Course Code: ST2.4              

Course Name: 

Vegetable Seed 

Production 

CO 1: Classify the types of garden 

CO 2: Describe the various objective and history of vegetable seed 

production 

CO 3: Classify the vegetable crops, types of nursery bed 

CO 4: Describe the various hybridization and breeding methods In vegetable 

crops 

CO 5: Understand the population improvement 

CO 6: Describe the procedure of vegetable seed production 

Paper II 

Course Code: ST 2.5 

Course Name: Seed 

Quality Control 

CO 1: Describe the concept of seed quality control 

CO 2: Classify the classes of seed and know the knowledge of procedure for 

seed certification 

CO 3: Describe the seed certification agencies, minimum seed certification 

standards and field inspection 

CO 4: Classify types of seed legislation 

CO 5: Describe the procedure of seed law enforcement. 

CO 6: To know the statutory bodies and agencies established in India and 

organic farming 

Paper III 

Course Code: ST 2.6 

CO 1: Gain the knowledge about emasculation and pollination in vegetable 

CO 2: Gain the knowledge about seed extraction method ,Hi -tech nursery 

,minimum seed certification 



Course Name: 

Practicals based on ST 

2.4 and ST 2.5 

CO 3: Understanding the seed certification procedure ,field counts important 

biopesticides and trap crops 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge of vegetable breeding farm by actual visit 

T.Y.B.Sc. Vocational (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper I 

Course Code: ST 3.1              

Course Name:  

Seed Pathology and 

Entomology  

 

CO 1: To know history of seed pathology.  

CO 2: Economic importance of seed pathology, know seed borne & storage 

fungi, Bacteria.  

CO 3: Understand seed health, Its importance, Methods of seed health 

testing.  

CO 4: Study seed entomoogy, Important orders insect pest, Study pulse, 

Cereal, Vegetable pest. 

CO 5: Know storage entomology, Pest problem, Stages in seed storage, 

Storage pest, Storage management.  

Paper II 

Course Code: ST 3.2 

Course Name:  

Entrepreneurship 

Development  

 

CO 1: To study entrepreneurship concepts and their applicability. 

CO 2: To introduce the forms of business oorganisations. 

CO 3: Know legal aspects of small business.  

CO 4: Study financial aspects, Marketing aspects, Human resource aspects 

enterpreneurship development. 

Paper III 

Course Code: ST 3.3 

Course Name:  

Practicals based on ST 

3.1 and ST 3.2  

 

CO 1: Demonstrate handling of research microscope.  

CO 2: Visual examination of dry seeds for disease symptoms.  

CO 3: Examination of suspensions obtained from washing of seeds.  

CO 4: Detection of important seed borne fungi.  

CO 5: Study important pest & visits to ware house, Industry, Project 

formulation.  

Paper I 

Course Code: ST 3.4              

Course Name:  

Seed Farm 

Management, 

Processing and Storage  

 

CO 1: Aware the students about practical knowledge of seed processing, 

Seed treatment & storage.  

CO 2: Study farm management.  

CO 3: Gain knowledge about seed processing, Seed treatment.  

CO 4: Know seed storag& seed marketing.  

Paper II 

Course Code: ST 3.5 

Course Name:  

Biotechnology and 

Intellectual Property 

Rights  

 

CO 1: Describe the scope and importance of plant biotechnology. 

CO 2: Understanding the tool of plant genetic engineering. 

Paper III 

Course Code: ST 3.6 

Course Name:  
Practicals based on ST 

3.4 and ST 3.5  

 

 

CO 1: Understand the working of seed treatment quipments.  

CO 2: Know the air screen cleaner cum grader, Elevators & Conveyers.  

CO 3: Study the seed packing equipment.  

CO 4: Sepretion & detection of specific proteins, Study PCR, 

Micropropagetion in banana.  

CO 5: Visit to seed processing & storage unit know the patent filling process.  

 

 

 



BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Department of Physics 

PROGRAM: B.Sc. Physics 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. To provide in depth knowledge of scientific and technological aspects 

of physics. 

PO-2. To familiarize with current and recent scientific and technological 

development 

PO-3.  To enrich knowledge through problem solving, hand on activities, 

study visits, projects etc 

PO-4.  To train students in skills related to research, education, industry, and 

market. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

PSO-1. After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of basic concepts in Physics. 

PSO-2.  Students will be able to apply the laws of Physics in real life 

situations to solve the problems. 

PSO-3.   Students develop aptitude of doing research through undertaking 

small projects. 

PSO-4. Student will have set his foundation to pursue higher education in 

Physics. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I  

Course Code:PHY 111              

Course Name: Mechanics and 

Properties of matter 

CO 1: Demonstrate an understanding of Newton's laws and applying them in 

calculations of the motion of simple systems. 

CO 2: Use the free body diagrams to analyse the forces on the object. 

CO 3: Understand the concepts of energy, work, power, the concepts of 

conservation of energy and be able to perform calculations using them. 

CO 4: Understand the concepts of elasticity and be able to perform 

calculations using them. 

Paper  II 

Course Code: PHY 112 

              Course Name: Physics 

Principles and Applications 

CO 1: To demonstrate an understanding of electromagnetic waves and its 

spectrum. 

CO 2: To demonstrate an understanding of electromagnetic waves and its 

spectrum. 

CO 3: To understand the general structure of atom, spectrum of hydrogen 

atom. 

CO 4: To understand the atomic excitation and LASER principles.  

Paper  III 

Course Code: PHY 113               

Course Name: Physics Practical 

CO 1: Acquire technical and manipulative skills in using laboratory 

equipment, tools, and materials. 

CO 2:  Demonstrate an ability to collect data through observation and/or 

experimentation and interpreting data. 

CO 3:  Demonstrate an understanding of laboratory procedures including 

safety, and scientific methods. 

CO 4: Demonstrate a deeper understanding of abstract concepts and theories 

gained by experiencing and visualizing them as authentic phenomena. 

Paper  I 

Course Code: PHY 121              

Course Name: Heat and 

Thermodynamics 

CO 1: Describe the properties of and relationships between the 

thermodynamic properties of a pure substance. 

CO 2:  Describe the ideal gas equation and its limitations. 

CO 3: Apply the laws of thermodynamics to formulate the relations 

necessary to analyze a thermodynamic process. 



CO 4: Analyze the heat engines and calculate thermal efficiency. 

Paper  II 

Course Code: PHY 122 

Course Name: Electromagnetics 

(Electricity and Magnetism) 

CO 1: Demonstrate an understanding of the electric force, field and 

potential, and related concepts, for stationary charges. 

CO 2: Calculate electrostatic field and potential of simple charge 

distributions using Coulomb's law and Gauss's law. 

CO 3: Demonstrate an understanding of the dielectric and effect on dielectric 

due to electric field. 

CO 4: Demonstrate an understanding of magnetization of materials. 

Course- II 

Course Code: PHY 123             

Course Name: Physics Practical 

CO 1: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings. 

CO 2: Demonstrate an ability to collect data through observation and/or 

experimentation and interpreting data. 

CO 3: Demonstrate an understanding of laboratory procedures including 

safety, and scientific methods. 

CO 4: Demonstrate a deeper understanding of abstract concepts and theories 

gained by experiencing and visualizing them as authentic phenomena. 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: PHY 221             

Course Name: Mathematical 

Methods in Physics I 

CO 1: Understand the complex algebra useful in physics courses 

CO 2:  Understand the concept of partial differentiation. 

CO 3: Understand the role of partial differential equations in physics 

CO 4:  Understand vector algebra useful in mathematics and physics 

Paper  II 

Course Code: PHY222 B1  

Course Name:A Instrumentation 

CO 1: Understand the functions of different instruments. 

CO 2: Use different instruments for measurement of parameters. 

CO 3: Design experiments using sensors. 

CO 4: Temperature Measurement Techniques 

Paper  II 

Course Code: PHY 222A1 

Course Name: B. Electronics I 

CO 1: Apply laws of electrical circuits to different circuits. 

CO 2: Understand the relations in electricity 

CO 3: Understand the properties and working of transistors. 

CO 4: Understand the functions of operational amplifiers. 

Paper  III  

Course Code: PHY 223 

Course Name: Physics Practical 

CO 1:  After completing this practical course students will be able to Use 

various instruments and equipment. 

CO 2: Design experiments to test a hypothesis and/or determine the value of 

an unknown quantity. 

CO 3:  Investigate the theoretical background to an experiment. 

CO 4: Set up experimental equipment to implement an experimental 

approach. 

Paer I  

Course Code: PHY 241 

Course Name: Oscillations, 

Waves and Sound 

CO 1: To Solve the equations of motion for simple harmonic, damped, and 

forced oscillators. 

CO 2:  Understand the physics and mathematics of oscillations. 

CO 3: Formulate these equations and understand their physical content in a 

variety of applications, 

CO 4: Describe oscillatory motion with graphs and equations, and use these 

descriptions to solve problems of oscillatory motion. 

Paper II CO 1:  Acquire the basic concepts of wave optics 



Course Code: PHY 242 

Course Name: Optics 

CO 2: Describe how light can constructively and destructively interfere 

CO 3:  Explain why a light beam spreads out after passing through an 

aperture 

CO 4: Summarize the polarization characteristics of electromagnetic waves 

Paper III 

Course Code: PHY 243 

Course Name: Physics Practical 

 

 

 

 

CO 1: Analyze data, plot appropriate graphs and reach conclusions from 

your data analysis 

CO 2: Work in a group to plan, implement and report on a 

project/experiment. 

CO 3:  Keep a well-maintained and instructive laboratory logbook. 

CO 4: Set up experimental equipment to implement an experimental 

approach. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019)  

Paper I 

Course Code: PHY 351 

Course Name: Mathematical 

Methods in Physics II 

CO 1: This course acts as a foundation for other courses taught in Physics. 

CO 2: Apply special mathematical function appropriately in solving 

problems in physics 

CO 3:  Students get advance knowledge regarding  the basic and advanced 

mathematical background required for other courses such as; classical 

mechanics, quantum mechanics, statistical physics, electrodynamics etc.   

CO 4: After successfully completing this course students get thorough 

knowledge of basics of curvilinear co-ordinate system, differential equations, 

special functions and special theory of relativity. 

Paper II 

Course Code: PHY 352  

Course Name: Classical 

Electrodynamics 

 

CO 1: Be able to use method of images in electrostatics to solve the 

boundary value problems 

CO 2: Should have understood the basic laws in magneto statics like Biot-

Savart’s law, Ampere’s law etc. 

CO 3:  Have understood the concept of magnetic vector potential. 

CO 4: Be able to solve Maxwell’s equations in free space and write equation 

of plane e-m waves 

                         Paper III 

           Course Code: PHY 353 

Course Name: Electrodynamics 

CO 1:  Be able to solve Maxwell’s equations in free space and write 

equation of plane e-m waves 

CO 2: The students are  able to solve the Newton equations for simple 

configurations using various methods 

CO 3: All the classical concepts are useful and applicable to day today life. 

CO 4: Students are understanding of intermediate classical mechanics topics 

such as coordinate transformations, oscillatory motion, gravitation and other 

central forces, and Lagrangian mechanics 

Paper IV 

Course Code: PHY 354 

Course Name: Atomic and 

Molecular Physics 

CO 1:  Development of Atomic structures starts from Rutherford’s atomic 

model up to Vector atomic model. 

CO 2:  Concept of atomic  absorption and emission  spectra, spectra 

associated with hydrogen atom  

CO 3:   Pauli Exclusion Principle, Spectral notation for quantum states 

CO 4:  The concepts of space quantization, Spectra of sodium atom 

Paper V 

Course Code: PHY 355 

CO 1:  After successfully completing this course students get thorough 

knowledge of basics  concepts of algorithms and flowcharts, programming in 

C language 



Course Name: Computational 

Physics 

CO 2: Students will get practice of programming through small programs 

like sorting array, graphics, finding factorial, using functions and pointers 

etc. 

CO 3:  To learn how to interpret and analyze data visually, both during and 

after computation. 

CO 4: Students learn various errors in computations and various numerical 

analysis methods such as, obtaining roots of a function, finding integration. 

Paper VI 

Course Code: PHY 356 

Course Name: Elective I : D: 

Renewable Energy Sources-I 

CO 1: Students learns about the Conventional and non-conventional sources 

of energy, Structure and characteristics of sun. 

CO 2: Students understand the application of solar energy such as Solar 

distillation, Solar drying, Solar cooker(box type), Solar water heating 

systems 

CO 3:  Students study Photovoltaic principle, Power output and conversion 

efficiency, Types of solar cells, Application of solar photovoltaic systems. 

CO 4:  To understand the positive and negative aspects of solar energy in 

relation to natural and human aspects of the environment. 

Paper VII 

Course Code: PHY 3510 

SEC (J) 

Course Name:  

Smart Sensors and Transducer 

Technology 

 

CO 1: Use concepts in common methods for converting a physical parameter 

into an electrical quantity 

CO 2: Classify and explain with examples of transducers, including those for 

measurement of temperature, strain, motion, position and light 

CO 3:  Choose proper sensor comparing different standards and guidelines 

to make sensitive measurements of physical parameters like pressure, flow, 

acceleration, etc 

CO 4: Predict correctly the expected performance of various sensor 

Paper VIII 

Course Code: PHY-3511  

SEC (K) 

Course Name:  

Physics Workshop Skill 

 

CO 1: To study the basics of measurements and measuring instrument 

CO 2: Design and construct the electronic voltmeter, and their significanc 

CO 3: To understand construction, principle and working of CRO. And 

make use for measurement of voltage. 

CO 4: To study specifications of low frequency signal generators, Pulse 

generator, and function generator. 

Paper  

Course Code: RE-C-355  

Course Name: Energy studies 

CO 1:  Students will be able to understand the types of concentrator.  

CO 2:  To study the photovoltaic effect and its principle. 

CO 3: To study the biomass generation and biogas plants. 

CO 4: To study the energy storage and wind energy. 

Course Code: PHY 357 

Course Name: Laboratory 

Course I 

 

CO 1: Have acquired necessary skills to design astable multivibrator circuit 

using IC-555. 

CO 2: Be able to plan an experiment to study the characteristics of FET. 

CO 3:  Be able to plan and perform experiment to determine the thickness of 

cylindrical obstacle by using diffraction of laser light 

CO 4: be able to write and execute simple programs in C language 

Course Code: PHY 367 

Course Name: Laboratory 

Course II 

 

CO 1: Be able to perform computer interfaced Physics experiments. 

CO 2: Have acquired necessary skills to design astable multivibrator circuit 

using IC-555. 

CO 3: Be able to plan an experiment to study the characteristics of FET. 

CO 4:  Be able to plan and perform experiment to determine the thickness of 

cylindrical obstacle by using diffraction of laser light 



Paper I 

Course Code: PHY 361 

Course Name: Solid State Physics 

 

CO 1:  Have deep understanding of various types of crystal structures and 

should have understood the concept of reciprocal lattice. And  have an 

understanding of the elastic properties of solids and lattice vibrations 

CO 2: Have clear idea of various characterization techniques like x-ray 

diffraction, UV-visible spectroscopy, SEM, TGA etc. 

CO 3: Have understood the free electron model, band formation and origin 

of band gap and have an understanding of the properties of metals on the 

basis of the free and nearly-free electron gas models. 

CO 4: Be able to understand the theory of magnetism and phenomena like 

superconductivity and have an understanding of the magnetic properties of 

condensed matter 

Paper II 

Course Code: PHY 362  

Course Name: Quantum 

Mechanics 

CO 1:  After successfully completing this course students get thorough 

knowledge of  historical aspects of development of quantum mechanics 

CO 2:  They  understand and explain the differences between classical and 

quantum mechanics 

CO 3: Student will learn the understand the idea of wave function and  the 

uncertainty relations, solve Schroedinger equation for simple potentials.  

CO 4:  Students will gain a basic understanding of the formalism and 

'language' of quantum mechanics especially commutation brackets, various 

quantum mechanical operators. 

Paper III 

Course Code: PH-363 

Course Name: Thermodynamics 

and Statistical Physics 

CO 1: After completion of this course  students clearly understand basic 

principles, be able to see relationships between ideas, and be able to use 

principles and ideas to calculate properties of simple statistical systems 

students will learnt assumptions of kinetic theory of gases, transport 

phenomenon 

CO 2:  To understand basic statistical methods and concepts like probability, 

random variables, expected value, variance, common probability 

distributions and Thermodynamically functions and Maxwell Relations, 

Elementary concepts of Statistics such as probability, distribution functions, 

Gaussian Probability distribution etc.  

CO 3: They learn about Statistical distribution of system of particles, 

Different statistical ensembles: micro canonical, canonical and calculation of 

mean values in canonical ensembles. 

CO 4: Understand the relation between microscopic and macroscopic 

description through statistical mechanics 

Paper IV 

Course Code: PH-364 

 Course Name: Nuclear Physics 

 

CO 1:  Students learned about The concepts and techniques and  Properties 

of Nucleus 

CO 2:  They understand about Composition, charge, size, density of nucleus, 

Nuclear Angular ,Nuclear magnetic, momentum, dipole moment, Electric 

quadruple moment, parity and symmetry, Mass defect and Binding energy, 

packing fraction 

CO 3: Students learned Radioactivity disintegration, Application of 

radioactivity 

CO 4: Students understand about  Meson theory of nuclear forces, Properties 

of nuclear forces, Elementary particles, Quarks model for elementary 

particles 

Paper V 

Course Code: PH365 

Course Name: Electronics 

CO 1: Able to design various circuits which can be used professionally. 

CO 2: Able to understand AC, DC current/voltages concept for safety 

measurements. 



 CO 3:  Able to design various types of power supply, which can be used 

professionally. 

CO 4: Able to design communication systems. 

Paper VI 

Course Code:: PHY366  

Elective II ( T) 

Course Name: Renewable Energy 

Sources-II 

 

CO 1: Students learns about the Conventional and non-conventional sources 

of energy, Structure and characteristics of sun. 

CO 2: Students understand the application of solar energy such as Solar 

distillation, Solar drying, Solar cooker(box type), Solar water heating 

systems 

CO 3: Students study Photovoltaic principle, Power output and conversion 

efficiency, Types of solar cells, Application of solar photovoltaic systems. 

CO 4:  To understand the positive and negative aspects of solar energy in 

relation to natural and human aspects of the environment. 

Paper VII 

Course Code: PHY-3610 

SEC (X) 

Course Name: Solar PV System: 

Installation, Repairing and 

Maintenance 

CO 1: Learn basics of light conversion in electricity.  

CO 2: Hands on training will motivate to use Solar PV system 

CO 3: Become entrepreneur / self-employed 

CO 4: Analyzed of MSEB electricity bill and design and sizing of off-grid 

PV system 

Paper VIII 

Course Code: PHY-3611 

 SEC (AC) 

Course Name: Radiation Physics 

CO 1: Students can use the knowledge in the applications of Radiation 

Physics in the fields like radio carbon dating, medical diagnostic tools.  

CO 2: Students acquire skill in operating different types of radiation 

detectors to detect and measure radiation levels in different places.  

CO 3: Students can work as advisers in maintenance of radiation safety 

standards and following of strict protocols at various places like Hospitals, 

Industry, and Laboratories etc. 

CO 4: Students become able to employ their skills to develop applications of 

radio activity in the fields like agriculture, industry, hospitals etc 

Paper  

Course Code: PHY 358 

Course Name: Laboratory 

Course I 

 

CO 1:   Be able gain necessary skills to perform experiments like 

verification of Stephan’s Law, Determination of Plank’s constant and 

Rydberg’s constant.  

CO 2:  Have developed skills to plan experiments for studying the properties 

of matter like viscosity, Young’s modulus and Thermal conductivity. 

CO 3:  Be able to analyse data from experiments of x-ray diffraction. 

CO 4:   Be able to plan and perform electronic experiments like Anderson’s 

bridge, determination of energy gap of semiconductor etc. 

Paper  

Course Code: PHY 368 

Course Name: Laboratory 

Course II 

 

CO 1:  Have acquired necessary skills to design a stable multivibrator circuit 

using IC-555. 

CO 2:  Be able to plan an experiment to study the characteristics of FET. 

CO 3:  Be able to plan and perform experiment to determine the thickness of 

cylindrical obstacle by using diffraction of laser light 

CO 4: Be able to write and execute simple programs in C language. 

Paper 

Course Code: RE-C-356 

Course Name: Energy studies 

Practical 

CO 1: Students will be able to understand the basic IV characteristics, fill 

factor and efficiency.                                                                          

CO 2: to study about Different types of concentrators and its working.       

CO 3: To study about Parabolic collector and its efficiency.                        

CO 4: To study about wind analysis and wind speed. 

Paper 

Course Code : PH359/369   

CO 1:  To develop a set of skills pertaining to the laboratory work apart from 

the cognition of students 



Course Name:  Project I/II 

 

 

 

CO 2: To develop a strong link with the principles of basic physics and their 

applications 

CO 3: To promotes better understanding of physics concepts and brings out 

the creativity in the students. 

CO 4: To develop demonstration and presentation skills among the students. 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 

PROGRAM: M.Sc.  

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. Provide the student with a broad spectrum of physics courses 

PO-2. Emphasize the role of physics in life and other discipline 

(chemistry,mathematics and biology) 

PO-3. The students pursuing this course would have to develop in depth 

understanding various aspects of the subject. 

PO-4. The principles in Physics will be studied in depth. Students will have 

deeper understanding of laws of nature through the subjects like 

Classical mechanics, quantum mechanics, electrodynamics, statistical 

physics etc. Students’ ability of problem solving will be enhanced. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

PSO-1. Understanding of physics concepts appropriate to introductory level 

physics by connecting the  terms, tools, and techniques 

PSO-2. Apply scientific and technical knowledge and skills to other 

disciplines and areas of study. 

PSO-3. To have deeper understanding of laws of nature through the subjects 

like classical mechanics, quantum mechanics, electrodynamics, statistical 

physics etc. 

PSO-4. Students will have acquired necessary skills and expertise to work in 

industry related to materials processing and quality control 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc. I (Sem-I) (CBCS- 2019) 

 

Course Code: PHCT 111 

 Course Name: Mathematical 

Methods in Physics 

 

CO 1: Students will be well acquainted about application of basic and  

Advanced mathematics in the other subjects. 

CO 2:Students will able to understand Bessel function, Legendre, Hermite, 

and Laguerre functions 

CO 3: To study basic and advanced mathematics. 

CO 4:  To study basic and advanced mathematics. 

 

Course Code: PHCT 112 

Course Name: Classical 

Mechanics   

CO 1: Students will have ability to correlate the classical. 

CO 2: Mechanics  concepts  with day to day life events 

CO 3: Students  will have idea of application of  mechanical  

Concepts  to natural phenomena 

CO 4: Students will understand the basic ideas about Lagrangian and 

Hamiltonian Dynamics. CanonicalTransformations and Poisson Brackets 

Course Code: PHCT 113 

Course Name: Electronics- 

CO 1: Students will be able to design, build, construct and test  

CO 2: various linear electronic, digital electronic wave shaping circuits 

CO 3: Students will be well acquainted about application of basic and 

advanced mathematics in the other subjects 

CO 4: To understand the basics of Analog, Digital electronics and design 

concepts. 

Course Code: PHOTD2 
CO 1: students will be able to understand basics concept of physics of 

semiconductor devices. 



Course Name: Physics of 

Semiconductor Devices 

CO 2: An important role in working of semiconductor devices such as PN 

junction diode 

CO 3: Transistor, JFET, MOSFET etc. 

CO 4: Students will able to understand metal semiconductor IMPATT diode. 

Course Code: PHOPD2 

Course Name: Physics of 

Semiconductor Devices 

CO 1: To understand basic concepts of semiconductor device. 

CO 2: Student able to understand charcteristics of JFET and MOSFET. 

CO 3: To undertsnd optoelectronics properties of semiconductor devices. 

CO 4: To learn different applications of op-amp. 

Course Code: PHCP 115 

Course Name: Physics Lab I 

CO 1: Students will be able to perform experiments like Milikan’s oil drop 

method, Gauy method. 

CO 2: G.M. Counter, Michelson Interferometer 

CO 3: Four probe method, Electron spin resonance 

CO 4: Noble apparatus handling ability 

Course Code: PHCT-121 

Course Name: Electrodynamics 

CO 1: This will cause awareness among students about interrelation of 

electromagnetic and its co relation with natural phenomena.                        

CO 2: Students will be able to understand Energy relations in quasi-

stationary current systems 

CO 3: They will learn about Lorentz’s and Coulomb’s gauges, Gauge 

transformations 

CO 4: Students will learn about special theory of relativity 

Course Code: PHCT-122 

Course Name: Atoms and 

Molecules-   

CO 1: Students will have information about atoms, molecular and  

Spectroscopic nature. 

CO 2: To Understand Electronic spin resonance. Magnetic resonance 

CO 3: To Understand Crystal diffraction and lattice vibrations. 

CO 4: Students will able to understand Resonance spectroscopy, Magnetic 

properties of nucleus. 

Course Code: PHCT-123 

Course Name: Quantum 

Mechanics I 

CO 1: Students theoretical concepts about basic and advanced quantum 

mechanics will get improve. 

CO 2: Relation with natural phenomena will be easily understood. 

CO 3: Students will be able to understand Postulates of Quantum 

Mechanics, Revision and General Formalism. 

CO 4: They will understand Basic principles and applications to particle in 

box, SHO 

Course Code: PHOT- 124 

Course Name: Lasers and 

Applications 

CO 1: Due to this LASER action and its basic principle will be understood. 

CO 2: Different level LASER and types of LASER will improve students’ 

knowledge. 

CO 3:  Different applications of LASER 

CO 4: Students will understand the Principle, Construction, Energy level 

diagram and working of different lasers 

Course Code: PHOP-124 

Course Name: Lasers Practical 

 

CO 1: Students able to understand basic concepts of laser and its 

applications. 

CO 2: To determine wavelength of He-Ne laser using different methods. 

 

CO 3:  To determine different parameters of laser beam. 4. By using LASER 

student will be able to study Optical fiber commutation. 

Course Code: PHYCP-125 

Course Name: Special Lab II 

CO 1: Students will get improve about-Utilization of solar energy by 

different modes. 



CO 2: Design and construction of solar energy equipments. 

CO 3: Electronic instruments for measurement 

CO 4: Demonstration of experiment & Preparation of Experimental set up. 

M.Sc. II (Sem-III) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: PHCT-231 

       Course Name: Statistical      

Mechanics 

CO 1: Students will be able to understand- Statistical systems and statistical 

mechanics 

CO 2: Applications of statistical mechanics. 

CO 3: Thermodynamic concepts 

Course Code: : PHCT-232 

Course Name: Solid State Physics 

CO 1: Due to this students will have additional knowledge  

about Band theory of solids. 

CO 2: Superconductivity under critical temperature Magnetism in solids and 

its behavior condition.                                                   

CO 3: Know basics model of dai-para & ferro magnetism 

CO 4: be able to explain superconductivity using BCS theory. 

Course Code: PHCT 233 

Course Name: Experimental 

Techniques in Physics I- 

CO 1: It will enhance the curiosity of students about experimental 

Techniques. Signal analysis, vacuum systems, pumps. 

CO 2:  Measurement of temperature, Milikan’s oil drop method, Gauy 

method, 

CO 3: G.M. Counter, Michelson Interferometer, Four probe method, 

Electron spin resonance  

CO 4: Noble apparatus handling ability. 

Course Code: PHOT-234 

Course Name: Energy Studies-I 

CO 1: Student will have awareness of – 

Importance of Energy consumption in India and worldwide. 

CO 2: Problems associated with conventional fuels. 

CO 3: Importance of use of Renewable energy 

Course Code: PHOP-234 

Course Name: Energy Studies -I 

CO 1: Students will get improve about- 

Utilization of solar energy by different modes. 

CO 2: Design and construction of solar energy equipments 

CO 3: Design and construction of solar energy equipments 

CO 4: Demonstration of experiment & Preparation of Experimental set up. 

Course Code: PHOP-234 

Course Name: Energy Studies -I 

CO 1: Students will get improve about- Utilization of solar energy by 

different modes. 

CO 2: Design and construction of solar energy equipments. 

CO 3: Design and construction of solar energy equipments. 

CO 4: Demonstration of experiment & Preparation of Experimental set up. 

Course Code: PHCP-235 

Course Name: Physics Lab III 

CO 1: Students will be able to Solve problems in Physics and any other 

areas with computer. 

CO 2: Students will able to write program for different concepts and 

functions 

CO 3: learn about applications  and use of ICT for  some physics problems 

Course Code: PHCT 241 

Course Name: Nuclear Physics 

CO 1: Students will be able to understand- General Properties and Concepts 

of Nuclei 

CO 2: Radiation Detectors and Nuclear Models 

CO 3: Reaction Dynamics, Nuclear Reactors and Accelerators 

CO 4: Nuclear Interactions and Particle Physics 



Course Code: PHCT 242 

Course Name: Experimental 

Techniques in Physics II 

 

 

CO 1:  Student able to understand basic concepts of sensors and detectors 

CO 2:  To understand different structural and thermal analysis techniques. 

CO 3: To learn different morphological and magnetic characterization 

techniques. 

CO 4: Students able to learn different spectroscopic analysis techniques 

Course Code: PHOT-243 

Course Name: Physics of 

Nanomaterial 

 

 

CO 1: To understand basic concepts of nanomaterials. 

CO 2: Students able to understand different methods of nano material 

synthesis. 

CO 3: To determine the size of nanomaterial by XRD. 4. To study 

characterization techniques of nanomaterial’s 

CO 4: To understand special nanomterials and their applications in different 

fields. 

Course Code: PHOP-243  

Course Name: Physics of 

Nanomaterial 

 

 

CO 1: To understand basic concepts of nanomaterial synthesis. 

CO 2 : Students able to understand different methods of nano material 

synthesis. 

 CO 3: To determine the size of nanomaterial by XRD. 4. To study 

characterization techniques of nanomaterials 

Course Code: PHOT-244   

Course Name: Energy Studies-II 

 

 

CO 1: Students will get improve about-Utilization of Solar energy 

CO 2: Photovoltaic systems design, 

CO 3: Photo thermal appliance construction 

CO 4: design., Hydrogen energy importance, Wind energy machines- 

designs and utilization 

Course Code: PHOP-244   

Course Name: Energy Studies-II 

 

 

CO 1: Students will get improve about-Utilization of Solar energy 

CO 2: Photovoltaic systems design, 

CO 3: Photo thermal appliance construction 

CO 4: design., Hydrogen energy importance, Wind energy machines- 

designs and utilization 

Course Code: PHCP-245  

Course Name: Project 

 

CO 1: To develop a set of skills pertaining to the laboratory work apart from 

the cognition of students                                                          

CO 2: To develop a strong link with the principles of basic physics and their 

applications                   

CO 3: To promotes better understanding of physics concepts and brings out 

the creativity in the students 

CO 4: To develop demonstration and presentation skills among the students 

 

  



 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Département of Zoology 

PROGRAM : B.Sc. Zoology 

Program Outcomes PO-1. Aware students about knowledge and skill in the fundamentals and 

systematics of animal kingdom. 

PO-2. Awareness about environment and its conservation processes, pollution 

control and its importance.   

PO-3. Acquire basic skills in the observation and study of nature, biological 

techniques, experimental skills and scientific investigation. 

PO-4. Learn and acquire skills in self-employment avenues such as Apiculture, 

Poultry, Sericulture, Fish culture, Aquarium fish keeping and Ornamental Fish 

Farming and Medical Lab. Techniquesfor income generation and to create self 

employment venture. 

PO-5. Gain knowledge of Genetics, various anatomical, physiological, and 

developmental processes at molecular level of animals. 

PO-6. Apply the knowledge of various branches of Zoology and General Biology 

meant both for a graduate terminal course and for higher studies. 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. Students are exposed to understand the basic taxonomy, faunal 

biodiversity, structural and functional organization of different animals. 

PSO-2. Understand the nature and basic concepts of cell biology, ecology, 

applied Zoology, Entomology, parasitology, developmental biology, genetics, 

biochemistry, molecular biology, histology, physiology and medical and forensic 

Zoology. 

PSO-3. Gained knowledge to carry out procedures as per laboratory standards in 

the areas of Biochemistry, Physiology, Molecular biology, Medical and Forensic 

Zoology and Environmental biology. 

PSO-4. Students develop aptitude of research through undertaking small projects. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS 2019) 

SEM I 

ZO-111 Animal Diversity 

I  

 

CO1: The course will help understand the Animal diversity around us. 

CO2: To understand the underlying principles of classification of animals. 

CO3: To comprehend the distinctions and similarities between various aspects of 

classification. 

CO4: To classify invertebrates and comprehend the various groups of 

Invertebrates observed in nature.  

ZO-112 Animal Ecology CO1: The learners will be able to identify and critically evaluate their own beliefs, 

values and actions in relation to professional and societal standards of ethics and 

its impact on ecosystem and biosphere due to the dynamics in population. 

CO2: To understand anticipate, analyse and evaluate natural resource issues and 

act on a lifestyle that conserves nature.  

CO3: The Learner understands and appreciates the diversity of ecosystems and 

applies beyond the syllabi to understand the local lifestyle and problems of the 

community. 



CO4: The learner will be able to link the intricacies of food chains, food webs 

and link it with human life for its betterment and for non-exploitation of the 

biotic and abiotic component. 

ZO-113 Zoology Practical 

Paper (Animal Diversity I 

& Animal Ecology) 

CO1: Surdents acquiers acknolowledge of animal classification 

CO2: Developed water  analyses of water paramètres  

CO3: Find out how to out biodiversity  the of given area 

CO4: Finding density, diversity, richness, etc of ecosysytem 

‘E’ Comp. (Health 

Education & Family 

Planning) 

CO1: To bring the health conciseness. 

CO2:  To control the population. 

CO3:  To generate awareness of health education. 

CO4:  To highlight importance of family planning in nation building 

SEM II 

ZO-121 Animal Diversity 

II 

CO1: The course will help understand the Animal diversity around us. 

CO2: To understand the role of economic important animals from lower phyla 

like Annelida, Arhropoda etc. 

CO3: Effective illustration of various systems of metazoan animal with Specific 

example that will help for comparative analysis with other animals. 

CO4: The student will be able to understand classify and identify the diversity of 

animals upto Phylum : Echinodermata. 

ZO-122 Cell Biology CO1: The learner will understand the importance of cell as a structural and 

functional unit of life.  

CO2: The learner understands and compares between the prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic system and extrapolates the life to the aspect of development. 

CO3: The dynamism of bio membranes indicates the dynamism of life. Its 

working mechanism and precision are responsible for our performance in life.  

CO4: The cellular mechanisms and its functioning depends on endo-membranes 

and structures. They are best studied with microscopy.  

ZO-123 Zoology Practical 

Paper (Animal Diversity 

II & Cell Biology) 

CO1: Student know the cell structurture and function of cell. 

CO2: Student identifiy different types of cell 

CO3: They know the blood and its indices 

CO4: After practical work student defined functions cell organelles., 

‘E’ Comp. (Health 

Education & Family 

Planning) 

CO1: To bring the health conciseness. 

CO2:  To control the population. 

CO3:  To generate awareness of health education. 

CO4:  To highlight importance of family planning in nation building 

S.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS-2019) 

SEM III 

ZO-231 Animal Diversity 

III 

CO1: The students will be able to understand, classify and identify the diversity 

of higher vertebrates. 

CO2: The students will able to understand the complexity of higher vertebrates 

CO3: The students will be able to understand different life functions of higher 

vertebrates 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the linkage among different 

groups of higher vertebrates. 

ZO-232 Applied Zoology 

I 

 

CO1: To understand the biology, varieties of silkworms and the basic 

techniques of silk production and harvesting of cocoons.  

CO2: To learn the different silkworm species and their host plants.  



 

 

importance.  

CO3: To study types of agricultural pests and Major insect pests of agricultural 

CO4: To study Pest control practices.  

ZO-233 Zoology Practical  

Paper (Animal Diversity 

III & Applied Zoology I) 

 

 

CO1: Gain knowledge to identify various animals based on morphological 

features. 

CO2: Observe the various tools, used in Sericulture and Pest control. 

CO3: Identify the pests in agriculture  

CO4: The student will be able to describe the morphology, habit and habitat. 

Systematic position and various systems in Scoliodon. 

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Theory 

CO1:  Students will be able to have in-depth knowledge of basic Concepts in 

Applied Entomology. 

CO2: Student will learn about process and get knowledge of Applied 

Entomology that help in Further education. 

CO3: Students will become responsible and achieve self-confident 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the linkage among different orders 

of Insects  

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Practical 

CO1: Appreciate the importance of insect collection and preservation for 

Entomological study. 

CO2: Students will able to understand the morhological and anotomical 

structures of insect. 

CO3: It will help to understand the various systems of insects. 

CO4: It will help to understand the life cycle pattern and development of insects. 

‘D’ Comp. (Medical 

Laboratory Technique) 

Theory 

CO1: Determination of Hb by haemoglobinometer method 

CO2: Different Blood test analysis related to blood. 

CO3: Determination of Hb by haemoglobinometer method. 

CO4: Slide identification of different Parasite. 

‘D’ Comp. (Medical 

Laboratory Technique) 

Practical 

CO1:  To understand Hb by haemoglobinometer method. 

CO2: To identify Different Blood test analysis related to blood. 

CO3: To understand different blood diseases.  

CO4: To understanding different methods for blood disease.  

SEM IV 

ZO-241 Animal Diversity 

IV 

 

 

CO1: The students will be able to understand, classify and identify the diversity 

of Reptiles , Aves and Mammals.. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand different life functions of higher 

vertebrates –like Reptiles, Aves and Mammals.  

CO3: The students will able to understand the Basic structure of Mammals. 

CO4: The student will become aware regarding his role and responsibility 

towards nature as a protector, to understand his role as a trustee and conservator 

of life which he has achieved by learning, observing and understanding life. 

ZO-242 Applied Zoology 

II 

 

 

CO1:  To understand the basic life cycle of the honeybees, beekeeping tools and 

equipments.  

CO2:  To learn for managing beehives for honey production and pollination..  

CO3: The learner understands the basic information about fishery, cultural and 

harvesting methods of fishes. 

CO4:  To understand fish preservation techniques. 

ZO-243 Zoology Practical 

Paper (Animal Diversity 

IV & Applied Zoology II) 

CO1: Gain knowledge to distinguish between poisonous and non-poisonous 

snakes 

CO2:  Observe the various tools, crafts and gears used in Apiary, Fishery 

CO3: Identify the enemies in Apiary. 



CO4: Describe External features and economic importance of freshwater and 

Marine water fishes and other aquaculture organisms 

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Theory 

CO1:  Learn the taxonomy, biology and control of insect pest. Identify major 

orders and families of insect 

CO2: Student will learn about process and get knowledge of Applied Entomology 

that help in further education. 

CO3: Student will appreciate the importance of insect 

CO4: To develop the good qualities of integrity, responsibility and self 

confidence 

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Practical 

CO1: Study of useful economically important insects and their products, this will 

help to understand the role of insects in economy development. 

CO2: To improve the knowledge about medically important insectpest, their role 

in disease transfer so one can design various methods of control medical pest. 

CO3: Course will help to understand various control measures and thier 

application methods for agricultural, household and medical pest. 

CO4: A field visit helps to understand practical knowledge about insect pest 

management. 

‘D’ Comp. (Medical 

Laboratory Technique) 

Theory 

CO1:  To understand Hb by haemoglobinometer method 

CO2: To identify Different Blood test analysis related to blood. 

CO3: To understand different blood diseases  

CO4: To understanding different methods for blood disease  

‘D’ Comp. (Medical 

Laboratory Technique) 

Practical 

CO1: Determination of Hb by haemoglobinometer method 

CO2: Different Blood test analysis related to blood. 

CO3: Determination of Hb by haemoglobinometer method. 

CO4: Slide identification of different Parasite. 

T.Y.B.Sc. Zoology 

SEM V 

ZO-351 - Pest 

Management 

 

 

CO1:  To understand the concept of pest management with economic, ecological, 

and sociological benefits of IPM.  

CO2: It will help to distinguish positive and negative impacts of pesticide use. 

Understand problems resulting from misuse, overuse, and abuse of chemical 

pesticides, pesticide resistance and how it develops.  

CO3: To understand society’s role in IPM decisions.  

CO4: Analyze and compare management strategies to determine the most 

effective method of reducing pest populations, weeds, and disease presence. Find 

appropriate, scientifically valid sources of information on specific insect pest, 

weed, and disease management tactics. 

ZO-352 - Histology 

 

CO1: The students will be able to understand, classify and identify the different 

types of tissue.  

CO2: The students will understand the complexity of various tissues in an 

organ.  

CO3: The students will be able to learn structure & functions of various tissues.  

CO4: The students will understand the various diseases related to organs.  

ZO-353 - Biological 

Chemistry 

CO1: To comprehend the fundamental ideas and importance of biology 

CO2: To comprehend the biological and therapeutic  importance of the      

chemical makeup of carbohydrates. 

CO3: To comprehend the makeup and significance of lipids and proteins 

CO4: To comprehend the variances in the kinetics and activity of enzymes. 

CO1: Comprehensive, detailed understanding of the chemical basis of heredity 



ZO-354 - Genetics CO2: Understanding of how genetic concepts affect broad societal issues 

including health and disease, food and natural resources, environmental 

sustainability, etc. 

CO3: Understanding the role of genetic mechanisms in evolution. 

CO4: The knowledge required to to design, execute, and analyze the results of 

genetic experimentation in animal and plant model systems. 

ZO-355 - Developmental  

Biology 

CO1:   Explain the concepts like growth, differentiation, dedifferentiation, 

induction and regeneration in animal development. 

CO2:   Explain the theories of embryonic development in developmental 

biology. 

CO3:  Gains knowledge about gametogenesis, fertilization, cleavage, 

blastulation and gastrulation in animals 

CO4:  Gain the knowlede of chick embryo development 

ZO-356 - Parasitology CO1: To understand the basic terminologies in parasitology. 

CO2: To understand the concepts of animal association with examples 

CO3: To understand the morphology and life cycle of common parasites (Protists 

and Platyhelminthes). 

CO4: To understand the phenomenon of Host-parasite relationship. 

ZO-357 - Zoology 

Practical Paper 1 

(Developmental Biology 

& Histology) 

CO1:   Practical aspect of embryology of animals (developmental stages of 

animals- egg, sperm, blatulae and gastrulae) 

CO2: skill-based knowledge of chick embryo mounting. 

CO3:  Apply skill-based knowledge of histological techniques 

CO4: Describe the histological details of different organs in mammals 

ZO-358 – Zoology 

Practical Paper 2 

(Biochemistry & 

Genetics) 

CO1: The ability of the pupils to comprehend, analyse, and evaluate the structure 

of proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids. 

CO2: The ability to understand changes in enzyme kinetics and activity 

CO3: The chemical makeup of carbohydrates and their biological and medical 

relevance will be taught to the pupils. 

CO4: To research the development of body organs. 

ZO-359 - Zoology 

Practical  

Paper 3 (Pest management 

and Parasitology) 

 

 

CO1: To explain why identification of the pest is the first step in developing an 

effective pest control strategy.  

CO2: To Explain the differences between continuous pests, sporadic pests, and 

potential pests.  

CO3: To understand the basic terminologies in parasitology.  

CO4: To understand the concepts of animal association with examples.  

ZO-3510 - Aquarium  

Management 

CO1: Students should be familiar with the foundational terms in Aquarium 

Management 

CO2: Understanding the ideas behind animal association through examples 

CO3: To understand the morphology and life cycle of Endemic and Exotic 

Ornamental Fishes 

CO4: The students Will have the opportunity to learn about the fundamentals, 

scope, and importance of aquarium management to the Environment. 

ZO- 3511 - Poultry 

Management 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the Poultry farming practices and 

breeding techniques. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand poultry rearing techniques and 

feeding requirement and food ingredients. 

CO3: The students will be able to understand the poultry disease and their 



pathogens. 

CO4: The students will be able to understand market value of poultry products. 

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Theory 

CO1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of basic Concepts in Applied Entomology. 

CO2: Student will learn about process and get knowledge of Applied Entomology 

that help Further education. 

CO3: Students will be able to apply the knowledge of Applied Entomology in 

real life Situations to solve the problems. 

CO4: Students use safety practices and regulations inside the Applied 

Entomology. 

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Practical 

CO1: Students use safety practices and regulations inside the Applied 

Entomology. 

CO2: Student will learn about process and get knowledge of Applied Entomology 

that help Further education. 

CO3:  Students will be able to apply the knowledge of Applied Entomology in 

real life Situations to solve the problems. 

CO4: Students use safety practices and regulations inside the Applied 

Entomology. 

‘C’ Comp. (Project) CO1: Soudent know , what is Project, how it completed, etc. 

CO2: Soudent acquiers acknolowledge to collect primary data and secondary data  

CO3: Student know how to completed data in text 

CO4: Student know idea of entire research work in lab. or in nature. 

SEM VI 

ZO-361 – Medical & 

Forensic Zoology 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the basics principles of Medical 

and Forensic Zoology.  

CO2: The students will able to understand scientific methods in crime detection.  

CO3: The students will be able to understand the advancements in the field of 

Medical and Forensic Zoology.  

CO4: The students will be able to understand modern tools, techniques and 

skills in forensic investigations.  

ZO-362 - Animal 

Physiology 

CO1: The various physiological organ-systems and their importance to the 

integrative functions of the human body.  

CO2: Understand Concept of energy requirements 

CO3: Various aspects of Digestive physiology, circulatory system with medical 

conditions, respiratory mechanism and gases transport and eliminations of 

waste materials from the body.  

CO4: Understand formation of gametes and function of endocrine glands. 

ZO-363 – Molecular 

Biology 

CO1: The course is designed to introduce students to the molecular mechanisms 

that underlie diverse biological activities in cells and organisms. 

CO2: To comprehend the genetic material's DNA and RNA structures. 

CO3: To comprehend Molecular Biology's Central Dogma 

CO4:  Acquire knowledge of the idea of gene regulation in order to comprehend 

DNA Damage and Repair 

ZO-364 - Entomology CO1: To understand the scope of Entomology and general characters of Insects.  

CO2: To study the morphology and anatomy of Insects. 

CO3: To learn the concept of social organization in Insects. 

CO4: To understand metamorphosis in Insects. 

CO1:To understand the different types of micrsopes and thier 

applications. 



ZO-365 - Techniques in 

Biology 

CO2:To study the procedure of microtechnique to make permanent histological 

slides. Steps like – fixation, dehydration, clearing, impregnation, embedding, 

block making, section cutting, affixation and staining procedure.  

CO3: Different hematological and immunological  techniques and their 

significance - RBCs, WBCs and Differential count of WBC, Bleeding time & 

clotting time. ELISA & its types. 

CO4: Study of Biodiversity sampling equipments  and  methods. Instruments in 

field biology and laboratory techniques for Biodiversity : Binocular, GPS, digital 

camera, DSLR, mobile camera and various types of micrscope adaptors. 

ZO-366 – Evolutionary 

Biology 

CO1:  To provide comprehensive overview of Concept of Evolution.  

CO2: Most of the fundamental elements of evolutionary biology will be covered 

in detail for students, allowing them to have a deeper understanding of the 

subject. 

CO3: To investigate key aspects of the many theories of evolution, including 

Lamarckism, Darwinism, and Neo-Darwinism. Explain key procedures, ideas, 

and concepts in evolutionary biology and assess its hypotheses and empirical 

research critically. 

CO4:  To provide a thorough explanation of the Hardy-Weinberg Law, genetic 

drift, and different types of natural selection as they relate to population genetics' 

main principles. 

ZO-367 – Zoology 

Practical Paper 1 (Medical 

& Forensic Zoology & 

Animal Physiology) 

CO1: Learn clinical procedures for blood & urine analysis 

CO2: The student will acquire the skills relating to the physical and chemical 

techniques of developing finger prints, scale pattern of human hair on crime 

scene evidence. 

CO3: Be able to perform, analyse and report on experiments and observations in 

physiology. 

CO4: Perform the haematological test like blood cell count, haemoglobin 

estimation, bleeding/ clotting time, etc. 

ZO-368 – Zoology 

Practical Paper 2 

(Molecular Biology & 

Techniques in Biology)  

CO1: The course aims to foster a fundamental grasp of the connections between 

the structures and functions of proteins and nucleic acids. 

CO2: The course will equip students with knowledge of the Central Dogma of 

Molecular Biology. 

CO3: To ubderstand the Compound and stereo microscopes: parts, applications, 

and upkeep. 

CO4:  To ubderstand Block preparation, fixation, and collection of tissue. 

ZO-369 – Zoology 

Practical Paper 3 

(Entomology and 

evolutionary Biology) 

CO1: CO1: Understand basic concepts in Entomology and its scope.  

CO2: Understand the development process of Insects. 

CO3: Identify disease causing insect vectors 

CO4: Will be able to design and implement pest controlling methods against 

pests. 

ZO-3610 - Environmental 

Impact Assessment 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the explicate the concept of EIA 

and objectives and scope of EIA. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand the illustrate the necessity of public 

participation in EIA studies. 

CO3: The students will be able to understand the summarize the importance of 

Environmental Attributes and  phenomena of Impacts on environment. 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the quantify impacts for various 

developmental projects. 

ZO-3611 - Project CO1: Soudent know , what is Project, how it’s completed, etc. 

CO2: Soudent acquiers acknolowledge to collect primary data and secondary data  



CO3: Write good research and development projects relevant to the needs of 

society and environment 

CO4: Student know idea of entire research work in lab. or in nature. 

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Theory 

CO1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of basic Concepts in Applied Entomology. 

CO2: Student will learn about process and get knowledge of Applied Entomology 

that help Further education. 

CO3:  Students will be able to apply the knowledge of Applied Entomology in 

real life Situations to solve the problems. 

CO4: Students use safety practices and regulations inside the Applied 

Entomology. 

‘C’ Comp. (Applied 

Entomology) Practical 

CO1: Students use safety practices and regulations inside the Applied 

Entomology. 

CO2: Student will learn about process and get knowledge of Applied Entomology 

that help Further education. 

CO3:  Students will be able to apply the knowledge of Applied Entomology in 

real life Situations to solve the problems. 

CO4: Students use safety practices and regulations inside the Applied 

Entomology. 

‘C’ Comp. (Project) CO1:  It will develop self confident and knowledgeable personnel’s.  .   

CO2: Motivate students in the field of research as well as guide to become a 

successful entrepreneur 

CO3:. It will develop self awareness to enrich decision making ability among the 

students 

CO4:To enrich project based learning and create foundation for research 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 

PROGRAM: M.Sc. Zoology 

Program Outcomes PO1: Candidate after successfully completing the master’s degree in Zoology is 

well versed in subjects related to the programme and are able to impart 

knowledge to the concerned sections of the society. 

PO2 : Apply knowledge to solve the issues related to animal sciences. 

PO3 : Equipwith in depth knowledge in animal physiology, biochemistry, cell 

biology, developmental biology & molecular biology, genetics, endocrinology, 

animal ecology and parasitology, bioinformatics, immunology, entomology and 

applied Zoology. 

PO4 : Ability to handle/use appropriate tools/techniques/equipment with an 

understanding of the standard operating procedures, safety aspects/ limitations. 

PO5 : To get an exposure to the recently advanced areas in Entomology. 

PO6 : The Research project (dissertation thesis) enable the students to promote 

thinking, innovation of research ideas, field knowledge, learn scientific writing 

skills and apply statistical tools. 

PSO1 : To inculcate the understanding of diverse and complex fields of Zoology 

like Taxonomy, Physiology, Endocrinology, Biochemistry, Molecular biology, 



Programme Specific 

Outcomes 

 

Ecology, Celland Developmental biology, Genetics, Applied Zoology, 

Biochemical techniques, Economic Zoology, Fish biology, Immunology, 

Parasitology, Entomology and Research methodology. 

PSO2 : Learn the principles, working mechanism and applications of 

bioinstruments and perform procedures as per laboratory standards in the areas 

of Zoology. 

PSO3 : Acquier skills in modern tools and techniques in biological field to take 

up jobs in teaching/ research/ animal husbandry and environment related 

establishments. 

PSO4 : Gains knowledge about research methodologies, effective 

communication and skills of problem solving methods. 

Course Outcomes 

M.Sc. Zoology (CBCS-2019) 

SEM I 

ZOUT 111 :  

Biochemistry and 

Biochemical Techniques 

 

 

CO1: Define the fundamental words used in biochemistry and biochemical 

processes. 

CO2: Describe the various biochemical techniques' applications. 

CO3: Describe the significance and uses of biochemical procedures. 

CO4: Give examples to clarify the principles and uses of various 

chromatographic procedures. 

ZOUT 112 : Cell Biology 

and Developmental 

Biology 

 

 

 

CO1: Label the various cell parts 

CO2: Explain the ultrastructure and functions of various cell organelles. 

CO3: Explain the concepts of cell signalling. 

CO4: Diagrammatically represent the cell cycle phases and its regulation. 

ZOUT 113 : Genetics and 

English in Scientific 

Communication 

 

CO1: Illustrate the modified Mendelian laws of inheritance. 

CO2: Identify genetic disorders based on Karyotypes and traits 

CO3: Explain the concept of Mendelian genetics, gene, gene regulation and 

multiple alleles.  

CO4: Discuss Linkage and crossing with their types and significance.  

ZODT 114 : Freshwater 

Zoology 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the  diagnostic features of shrimps 

and types of aquatic habitats. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand the aquatic adaptations of common 

freshwater forms like Turtles and Crocodiles. 

CO3: The students will be able to understand the Illustrate the physico- chemical 

properties of water and  Demonstrate the effect of pollutants on freshwater bodies 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the Justify the presence of 

zooplanktons and aquatic forms in freshwater bodies. 



ZODP 114 :  Zoology 

Practical Paper-1 

(Freshwater Zoology) 

 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the  Identify commercially 

important freshwater fish and analyze the Zooplankton from local freshwater 

bodies. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand the Evaluate the bio-indicators of 

pollution in freshwater and prepare the culture of Paramecium and Daphnia. 

CO3: The students will be able to understand the Identify the aquatic adaptations 

in common freshwater forms. 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the Estimate the hardness and 

chloride content in water samples. 

ZOUP 115 :  Basic 

Zoology Lab-I 

(Biochemistry and  

Biochemical Techniques,   

Cell Biology and 

Developmental Biology  

And Genetics and English 

in Scientific 

Communication) 

CO1: Recognize the stages of a chick embryo's development, as well as its cell 

structures and phases of cell division. 

CO2: Recognize the grammatical flaws in the sample paragraph as well as typical 

blunders made in spoken and written presentations. 

CO3: Compose a scientific project, do research, and edit an article. 

CO4: Show how various microscopes function, as well as colorimetric and 

spectrophotometric techniques, cell fractionation and ligation in Drosophila 

larvae, 

SEM II 

ZOUT 121 : Molecular 

Biology and 

Bioinformatics 

CO1: Describe the kinds, topologies, and physical characteristics of DNA as well 

as the structure and organisation of chromatin. 

CO2: Talk about the structure of the genome, DNA sequencing, and protein 

sequencing as they relate to evolutionary studies. 

CO3: Describe the portable DNA components. 

CO4: Describe the DNA damage and repair mechanisms. Drosophila \slarvae, 

CO6: Illustrate the database tools with their significance. 

ZOUT 122 : 

Endocrinology and 

Parasitology 

CO1: Discuss the roles of Pituitary gland and pineal body. 

CO2: Explain hormonal regulation of biomolecules and mineral metabolism. 

CO3: Describe the role of parasites in public health and hygiene. 

CO4: Explain the morphology and life cycle of common parasites. 

ZOUT 123 : Comparative 

Animal Physiology and 

Environmental Biology. 

 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the  physiology of processes like 

digestion, respiration, muscle contraction and  excretion and describe the 

mechanism of thermoregulation in both poikilotherms and homeotherms. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand the mechanism of chemical 

communication in vertebrates and Compare the physiology of regulatory 

mechanisms in various groups of animals. 



CO3: After complition of course Student know the animal physiology and how it 

work in real nature 

CO4: Student get knowledge of animal organ system and its work in speices.  

ZODT 124 : Ichthyology CO1: The students will be able to understand the general characters and evolution 

of fishes  and identify the common fishes in India. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand the identify the common fishes in 

India. 

CO3: The students will be able to understand the  fish morphology and 

anatomical modifications. 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the physiology of reproductive and 

endocrine organs in fish. 

ZODP 124 : Zoology 

Practical Paper-2 

(Ichthyology) 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the discuss the signs, symptoms and 

control measures of common diseases in fish. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand the setup aquarium and manage it. 

CO3: The students will be able to understand the  role of respiratory and excretory 

organs in survival of fishes. 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the classification of fishes upto 

order level. 

ZOUP 125 : Basic 

Zoology Lab-II (Mol. 

Biol. & Bioinformatics,  

Endocrinology & 

Parasitology and 

Comparative Animal 

Physiology and 

Environmental Biology) 

CO1: Explain mechanism of DNA damage and repair.  

CO2: Illustrate the process of DNA replication, transcription, translation and their 

regulations. 

CO3: Justify the post translational and post transcriptional modifications. 

CO4: Illustrate the database tools with their significance.  

SEM III 

ZOUT 231 : Entomology-

I 

CO1: To understand  entomology ,  Insects ,  origin and evolution of insects and 

their relation to other arthropods.  

 CO2: Student will able to   Classifiy insects up to family with distinguishing 

characters and examples of each order and family. 

CO3: student understand basic  structure, modifications,  body regions and 

appendages of insects. 

CO4 : Understand comparative anatomical and histological structure of various 

body systems. 

CO5: Student aware about light and sound producing organs of insect.  



ZOUT 232 : 

Fundamentals of 

Systematics and 

Economic Zoology 

CO1: The students will be able to understand the principles, methods of 

biological classification and diversity in kingdom animalia and  importance of 

taxonomic keys and taxonomic characters. 

CO2: The students will be able to understand the  principles of zoological 

classification and nomenclature, various taxonomic procedures and molecular 

phylogenetics & phylogeography and methodologies used in systematics. 

CO3: The students will be able to understand the lac culture, apiculture, prawn 

culture, vermiculture, Poultry, dairy industry  and Piggery,  role and economic 

importance  of insects and  parasitic round worms of animal and plants as well as  

coral reef and its significance. 

CO4: The students will be able to understand the role of parasitic and soil 

protozoan in human welfare  and uses of animals in pharmaceutical research.  

ZOUT 233 : Research 

Methodology and  

Insect Physiology and  

Biochemistry 

 

CO1: After course workthey know the researchwritingwithproper techniques 

CO2: They acquiers idea of different methods, techniques, and processes of 

research méthodes in basic and applied research area. 

CO3: Student know the basic chemistry of insect speices.  

CO4: They know that how the biochemical molécules performs life vitality 

ZODT 234 : Immunology CO1: Provides basics knowledge about immune system and allows the student to 

create insight as how to improve their immune system and good health.  

CO2: Types of immunity, antigens antibodies and their properties  

CO3: Complement system, MHC’s and immune responses 

CO4: Understanding of types of hypersensitivity reactions and auto immune 

diseases  

ZODP 234 : Zoology 

Practical Paper- 3 

(Immunology) 

CO1: Identify the pattern of identity of antigen- antibody reaction.  

CO2: CO2: Identify the microscopic structure of the lymphoid organs.  

CO3: Demonstrate immune-electrophoresis technique.  

CO4: Demonstrate the double diffusion techniques.  

ZOUP 235 : Special Lab I 

(Entomology- I,  

Fundamentals of 

Systematics and 

Economic Zoology &  

Research Methodology 

and Insect Physiology and 

Biochemistry) 

CO1: Taxonomy and diagnostic features up to family  

CO2:  Demonstrate the morphological features and modifications of insects 

CO3: Demonstrate the Digestive, Nervous and Reproductive system of insects 

CO4: To enrich knowledge through hand on activities and study tour. 

SEM IV 



ZOUT 241 : Entomology- 

II (Special) 

CO1: Explain Gametogenesis, Fertilization and oviposition.  

CO2: Explain embryonic developmental stages such as Cleavage, Blastoderm 

and Germ band formation; Gastrulation, Blastokinesis, differentiation of germ 

layers, Segmentation and Appendages formation and organogenesis.  

CO3: Explain post-embryonic developmental stages such as Nymph, Naiad, 

larva, Pupa and Metamorphosis.  

CO4: Explain specialized reproductive mechanisms.  

CO5: Explain Hadorn’s experiments with imaginal disc, Regeneration and 

Aging.  

CO6: Explain Occurrence, Initiation, Preparations for diapauses and its Controls. 

ZOUT 242 : Mammalian 

Reproductive Physiology 

and Aquaculture 

CO1: Explain the male and female reproductive systems and sexual dimorphic  

characteristics  

CO2: Explain the sexual cycles with examples  

CO3: Illustrate the reproductive dysfunctions.  

CO4: Diagrammatically represent the hormonal regulation of reproductive 

processes like pregnancy, lactation and parturition.  

ZODT 243 : Pest Control  

 

CO1: Explain the Pest, nature of damage caused by pests and pest control. 

CO2: Explain medical, veterinary, Household and stored grain pests. 

CO3: Explain the Principles and methods of pest control including Biological 

control measures. 

CO4: Explain the Non- insect pest and their control: Rat, Bandicoots, Crabs, 

Snails, Slugs, Birds and Squirrels. 

ZODT 244 : Apiculture CO1: Explain the basic concepts of apiculture like systematics, colony 

organization, polymorphism, morphology and foraging. 

CO2: Explain the tools and management of apiary. 

CO3: Explain the importance of institutions pertinent to apiculture 

CO4: Discuss the setup of beekeeping business. 

ZODP 243 : Zoology 

Practical Paper-4  

(Entomology- II & Pest 

Control) 

CO1: CO1: Identify the histological structure of male and female reproductive 

system of insect.  

CO2: CO2: Identify the eggs of different insects.  

CO3: Identify the different embryonic stages of insects.  

CO4: Identify the different post-embryonic stages of insects.  

CO5: demonstrate various body organs, systems and appendages of housefly 

and butterfly. 

CO6: Identify and classify insect pest of agricultural, veterinary and public 

health importance 

CO7 : Identify beneficial and harmful insects. 

ZODP 244 : Zoology 

Practical Paper-5  

(Mammalian 

Reproductive Physiology 

& Aquaculture and 

Apiculture) 

CO1: Identify the histological slides of reproductive organ/tissues.  

CO2: Explain the various types of placenta in mammals.  

CO3: Comment on merits and demerits of contraceptive devices/methods.  

CO4: Illustrate the technique of gonadectomy 

CO5: Perform vaginal smear technique to identify the phases of oestrous cycle.  

ZOUP 245 : Project CO1: Soudent know , what is project, how to write, how to complited, etc. 



 

  

CO2: Soudent acquiers acknolowledge about Introduction, Materials and 

methods, Results, Discussion, Referencing, tabulation, graphics, etc.   

CO3: Write good research and projects relevant to the needs of society and 

environment 

CO4: Student know idea of entire work in lab. or in nature and cons and prons. 



 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Department of Mathematics 

PROGRAM: BSc (Mathematics) 

 

Program Outcomes 

 PO1: Critical Thinking 

 PO2: Effective Communication 

 PO3: Social Interaction 

 PO4: Effective Citizenship 

 PO5: Ethics 

 PO6: Environment and Sustainability  

PO7: Self-directed and Life-long Learning 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO1: Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental principles, 

methods and a clear perception of innumerous power of mathematical ideas 

and tools and know how to use them by modeling, solving and interpreting. 

PSO2:   Reflecting  the  broad  nature  of  the  subject  and  developing  

mathematical  tools  for continuing further study in various fields of science. 

PSO3: Enhancing  students’  overall  development  and  to  equip  them  with  

mathematical modeling  abilities,  problem  solving  skills  ,  creative  talent  

and  power  of  communication necessary for various kinds of employment . 

PSO4: Enabling students to develop a positive attitude towards mathematics 

as an interesting and valuable subject of study.  

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Sc.(Mathematics)(CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I  

Course Code: MT 111               

Course Name: Algebra 

CO 1: Explain [L2: Understanding]  the concept of set, relation, equivalence 

relations and functions. 

CO 2: Apply [L3: Applying] well ordering principal and Mathematical 

indction. 

CO 3: Solving [L5: Evaluating]   examples of gcd ,lcm prime numbers and 

number forms. 

CO 4: Creating [L6: Creating] Argand diagram in the complex plane. Also 

Able to find nth root of unity using De-Moivre’s theorem  

Paper  II 

Course Code: MT 112            

Course Name: 

Calculus 

CO 1: Understand [L2: Understanding]  the concept of algebraic and ordered 

properties of set of real numbers. 

CO 2: Describing [L1: Remembering] definition of sequence, limit of 

sequence, convergence and divergence.  

CO 3: Finding [L3: Applying] limit of sequence , Graphs of functions and 

determine [L3: Applying] continuity of real valued functions 

CO 4: Understand [L2: Understanding] the minimum -maximum theorem, 

Location of root theorem and Bolzano's intermediate value theorem. Also 

verifying [L4: Analyzing ] with examples. 

Paper III 

Course Code: MT113               

Course Name: Maths 

Practical 

CO 1: Finding [L5: Evaluating] equivalence relation and partition of set. 

CO 2: Applying [L3: Applying]Euler’s theorem and Fermat’s to find 

remainder. 

CO 3: Solve [L5: Evaluating]    problems of increasing and decreasing 

function. Also determine [L5: Evaluating]   the convergent and divergent 

sequence.  



CO 4: Explain [L2: Understanding] maxima software use for solving 

problems in calculus and algebra .Constructing [L6: Creating] graphs using 

Maxima software’s. 

Paper  I 

Course Code: 121            

Course Name: 

Analytical Geometry 

CO 1: Know [L3: Applying ] the concept of change of origin and rotation of 

axes. Use to reduce equation of second degree to standard form. 

CO 2: Determine [L5: Evaluating] equation of plane and lines in space with 

some given conditions. 

CO 3: Finding [L5: Evaluating] perpendicular distance from point to the 

plane and angle between two lines and planes. 

CO 4: Understand [L2: Understanding] the concept of sphere and finding 

[L5: Evaluating] equation of sphere passing through given circle. 

Paper  II 

Course Code:122 

Course Name: 

Calculus II  

CO 1: Understand [L2: Understanding] the definition of derivative and its 

properties. 

CO 2: Solving[L5: Evaluating]  examples using various Mean value 

theorems and finding increasing and decreasing nature of function by 

applying MVT.  

CO 3: Finding limits of function using [L3: Applying]  L’Hospital rule. Also 

describe standard nth derivatives of some function and hence finding Taylors 

series.  

CO 4: Solving [L5: Evaluating]    first order first order differential equation 

and creating some application of ODE in real life. 

Paper III 

Course Code:123               

Course Name: Maths 

Practical 

CO 1: Solving [L5: Evaluating]    examples on Mean value theorem and 

verifying it on Maxima software. 

CO 2: Finding [L5: Evaluating]     solution of LDE and Exact ODE. 

CO 3: Understand [L2: Understanding]  the translation and rotation of axes 

using Maxima. 

CO 4: Explain [L2: Understanding] the concept of plane, lines and sphere in 

space. 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.Sc.(Mathematics) (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: MT231              

Course Name: 

Calculus  of Several 

Variables 

CO 1:.Exaplain [L2: Understanding] level set, Graph, domain and range of 

function of several variables.  

CO 2: Compute [L5: Evaluating] limit and derivative of function of several 

variables. 

CO 3: Determine [L5: Evaluating] the equations of lines and planes using 

vectors and apply the chain rule for functions of several variables. 

CO 4: Apply [L3: Applying] Double and integral to find area and volume. 

Paper  II 

Course 

Code:MT232(A) 

Course Name: 

Numerical  Methods 

and Its Applications 

CO 1: Explain [L2: Understanding] different types of digits and errors. 

CO 2:.Find the solution of algebraic and Transcendental Equations using 

[L3: Applying] Bisection method, The method of False position. 

CO 3: Constricting [L:6 Creating] Newton’s Forward and Backward table 

and hence determine [L5: Evaluating] interpolating polynomial. 

CO 4:Able to find  numerical solution of first order ordinary differential 

equations using  [L3: Applying]   Taylor Series method, Euler’s method, 

Modified Euler’s methods, Runge - Kutta Methods 2nd and 4th order 

Paper  III 

Course Code: MT233 

Course Name: 

Mathematics Practical 

CO 1: Explain [L2: Understanding] maxima software use for solving 

problems in calculus and numerical method. 

CO 2: Determine [L3: Applying] limit, level set, continuity derivative of 

functions using maxima. 



based  on MT  -  231  

and MT  -232 

CO 3:.Solving algebraic and transcendental equation using [L3: Applying] 

maxima. 

CO 4:.Construct [L6: Creating] a programme in Maxima for solving ordinary 

differential equation by numerically.  

Paper  I 

 

Course Code:MT241 

Course Name: Linear 

Algebra 

CO 1:Understand the basic ideas of vector algebra: linear dependence and 

independence and spanning; 

CO 2: Identify [L3: Applying] the row space, column space and null space of 

a matrix, and be familiar with the concepts of dimension of a subspace and 

the rank and nullity of a matrix. 

CO 3: Make use of [L3: Applying] Dimension Theorem to find dimension of 

matrix and linear transformation. 

CO 4: Determine [L5: Evaluating] orthogonal basis of inner product space. 

Paper  II 

 

Course Code: -

MT242(A) 

Course Name: Vector 

Calculus 

CO 1: Perform [L2: Understanding] standard operations on vectors in two-

dimensional space and three-dimensional space.  

CO 2: Compute [L3: Applying] the dot product and cross product of vectors, 

length of vectors, and angles between vectors.    

CO 3: Make use of [L3: Applying] Line integral to find Arc lengths, 

Curvature of the curve. 

CO 4: Evaluating [L5: Evaluating] surface integral using Greens and stokes 

theorem. 

Paper  III 

Course Code:MT243 

Course Name: 

Mathematics Practical 

CO 1: Comparing [L5: Evaluating] different subspace of vector space. 

CO 2: Make use of [L3: Applying] Maxima software to solve examples on 

Rank, Nullity of the matrix and linear transformation. 

CO 3: Identifying [L2: Understanding] compressible and incompressible 

vector field. 

CO 4: Construct [L5: Creating] a programme to solve problems of surface 

integral using Maxima. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Sc.(Mathematics) (CBCS- 2019)  

Course Code: MT 351: 

Course Name: Metric 

Spaces 

 

CO 1: Understand the introductory concepts of metric spaces. 

CO 2: Correlate these concepts to their counter parts in modern analysis by 

studying examples. 

CO 3: Learn to analyze mappings between spaces. 

CO 4: Attain background for advanced courses in real analysis, functional 

analysis, and topology. 

Course Code: MT 352: 

Course Name: Real 

Analysis-I 

 

CO 1: Learn the basic facts in logic and set theory 

CO 2: Learn to define sequence in terms of functions from N to a subset of R 

and to understand several properties of the real line 

CO 3: Recognize bounded, convergent, divergent, Cauchy and monotonic 

sequences and to calculate their limit superior, limit inferior, and the limit of 

a bounded sequence 

CO 4: Use the ratio, root, alternating series and limit comparison tests for 

convergence and absolute convergence of an infinite series of real numbers. 

Course Code: MT 353:  

Course Name: Group 

Theory 

CO 1: Recognize the mathematical objects that are groups, and classify them 

as abelian, cyclic and permutation groups. 

CO 2: Analyze consequences of Lagrange’s theorem 



CO 3: Learn about structure preserving maps between groups and their 

consequences 

CO 4: Explain the significance of the notion of cosets, normal subgroups, 

and factor groups. 

Course Code: MT 354:  

Course Name: 

Ordinary Differential 

Equations 

CO 1: Understand the genesis of ordinary differential equations. 

CO 2: Learn various techniques of getting exact solutions of solvable first 

order differential equations and linear differential equations of higher order. 

CO 3: Grasp the concept of a general solution of a linear differential 

equation of an arbitrary order. 

CO 4: Learn a few methods to obtain the general solution of a linear 

differential equation of an arbitrary order. 

Course Code: MT 

355(A): 

Course Name: 

Operations Research 

CO 1: Analyze and solve linear programming models of real-life situations. 

CO 2: The graphical solution of LPP with only two variables, and illustrate 

the concept of convex set and extreme points.  

CO 3: Using theory of the simplex method solving LPP problem involving 

more than two variables. 

CO 4: The relationships between the primal and dual problems and their 

solutions with applications to transportation, Assignment. 

Course Code: MT 

356(B):  

Course Name: Number 

Theory 

CO 1: Finding gcd using Euclidean Algorithm and understanding relation 

between gcd and lcm. 

CO 2: Understanding some of the open problems related to prime numbers. 

CO 3: Learn about number theoretic functions and modular arithmetic. 

CO 4: Applying law of Quadratic Reciprocity and other methods to classify 

numbers as primitive roots, quadratic residues, and quadratic non-residues. 

Course Code: MT 357: 

Course Name: 

Practical Course Lab-1 

 

CO 1: Solving examples showing metric with respective different norm. 

CO 2: Understanding the concept of connected, Compact and Complete 

metric space. 

CO 3: Solving problem of countable and uncountable sets. 

CO 4: Solving problem of convergent sequence and series using different 

tests. 

 

Course Code: MT 358:  

Course Name: 

Practical Course Lab-II 

CO 1: Explain homomorphism and isomorphism of groups and solving 

examples on cyclic groups.  

CO 2: Solving examples of Coset using Lagrange theorem. 

CO 3: Using Shor-cut Method finding particular solution of ordinary 

differential equations. 

CO 4: Understand system of ordinary differential equation and finding series 

solution of first order ordinary differential equations. 

Course Code: MT 359:  

Course Name: 

Practical Course Lab-III 

CO 1: Creating mathematical model of some industrial problem, food 

problem. 

CO 2: Solving LPP using Simplex and Big-M Method. Making 

Transportation model and assignment model.  

CO 3: Understands the different forms of numbers and prime numbers. 

CO 4: Solving system of congruence equation using CRT. Understanding 

different arithmetic functions.  

Course Code: MT -

3510:  

CO 1: To understand why Python is a useful scripting language for 

developers. 

CO 2: To learn how to use lists, tuples, and dictionaries in Python programs. 



Course Name: 

Programming in 

Python-I 

CO 3: To learn and understand python looping, control statements and string 

manipulations 

CO 4: To acquire programming skills in core Python. 

Course Code: MT-

3511:  

Course Name: LaTeX 

for Scientific Writing 

CO 1: To provide an understanding of the basic mechanisms of LaTeX, 

using plain text as a vehicle 

CO 2: To acquaint students with the latest typesetting skills, which shall 

enable them to prepare high quality typesetting 

CO 3: Write a simple LaTeX input document based on the article class. 

CO 4: Understand how to present data using tables. 

Course Code: MT 361: 

Course Name: 

Complex Analysis 

 

CO 1: Understand the significance of differentiability of complex functions 

leading to the understanding of Cauchy-Riemann equations. 

CO 2: Evaluate the contour integrals and understand the role of Cauchy-

Goursat theorem and the Cauchy integral formula 

CO 3: Expand some simple functions as their Taylor and Laurent series, 

classify the nature of singularities, find residues and apply Cauchy Residue 

theorem to evaluate integrals. 

CO 4: Represent functions as Taylor, power and Laurent series, classify 

singularities and poles, find residues and evaluate complex integrals using the 

residue theorem. 

Course Code: MT 362:  

Course Name: Real 

Analysis-II 

CO 1: Some of the families and properties of Riemann integrable functions, 

and the applications of the fundamental theorems of integration 

CO 2: Beta and gamma functions and their properties. 

CO 3: Recognize the difference between pointwise and uniform convergence 

of a sequence of functions. 

CO 4: Illustrate the effect of uniform convergence on the limit function with 

respect to continuity, differentiability, and integrability. 

Course Code: MT 363:  

Course Name: Ring 

Theory 

CO 1: The fundamental concept of Rings, Fields, subrings, integral domains 

and the corresponding morphisms. 

CO 2: Learn in detail about polynomial rings, fundamental properties of 

finite field extensions, and classification of finite fields. 

CO 3: Appreciate the significance of unique factorization in rings and 

integral domains. 

CO 4: Understanding the concepts of ring of polynomials and irreducibility 

tests for polynomials over ring of integers 

Course Code: MT 364: 

Course Name: Partial 

Differential Equations 

 

CO 1: Formulate, classify and transform partial differential equations into 

canonical form. 

CO 2: Solve linear partial differential equations using various methods and 

apply these methods in solving some physical problem. 

CO 3: Solve Laplace equations using various analytical methods demonstrate 

uniqueness of solutions of certain kinds of these equations 

CO 4: Demonstrating some physical applications.  

Course Code: MT 

365(A):  

Course Name: 

Optimization 

Techniques 

 

CO 1:  Understanding the concept of Network and basic components, 

Determination of critical path: Critical Path Method (CPM),Project 

Evaluation and Review Techniques(PERT). 

CO 2: Solving two and three machine Sequencing problem. 

CO 3: Understand fundamentals of Network Analysis using CPM and PERT. 

CO 4: Applying Newton Rapson and LaGrange method to solving 

constrained problem.   



Course Code: MT 36 

(B):  

Course Name: 

Computational 

Geometry 

CO 1: Construct algorithms for simple geometrical problems. 

CO 2: Characterize invariance properties of Euclidean geometry by groups 

of transformations. 

CO 3: Describe and construct basic geometric shapes and concepts by 

computational means. 

CO 4: Knowledge of the fundamental problems within computation 

geometry and general techniques for solving problems within computational 

geometry. 

Course Code: MT 367:  

Course Name: 

Practical Course Lab-1 

CO 1: Determine differentiability of complex valued function using CR 

equation. 

CO 2: Solving integrals using Cauchy integral formula and Cauchy residue 

theorem. 

CO 3: Existence of the Riemann Integral of various functions and solving 

improper integrals. 

CO 4: Understanding the concept of Uniform convergence of sequence and 

series. 

Course Code: MT 368:  

Course Name: 

Practical Course Lab-II 

CO 1: Solving examples of zero-divisors, Integral domain, field and 

polynomial rings. 

CO 2: Understanding Gaussian integer and gcd of complex numbers. 

CO 3: Solving symmetrical ordinary differential equation and Pfaffian 

differential equation in three variables. 

CO 4: Solving partial differential equation using reduction and variable 

separable methods. 

Course Code: MT 369:  

Course Name: 

Practical Course Lab-III 

CO 1: Understanding concept of Graphical method and Simplex method for 

solving LP model. 

CO 2: Constructing various Transportation and assignment model and obtain 

its solution by using MODI and Hungarian method.  

CO 3: Demonstrating two dimensional and three-dimensional 

transformations. 

CO 4: Representing curve in three dimensions and understanding Bezier 

Curves. 

Course Code: MT 

3610:  

Course Name: 

Programming in 

Python-II 

CO 1: Demonstrate the use of Python in Mathematics such as operations 

research and computational Geometry etc. 

CO 2: Study graphics and design and implement a program to solve a real 

world problem. 

CO 3: The students will implement the concepts of data with python and 

database connectivity. 

CO 4: To develop the ability to write database applications in Python. 

Course Code: MT 

3611:  

Course Name: 

Mathematics into 

LaTeX 

 

CO 1: Understanding concept of various forms of equation array in LaTex.   

CO 2: Import figures and pictures that are stored in external files. 

CO 3: Typeset mathematical formulas, use nested list, tabular and array 

environments. 

CO 4: Making different tables in Latex. 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 

PROGRAM: M.Sc. Mathematics 

Program Outcomes 

 PO1: Critical Thinking 

 PO2: Effective Communication 

 PO3: Social Interaction 



 PO4: Effective Citizenship 

 PO5: Ethics 

 PO6: Environment and Sustainability  

PO7: Self-directed and Life-long Learning 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. Strengthening  the  understanding  of  the  students  and  

substantiating  the conceptual  framework  of  the  Graduates  in  

Mathematics  for  furthering  their potential and capabilities in the subject. 

PSO-2. Reflecting  the  broad  nature  of  the  subject  and  developing  

mathematical  tools  for continuing further study in various fields of science. 

PSO-3. Inculcating the spirit of inquiry among the students and preparing 

them to take up the research in Mathematics.  

PSO-4. Exhibiting the wide range of applications of Mathematics and 

preparing students  to apply their knowledge in diverse areas such as Physics, 

Astronomy, Biology, Social Sciences, etc. 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc. I .(Mathematics) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: 

MTUT111  

Course Name: Linear 

Algebra 

CO 1: Understand [L2: Understanding] vector space, subspaces and various 

properties of vector spaces. 

CO 2: Demonstrating linear transformation and Matrix.  

CO 3: Determine inner product spaces and its properties. Also determine 

Orthogonal and Unitary Transformation. 

CO 4: Solving examples of bilinear form and tensor product. 

Course Code: 

MTUT112 

Course Name: Real 

Analysis 

CO 1: Understanding concept σ- algebra of Lebesgue Measurable Sets, Non-

measurable Set, Cantor Set, Cantor-Lebesgue Function. 

CO 2: They will be applying Littlewood's Three Principles, Egoroff’s 

Theorem and Lusin's Theorem for measurable function. 

CO 3: Understanding Lebesgue's Differentiation Theorem and Vitali 

covering lemma. 

CO 4: Solving examples of functions of bounded variations, 

Course Code: 

MTUT113. 

Course Name: Group 

Theory 

CO 1: Recognize the mathematical objects that are groups, and classify them 

as abelian, cyclic and permutation groups. 

CO 2: Explain the significance of the notion of cosets, normal subgroups, 

and factor groups. 

CO 3: Learn about structure preserving maps between groups and their 

consequences. 

CO 4: Determine simple groups using Sylows theorem. 

Course Code: 

MTUT114.  

Course Name: 

Advance Calculus 

CO 1: Understanding the derivative of a scalar field with respect to a vector; 

Directional derivatives and partial derivatives. The total derivatives and the 

gradient of a scalar field. 

CO 2: Solving examples using Implicit and inverse function theorem. 

CO 3: Determine integrals of function of several variables over a curve.  

CO 4: Understanding the concept of multiple integrals and applying Greens 

and stokes theorem for the integral over a surface.  

Course Code: 

MTUT115 

CO 1: Obtain the solution of general linear equations of first order. 

CO 2: Solving Linear equations with constant coefficient by various 

methods. 



Course Name: 

Ordinary diff. equation 

CO 3: Understanding the important role of Bessel’s equation and Legendre 

equation. 

CO 4: Evaluating differential equations using exactness and Method of 

successive approximations.  

Course Code: MTUT 

121 

Course Name: 

Complex Analysis 

CO 1: Understanding [L2: Understanding]  the concept of complex number, 

algebraic properties and representation of complex number in XY plane. 

CO 2: Solving [L3: Applying] examples differentiability of complex valued 

function using power series and C-R equations.  

CO 3: Applying [L3: Applying] Cauchy integral formula to solve contour 

integrals. 

CO 4: Solving [L3: Applying] Trigonometric and Improper integrals and 

understanding [L2: Understanding]   the importance of Schwarz’s Lemma .  

Course Code: MTUT 

122:  

Course Name: General 

Topology 

CO 1: Understand terms, definitions and theorems related to topology. 

CO 2: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of concepts such as 

connectedness and compactness.  

CO 3: Apply theoretical concepts in topology to understand real world 

applications. The aim of the course is to provide for the students an 

introduction to theory of metric and topological spaces with emphasis on those 

topics that are important to higher mathematics. 

CO 4: Understand the basic notions of metric and topological spaces, 

properties of continuous mappings selected types of topological spaces 

(compact and connected spaces) and basic theorems on topological spaces. 

Course Code: MTUT 

123:  

Course Name: Ring 

Theory  

CO 1: To write precise and accurate mathematical objects in ring theory. 

CO 2: For checking the irreducibility of higher degree polynomials over 

rings. 

CO 3: To understand the concepts like ideals and quotient rings. 

CO 4: To understand the generalization of vector spaces over fields to 

modules over rings and understand the concept of t ring theory in a coherent , 

grammatically correct and technically accurate manner. 

Course Code: MTUT 

124:  

Course Name: 

Advance Numerical 

Analysis 

CO 1: Understanding the concept Convergence, Floating Point Number 

Systems, Floating Point Arithmetic. 

CO 2: Solving linear Systems of Equations and Nonlinear Systems of 

Equations using numerical methods. 

CO 3: Convert matrix to Symmetric Tridiagonal Form and finding Eigen 

value of Symmetric Tridiagonal matrix. 

CO 4: Understanding the concept of Numerical differentiation and 

Integration. Solving ordinary differential equations by using Euler’s Method, 

Runge-Kutta Methods and Multistep Methods.   

Course Code: MTUT 

125 

Course Name: Partial 

Differential Equations 

CO 1: Explain clearly concepts and theory of basic methods for solving 

partial differential equations.   

CO 2: Recognize the types of second-order partial differential equations as 

typified by classical equations of mathematical physics, such as the wave 

equation, heat-diffusion equation and Laplace equation.   

CO 3: Apply Eigen function expansion methods to solve nonhomogeneous 

versions of heat-diffusion and wave equations. 

CO 4: Create and formulate mathematical models for a range of scientific 

and engineering problems involving partial differential equations. 

M.Sc. II .(Mathematics) (CBCS- 2019) 



Course 

Code:MTUT131 

Course Name: 

Functional  Analysis 

CO 1: Students will appreciate [L5: Evaluating] the role of completeness 

through the Baire category theorem and its consequences for operators on 

Banach spaces.  

CO 2:.They will have a demonstrable[L5: Creating]knowledge of the 

properties of a Hilbert space, including orthogonal complements, 

orthonormal sets, complete orthonormal sets together with related identities 

and inequalities.  

CO 3: They will be familiar [L2: Understanding] with the theory of linear 

operators on a Hilbert space, including adjoint operators, self-adjoint and 

unitary operators with their spectra.  

CO4: They will know L2: Understanding] the L2 L2-theory of Fourier series 

and be aware of the classical theory of Fourier series and other orthogonal 

expansions. 

Course Code: MTUT 

132 

Course Name: Field 

Theory 

CO 1: Extend[L2: Understanding] the fundamental concepts of field 

extensions and Galois theory and their role in modern mathematics and 

applied contexts 

CO 2:.Illustrate [L2: Understanding]accurate and efficient use of field 

extensions and Galois theory  

CO 3: Apply[ L3: Applying]problem- insightful solutions to several classical 

problems, of which the most notable is the problem of solvability by radicals: 

which polynomial equation in one variable can be solved by means of 

radicals, i.e. via root extraction in addition to the usual rational operations of 

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division? 

CO4: Analyze (L4: Analyzing) why geometric constructions: squaring a 

circle, doubling a cube and trisecting angle are impossible by using compass 

and scale. 

Course Code: MTUT 

133 

Course Name: 

Introduction to Data 

Science 

CO 1: Students will appreciate [L5: Creating] the role of completeness 

through the machine learning. 

CO 2: Creating [L5: Creating] general technique for handling large data. 

CO 3: To find [L2: Understanding]] process of data science. 

CO4: To illustrate [L3: Applying] benefits and use of data science. 

Course Code: MTUT 

134 

Course Name: 

Discrete Mathematics 

CO 1: Will be able to solve ([L3: Applying]) selection and arrangement 

problems. 

CO 2:. Will be able [L3: Applying]to generating Function. 

CO 3: Will be build([L3: Applying]) calculate recurrence relation. 

CO4: Will be able to find[L2: Understanding] trees edge connectivity of 

vertex.                                                                                          

Course Code: MTUT 

137 

Course Name: Integral 

Equations 

CO 1: Will be able to classify[L2: Understanding]Integral Equations and 

Integral transforms. 

CO 2:.Will be able to solve [L3: Applying] Fredholm, Volterra, Integro-

Differential Equations, Singular Integral Equations, Converting Volterra 

Equation to ODE, Conversion of IVP to Volterra equation Conversion of 

BVP to Fredholm equation. 

CO 3: Will be able to [L4 :Analyzing] describe Volterra Integral Equation - 

Adomian Decomposition method, Series solution method, converting 

Volterra equation to VIP, Successive Approximation method, successive 

substitution method, comparison between alternative methods.  

CO4: Will be able to analyse [L4 :Analyzing]the methods of Integro-

Differential Equations - Introduction, Direct Computation method, Adomian 



Decomposition Method. Conversion to Fredholm integral Equation. Volterra 

Integro-Differential equations Series Solution, Decomposition Method, 

Conversion to IVP.  

Course Code: MTUT 

141 

Course Name: Fourier 

Series and Boundary 

Value Problems 

CO 1: To Illustrate [L2: Understanding]the Fourier series representation of 

periodic functions 

CO 2:.To provide standard method for solving differential equations. 

CO 3: To demonstrate [L2: Understanding]how differential equation can be 

useful in many types of problems likes heat equations ,wave equations. 

CO 4: To Solve[L3: Applying] how the wave and diffusion partial 

differential equations can be used to model certain systems. 

Course Code: 

MTUT142 

Course Name: 

Differential Geometry 

CO 1: Will have to show[L3: Applying] the knowledge and skills to explain 

the concepts and language of differential geometry and its role in modern 

mathematics 

CO 2:.Can apply[L3: Applying]differential geometry techniques to specific 

research problems in mathematics or other fields 

CO 3: Will be able[L2 :Understanding]to compute quantities of geometric 

interest such as integral curves, geodesics, orientation . 

4.Can demonstrate[L2 :Understanding] the  topic curvature which helps 

student for understanding the shape of curve and surfaces. 

Course Code: 

MTUT143 

Course Name: 

Programming with 

Python 

CO 1: To able[L2 :Understanding] develop program finding LCM,GCD 

CO 2: To classify([L2 :Understanding]  standard software’s for best result of 

programme 

CO 3: To demonstrate[L2 :Understanding])  file handling mechanism, we 

first understand the file handling process. Then using machine practically 

done the file handling . 

CO 4: We agree[L5:Evaluating] with that python helps to student in 

mathematics calculation. 

Course Code: 

MTUT144 

Course Name: 

Number Theory 

CO 1: Effectively explain[L2: Understanding]) the concepts and results of 

Number Theory. 

CO 2: Compile[L6:Creating] mathematical proofs of statements and find 

counterexamples to false statements in Number Theory. 

CO 3: Collect and use numerical data to form conjectures about the integers 

CO 4: Explain([L2: Understanding]) the logic and methods behind the major 

proofs in Number Theory. 

Course Code: 

MTUT147 

Course Name: Coding  

Theory 

 

CO 1:.To Apply [L3 :Applying] the the properties of code and there specific 

application. 

CO 2: To analyse[L2 :Understanding]codes use in data compression ,error 

detection. 

CO 3: To demonstrate[L2: Understanding] how coding theory helpful in 

error control 

CO 4: To solve[L3: Applying]problems in data transmission and data 

storage. 

 

  



BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  

Department of Electronic Science 

PROGRAM: B.Sc. Electronic science 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. Development and understanding of various aspects of the Basic 

science, Electronics required concepts from Physics, Chemistry and other 

auxiliary subjects. Ability to apply knowledge of mathematics and science in 

solving electronics related problems. 
 

PO-2.Use of conventional and advanced techniques, methods, modern 

instruments, set ups, systems and equipments’ in addition to required application 

and system software’s which assist in analysis and solution of the problems to 

find the logical conclusions. 

PO-3. Selection of the multidisciplinary approach for sustainable development. 

Ability to identify, formulate, solve and analyze the problems in various 

disciplines of electronics  
 

PO-4. Developed logical thinking & specific knowledge to design, monitored 

store & analyze results of theoretical and experimental concepts. 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. Ability to design and manage electronic systems or processes 

that conforms to a given specification within ethical and economic 

constraints Understand skills of various techniques & laboratory safety. 

Ability to design and conduct electronics experiments, as well as to 

analyze and interpret data.  
 

PSO-2. To increase the awareness among the students and faculty about 

handling precisely the advanced and sophisticated instruments/equipments. 

To use modern scientific measuring devices, instruments, tools, models and 

charts. Ability to use techniques, skills and modern 

technological/scientific/engineering software/tools for professional practices  
 

PSO-3.Ability to design and conduct electronics experiments, as well as to 

analyze and interpret data Understanding of basic concepts included in newly 

designed courses for UG classes. Ability to use techniques, skills and modern 

technological/scientific/engineering software/tools for professional practices. 

PSO-4. Discuss about ability to function as a member of a multidisciplinary 

team with sense of ethics, integrity and social responsibility. Ability to use 

techniques, skills and modern technological/scientific/engineering 

software/tools for professional practices. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Sc.(CBCS- 2019) Semester I & II courses 

Electronic Science 

Course  I  

Course Code: EL111 

Course Name: Basics 

of applied electronics 

CO 1: To identify different parameters/functions/specifications of 

components used in electronic circuits. 

CO 2: To solve problems based on network theorems.  

CO 3:  To perform simulations using simulator for analyzing network 

performance. 

Electronic Science 

Course  II 

Course Code: EL112 

Course Name: 

Electronic Devices and 

Circuits 

CO 1: To analyze performance parameters based on study of characteristics 

of electronic devices like diode, transistors etc.  

CO 2:  To choose proper electronic devices as per the need of application. 

CO 3: To perform simulations for designing and analyzing diode/transistor 

circuits. 

CO 4: To build and test the circuits like street light controller using electronic 

devices.  

CO 1:  To identify different components and devices as well as their types.  



Electronic Science  

Course-III 

Course Code: EL113 

Course Name: 

Electronics Lab IA 

 Practical I 

CO 2: To understand basic parameters associated with each device. 

CO 3: To know operation of different instruments used in the laboratory. 

CO 4: To connect circuit and do required performance analysis. 

CO 5: To compare simulated and actual results of given particular 

experiment. 

Electronic Science 

Course  I 

Course Code: EL121 

Course Name:  

Fundamentals of 

Digital Electronics  

CO 1: To solve problems based on interconversion of number systems. 

CO 2: To reduce the expression using Boolean theorems.  

CO 3: To reduce expressions using K maps in SOP and POS forms. 

CO 4: To understand how to use flip flops to build modulus counter. 

CO 5: To familiarize with applications of counters like ring counter or event 

counter. 

Electronic Science 

Course  II 

Course Code: EL122 

Course Name: 

Analog and Digital 

device Applications   

CO 1: To compare different opamps as per specifications or performance 

parameters.  

CO 2: To understand opamp circuits and its usefulness in different 

applications. 

CO 3: To know operating principle of IC 555 in different configurations. 

CO 4: To understand different types of DAC and their performance 

parameters. 

CO 5: To study different types of ADC and their performance parameters. 

Electronic Science 

Course- III 

Course Code: EL123 

Course Name:  

Electronics Lab IB  

Practical II 

CO 1: To connect opamp circuits and analyze the output.  

CO 2: To build application circuits of opamp. 

CO 3: To design the output frequency of IC 555 as astable/monostable 

multivibrator. 

CO 4: To compare simulated and actual results of given circuit 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) Semester III & IV courses 

EL-231: Paper 

– I: 

Communicatio

n Electronics 

 

CO1: Understand different blocks in communication systems, types of noise in 

communication systems and its different parameters  

CO2: Understand need of modulation, modulation process and amplitude modulation 

and demodulation methods  

CO3: Analyze generation of FM Modulation and demodulation methods and 

comparison between amplitude and frequency modulation  

CO4: Identify different radio receivers and their performance parameters.  

EL-232: Paper- 

II: Digital 

Circuit Design 

 

CO1: Distinguish between different logic families based on their performance 

parameters  

CO2: Analyze basic combinational logic circuits for simple applications  

CO3: Design combinational logic circuits using K maps for identified applications  

CO4: Design Sequential logic circuits using state diagram, excitation table for 

identified applications  

EL-233: Paper- 

III: Practical 

Course: 

SEMESTER 

III 

 

CO1: Describe and explain the techniques of generation of AM/ FM and demodulation  

CO2 : Design FSK generation using standard IC XR 2206 referring data manuals  

CO3: Describe and explain the TDM/ FDM generation technique  

CO4: Demonstrate PPM/PWM/PAM and PCM techniques using standard circuits in 

data manuals  



EL-241: Paper 

- I: Analog 

Circuit Design 

 

CO1: Design single/multistage amplifier using transistor and analyze their frequency 

response base on gain-bandwidth product due to coupling /bypass capacitors  

CO2: Classify and compare different power amplifiers  

CO3: Understand and design push pull amplifier and need of heat sinks  

CO4:Distinguish between Op-amp Feedback circuits based on their configurations  

EL-241: Paper 

- I: Analog 

Circuit Design 

 

CO1:Design single/multistage amplifier using transistor and analyze their frequency 

response base on gain-bandwidth product due to coupling /bypass capacitors  

CO2:Classify and compare different power amplifiers  

CO3:Understand and design push pull amplifier and need of heat sinks  

CO4:Distinguish between Op-amp Feedback circuits based on their configurations  

EL-242: Paper 

II: 

Microcontrolle

r and Python 

Programming 

 

CO1:Identify the features and architectural details of microcontroller(Ardiuno)  

CO2:Write code/program using open source programming language (Ardiuno) for 

basic identified applications  

CO3:Understand programming basics of python programming language  

CO4:Understand special features of python programming language such as importing 

modules, directory, tuples  

CO5:Design , build and implement applications using Ardiuno and python  

EL-243: Paper- 

III: Practical 

Course: 

SEMESTER 

IV 

 

CO1:Describe and explain the design procedure of different types of active filters and 

analyze its frequency response  

CO2:Demonstrate positive feedback for oscillator circuits using standard ICs  

CO3:Describe and explain design procedure for two stage amplifiers and application 

circuits  

CO4: Design practical circuits for identified applications  

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) Semester V & VI courses 

Semester Vth courses 

Electronic Science 

Course  I  

Course Code: EL 

351 

Course Name: 

Digital Design using 

VERILOG 

CO 1: To know and understand structure of HDL and Verilog 

CO 2: Understand different modeling styles in Verilog. 

CO 3: Use Verilog effectively for simulation, verification and synthesis of 

digital system. 

CO 4: Understand basics of programmable logic devices. 

Electronic Science 

Course  II 

Course Code: EL 

352 

Course Name: 

Microcontroller 

Architecture and 

Programming 

CO 1: Understand the basics of microcontroller 

CO 2: Understand and acquire basic of Microcontroller Architecture and 

Programming 

CO 3: Acquire basic programming skills in C language. 

CO 4: Understand and acquire basic programming skills for AVR 

microcontroller. 

CO 1: Understand basics of analog circuit design 



Electronic Science  

Course-III 

Course Code:  

Course Name: EL 

353 Analog circuit 

Design & 

Applications 

CO 2: Analyze waveform generators required for testing different circuits. 

CO 3: Build application circuits using specialized ICs. 

CO 4: Design analog systems using available ICs. 

Electronic Science 

Course-IV 

Course Code: EL 

354 

Course Name: 

Nanoelectronics 

CO 1: Understand basic concepts of nano electronic devices and nano 

technology. 

CO 2: Understand the electron transport mechanism in nanostructures. 

CO 3: Understand techniques of characterization of nanostructures. 

CO 4: Understand different devices constructed using nanotechnology. 

Electronic Science 

Course-V 

Course Code: EL 

355 

Course Name: 

Signals and Systems 

CO 1: Know basics of electronic signals 

CO 2: Know different types of systems 

CO 3: Analyze systems using Laplace and Fourier analysis 

CO 4:Understand digital signal processing system 

Electronic Science 

Course-VI 

Course Code: EL 

356(A) 

Course Name: 

Optics & Fiber Optic 

Communication 

CO 1: To acquire Knowledge of optical fiber communication system 

CO 2: To understand different parameters of optical fibers. 

CO 3: To learn essential optical components of Fiber Optic Communication 

CO 4: To analyze and integrate fiber optical network components in variety 

of networking schemes. 

Discipline Specific 

Elective Course  

Course-VII 

Course Code: EL 

357   

Course Name: 

Practical Course I 

CO 1:Analyze different design & test procedures for analog circuits & 

systems 

CO 2: Measure different parameters of optical fiber communication systems  

CO 3: Understand importance of product design and entrepreneurship 

CO 4: Develop electronic systems for given application 

Discipline Specific 

Elective Course  

Course-VIII 

Course Code: EL 

358 

Course Name: 

Practical Course II 

CO 1: Develop and simulate design digital systems using Verilog. 

CO 2: Design and develop AVR microcontroller based systems 

CO 3:Understand different Nanoelectronics devices 

CO 4:Inculcate basic skills required for design and development of 

embedded  

Systems. 

Discipline Specific 

Elective Course  

Course-IX 

Course Code: EL 

359 

Course Name: 

Practical Course III 

(Project) 

CO 1:Understand basic methodology of selection of topic for project 

CO 2: Understand how to do literature review for selected topic. Also to 

understand documentation process in the form of presentation of project  

Report. 

CO 3: Use different software & hardware for testing, validation & 

verification of circuits for successful outcome of project. 

CO 4: Understand process of systematic development of electronic system 

and  

Development of skills for successful outcome 

CO 1: Design the electronics circuits using EDA software tools 



Skill Enhancement 

Course  

Course-X 

Course Code: 

EL351 

Course Name:SEC1 

Electronic Design 

Automation Tools 

CO 2: Plot various waveforms 

CO 3: Simulate various analog and digital circuits using EDA software tools 

CO 4: Simulate basic electronic system blocks 

Skill Enhancement 

Course 

Course-XI 

Course Code: EL 

352  

Course Name: 

SEC2 Internet of 

Things and 

Applications 

CO 1: Know the basic building blocks of IoT 

CO 2:Know IoT protocols 

CO 3: Understand how to Design IoT based system. 

CO 4:Understand how to Develop IoT based system through case studies 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) Semester VI courses 

Discipline Specific 

Elective Course 

Electronic Science 

Course  I  

Course Code: EL 

361 

Course Name: 

Modern 

Communication 

Systems 

CO 1:Understand the digital modulation techniques 

CO2: Understand different types of pulse modulation techniques 

CO 3:Describe the evolution and importance of Mobile communication and 

cellular communication 

CO 4: Know the basics of satellite communication systems. 

Electronic science 

Course  II 

Course Code: EL 

362 

Course Name: 

Embedded System 

Design using 

Microcontrollers 

CO 1: Understand features and architecture of PIC microcontroller 

CO 2: Demonstrate how to interface PIC microcontroller with different 

peripherals. 

CO 3: Understand features and architecture of ARM microcontroller 

CO 4: Demonstrate embedded system using given microcontroller 

Electronic science 

Course-III 

Course Code: EL 

363 

Course Name: 

Industrial Electronics 

CO 1: Understand basics of semiconductor power devices 

CO 2: Analyze basic power electronics circuits and demonstrate applications. 

CO 3: Understand basics of motor control. 

CO 4:Understand basics of Electric Vehicle systems 

Electronic science 

Course-IV 

Course Code: EL 

364 

Course Name: 

Manufacturing 

CO 1: Understand basics of Passive Electronic Component Manufacturing 

Processes 

CO 2: Understand basics of Active Electronic Component Manufacturing 

Processes. 

CO 3:Understand process involved in PCB manufacture and Modern Circuit 

Assembly 

CO 4:Know about the Semiconductor Device and IC Fabrication Process 



Processes for 

Electronics 

Electronic science 

Course-V 

Course Code: EL 

365 

Course Name: 

Process Control 

Systems 

CO 1: Familiar with different types of sensors and related systems 

CO 2: Know different types of measurement systems 

CO 3: Understand control parameters in process automation 

CO 4:Understand different types of process control systems and their 

characteristics 

Electronic science 

Course-VI 

Course Code: EL 

366(B) 

Course Name: 

Sensors and Systems 

CO 1: Understand basic principles of different sensors 

CO 2: Understand basic types of different sensors 

CO 3: Understand basic principles and types of actuators. 

CO 4: Know about signal conditioning systems for sensors 

Discipline Specific  

Elective Course 

Course-VII 

Course Code: EL 

367   

Course Name: 

Practical Course I 

CO 1: Demonstrate power electronic circuits. 

CO 2:Demonstrate different types of digital communication systems 

CO 3:Understand working principles of different power devices  

CO 4: Understand different power devices and their characteristics 

Discipline Specific 

Elective Course  

Course-VIII 

Course Code: EL 

368 

Course Name: 

Practical Course II 

CO1: Design embedded systems using PIC microcontroller.  

CO2: Design embedded systems using ARM microcontroller.  

CO3: Demonstrate PLC SCADA using ladder programming.  

CO4: Design and develop sensor systems for different applications  

Discipline Specific 

Elective Course  

Course-IX 

Course Code: EL 

369 

Course Name: 

Practical Course III 

(Project) 

CO1: Understand basic methodology of selection of topic for project. 

CO2: Understand how to do literature review for selected topic for project 

CO3: Apply the knowledge for design and development of the selected 

project. Understand process of systematic development of electronic system 

and  

Development of skills for successful outcome. 

CO4: Use different software and hardware for testing, validation and 

verification of circuits for successful outcome of project documentation 

process in the form of presentation and project report  

Skill Enhancement 

Course Course-X 

Course Code: 

EL361 

Course  

Name:ELSEC1 

Design of Printed 

Circuit Boards  

CO1: Understand basics of PCB.  

CO2: Know about the PCB design technology.  

CO3: Know about different soldering techniques  

CO 4: Simulate basic electronic system blocks& develop PCBs of the same. 

Skill Enhancement 

Course  

Course-XI 

CO1: Understand basics of Mobile application development.  

CO2: Develop ability to work in android development environment.  

CO3: Design and develop mobile applications  



Course Code: EL 

362 

Course Name: 

ELSEC2 Mobile 

Application 

Development 

CO 4: Design and develop mobile applications for specific case studies 

required. 

 

 

 

  



 

Master of Science 

Department of Environmental Science 

Sr. 

No. 

Programme Objectives Programme Specific Outcome 

1 M.Sc. Environmental 

Science 

Environmental Sciences are 

necessarily to be taught in an  

inter-disciplinary curriculum. 

There is need to strengthen the 

students to understand essential 

aspects of environmental sciences 

in diverse subject areas such as 

chemistry, biology, pollution, 

geosciences, atmospheric 

sciences, biodiversity, natural 

resources management and 

wildlife management. There is 

also an additional emphasis in 

providing opportunities to 

understand the integration of 

modern sciences such as 

geographical information systems 

(GIS) and remote sensing 

applications to environmental 

sciences. This integration has 

been enabled in the syllabus. 

Students would be encouraged to 

go beyond the classroom and 

conduct active action-research 

research projects with subject 

experts and institutions in 

different fields. Lectures and 

classroom sessions are 

accompanied by on-field visits, 

laboratory experiments and in-

plant training. These interventions 

are compulsory and essential 

aspects of the curriculum. 

The Masters in Environmental 

Sciences being offered by the 

University of Pune would allow 

the student to access a broad 

spectrum of environmental 

disciplines and would naturally 

extend well beyond the 

boundaries of any single subject 

area. The independent research 

areas and acquisition of subject-

specific skills within an 

interdisciplinary group of 

subjects would help the student 

to proceed to conduct Ph.D.-

level research in the future in 

Environmental Sciences. 

 

  

Sr.No Class Course Course Outcomes 

1 M.Sc. Environmental 

Science Part-I (Sem-I) 

EVSUT: 111 Environmental 

Biology and Diversity 

Students are enriched with 

biological and ecological 



concepts in environmental 

science. 

EVSUT: 112 Environmental 

Physics andChemistry 

Students are learned about 

different Physics concept and 

chemical phenominon related to 

environmental science. 

EVSUT: 113  Earth, Ocean and 

Atmospheric Science 

Students learned about different 

geological process of earth, 

Ocean study along with 

atmospheric concept which are 

usefull in environmental 

science. 

EVSUT: 114  Environmental 

Statistics 

Students learned about basic 

statistical methods which are 

widely used in environmental 

science. 

EVSUT: 115  Environmental 

Science Practical Paper 

Students practical hand 

improved with increase in 

practical knwoledge. 

Cyber Crime Student will learne 

responsibility and truth of 

internet and information 

systems. 

Human Right It will get knowledge of rights 

given by constitution of India. 

2 M.Sc. Environmental 

Science Part-I (Sem-II) 

EVSUT: 121  Water and Soil: 

Pollution:Management and 

Mitigation 

Different type of pollution like 

water and soil will be identify 

by student and it will give 

extents of pollution. Student 

will learn how to get mitigate 

the Pollution 

EVSUT: 122  Air,Noise and 

Radiation Pollution: Mitigation 

and Management 

Student will get idea  regarding 

air, noise and radiation 

pollution as well as learn how 

to handel the resources. 

EVSUT: 123 Environmental 

Law, Ethics and 

PolicyAtmospheric Sciences 

It will give idea to the students 

about different laws across the 

world and in India to protect the 

Environment. 



EVSUT: 125 Environmental 

Science Practical Paper 

Students practical hand 

improved with increase in 

practical knwoledge. 

Cyber Crime Student will learne 

responsibility and truth of 

internet and information 

systems. 

Human Right It will get knowledge of rights 

given by constitution of India. 

3 M.Sc. Environmental 

Science Part-II (Sem-III) 

EVSUT: 231  EIA and Env Audit 

(Compulsory) 

Student get information about 

environmental audit and EIA 

used in field of environmental 

science.  

EVSUT: 232 Remote Sensing 

and GIS  (Compulsory) 

Student will learned about 

remote sensing and GIS 

software and Google Earth 

applications. 

EVSUT: 233 Restoration Ecol 

and W-shed Mang.  

(Compulsory) 

Restoration and watershed 

management technicque are 

learned by the students. 

EVSUT:234 Pracical related to 

Compulsory Theory Papers 

Students practical hand 

improved with increase in 

practical knwoledge. 

EVSUT: 236 Env Resource 

Monitoring (Optional) 

Different type of environmental 

resource monitoring methods 

and process are learned by 

students. 

EVSUT:237 Practical related to 

elective Paper 

Students practical hand 

improved with increase in 

practical knwoledge. 

EVSUT:238 In-plant 

training/Intership 

 Students get on field work 

experience and knowledge of 

various industries. 

Cyber Crime Student will learne 

responsibility and truth of 

internet and information 

systems. 

Introduction to Costitution of 

India 

Students will democrasy and 

induvisual rights 



Skill Development Communication, presentation 

and writing skill is enhanced in 

students 

4 M.Sc. Environmental 

Science Part-II (Sem-IV) 

EVSUT: 241 Solid and 

Haxardous Waste Management 

(Compulsory) 

Different categories of 

hazardous and biomedical waste 

are understand by students and 

also learned about its 

management technique. 

EVSUT:242 Renewable and 

Non-Renewable Energy 

(Compulsory) 

Students are learned about 

various energy resources 

available on our planet and 

understand the proper and 

sustainable utilization. 

EVSUT: 243 Practical related to 

242 and 242 

 Students practical hand 

improved with increase in 

practical knwoledge. 

EVSUT: 245  Environmental 

Economics (Optional 1) 

Students understand different 

economical concepts which 

plays essential role in 

environmental science.  

EVSUT:246 Practical Realted to 

Optional 1 Course 

Students practical hand 

improved with increase in 

practical knwoledge for specific 

subject. 

EVSUT:248 Environmental 

Policy, Climate Change and 

sustanability (Optional 2) 

Students will study worldwide 

and national Policy regarding 

climate change for sustainable 

development.   

EVSUT:249 Practical Realted to 

Optional 2 Course 

Students practical hand 

improved with increase in 

practical knwoledge for specific 

subject. 

EVSUT:250 Dessertation- Final 

Assesment 

Binded practcal/survey/ 

analytical work in the form of 

thesis will be submitted by 

students 

Cyber Crime Student will learn responsibility 

and truth of internet and 

information systems. 

Skill Development Communication, presentation 

and writing skill is enhanced in 

students 

 

 

  



 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Department of Biotechnology 

                                     PROGRAM: B.Sc. Biotechnology 

 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. Grapsp of basic and advace knowledge of various domain of 

biotechnology. 

PO-2.Ability to integrate technologies through an inter- disciplinary learning 

habit 

PO-3.Ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyse and 

interpret scientific data. 

PO-4.Developing innovative ability and enhancing enterpreneurship skills. 

 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of basic concepts in Biotechnology 

PSO-2. Students develop aptitude of doing research through undertaking small 

projects. 

PSO-3. Student will have set his foundation to pursue higher education in 

Biotechnology. 

PSO-4. After completing the program student will have developed 

interdisciplinary approach and can pursue higher studies in subjects other than 

Biotechnology 

Course Outcomes F.Y.B.Sc. (CBCS- 2019) 

BBt-101 

Fundamentals of 

Chemistry-I 

CO 1: To recall basic concepts in chemistry 

CO 2: To summerize Atomic structure, molecules, thermodynamics 

CO 3:To introduce stereochemistry and Chemical bonding 

CO 4:To tell about concepts in organic chemistry 
BBt-102 Fundamentals of Physics  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

BBt-102 

 Fundamentals of 

Physics 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

CO 1: To relate between Physics and Life sciences 

CO 2: To introduce the measurement & Inter-conversion of units 

CO 3: To introduce Fluid mechanics,Surface Tension,Waves and oscillations & 

Geometrical Optics and its Relevance to life sciences 

CO 4: To learn measurement principles & their applications. 

 

 

 

BBt-103 

Biochemistry I 

 
 

 

CO 1: To understand Basic concepts in biochemistry 

CO 2:To study origin, cellular & chemical foundation of life 

CO 3: Study properties of water & types of interaction in biomolecules 

CO 4:To study Structure & Function of carbohydrates & Lipids. 

 

 

 

BBt-104 

Biophysics 

CO 1: To understand Biophysics at macroscopic, microscopic level and at the 

molecular level 

CO 2: To provide knowledge about atomic structure & radioactivity 

CO 3:To understand structure and function of cell membrane 

 

CO 4: To study biophysical properties such as Surface tension, adsorption, 

diffusion, osmosis, dialysis and colloids 



 

Bbt- 105 

Animal Science I 

CO 1: To illustrate Kingdom Animalia with respective to various phylum with 

example 

CO 2: To outline of classification and characterts of non- chordates with 

examples  

 

CO 3: To explain Animal histology with their structure and function. 

 

CO 4: Model of invertebrate and vertebrate animal 

 

Bbt- 106 

Plant Science I 

CO 1: To recall plant kingdom & to tell [level 1] about general account of 

different groups and their characters 

CO 2: To explain Structural morphology of vegetative and reproductive plant 

organs. 

CO 3: To describe Internal structure of  both monocot and dicot plant 

CO 4: To outline of internal organization of plant body 

 
 

Bbt- 107 

Microbiology I 

CO 1: To show relevance of Microbiology in Biotechnology 

CO 2: To classify micro-organisms. 

CO 3: To relate Bacterial cell structure 

 

CO 4:To extend principles and methods of staining & Staining techniques 

 
 

BBt-108 Biomathematics 

and Biostatistics-I 

 

CO 1:To define maths & statistics with scope in biosciences 

CO 2: To explain fundamentals mathematical calculations such as Exponents 

& Powers, Logarithm, Permutations & Combinations, Co-ordinate geometry 

CO 3: To introduce to matrices & Vector space 

CO 4: to understand descriptive biostatistics & Correlation and Regression 

 

BBt-109 Practical In 

Chemistry and 

Biochemistry 

 

CO 1: To tell Safety Measures and practices in chemistry & Biochemistry  

laboratory 

CO 2: To how prepare chemicals & reagent. 

 

CO 3:To explain qualitative & quantitatine analysis of biomolecules 

CO 4: To utilize  instruments. 

 

 

 

 

BBt-110 Practical In 

Plant and Animal science 

 

CO 1: To summerize plant kingdom  

CO 2: To show plant anatomy (monocot and dicot) 

CO 3: To explain reproduction and culturing of paramacium, drosophilla and 

Hydra 

CO 4: To identify morphological characters of paramacium, drosophilla and 

Hydra 

 

 

 

BBt-111 Practical In 

Microbiology & 

Biostatistics-I 

 

CO 1: To Introduce to Microbiology Laboratory and common microbiology 

laboratory instruments 

 

 CO 2:To handle Microorganisms and Biosafety measures 

 CO 3: To examine Microorganisms using various staining technique  

 



 CO 4: To understand biological data analysis using mathematical and 

statistical methods 
 

 

 

BBt-112 Practical In 

Physics and Biophysics 
 

 

CO 1:To study Vernier Callipers and Micrometer Screw Gauge, Surface–tension 

measurement using Jaeger’s method 
 

  CO 2: To study Calibration of Spectrometer 

  CO 3: To study process of Osmosis, Dialysis, Working of a G.M. counter 

  CO 4: To determine Diffusion Pressure Deficit using potato tubers 
 

SEM II 

 

 

BBt-201 Fundamentals 

of Chemistry II 

 

CO 1: To study ionic equilibrium w.r.t. pH, buffer, Equilibrium constant. 

CO 2: To explain Handerson Hasselbalch equation & related problems 

CO 3: To study Properties of water, water as a reactant, interaction of 

biomolecules with water 

CO 4: To introduce chemical kinetics, Electochemistry & basics of mole 

concepts 

BBt-202  

Biochemistry II 

 

CO 1: To explain Structure and Biochemical functions  Proteins, Vitamins, 

Enzymes, Nucleic acids 

CO 2: To classify Proteins, Vitamins, Enzymes, Nucleic acids 

CO 3: To study coenzyme & enzyme kinetics 

CO 4: 

 
BBt-203  

Bioinstrumentation II 

 

CO 1: To outline of Analytical techniques such as spectroscopy, 

chromatography, centrifugation 

CO 2: to illustrate Principles, construction, working and applications of 

instruments 

CO 3: To model of pH meter, centrifuge, mass spectrometer & Atomic 

absorption spectrometer 

CO 4: To study thermometric properties and types of thermometers 

 
 

BBt-204  

Animal Sciences II 

 

CO 1: To explain digestive physiology. 

CO 2:To extend reproductive physiology 

CO 3: To study  Life history and pathogenicity of Plasmodium vivax, Fasciola 

hepatica,Taenia sp 

CO 4: To develop economic zoology w.r.t Vermiculture, Aquaculture, 

Sericulture, Apiculture 

 
 

BBt-205 

Plant Sciences II 

 

 

CO 1: To define Plant water relationship and its importance 

CO 2: To explain plant metabolism such as photo synthesis, respiration & 

nitrogen metabolism 

CO 3: To illustrate Growth and development of plants 

CO 4: To summarize Economic importance of plants 

 
BBt-206  

Microbiology II 

CO 1: To study Cultivation, growth and isolation of microorganisms 

CO 2: To how to Control of microbial growth w.r.t. physical, chemical agents, 

disinfectants,  



 CO 3: To study antibiotics and chemotheraupetic agents 

CO 4: To show Microbial Interactions 

 
BBt-207  

Biomathematics and 

Biostatics-II 

 

CO 1: To study linear eqaution, differential equation 

CO 2: To study differential & integral calculus 

CO 3: To study Probability and probability distribution   

CO 4: To study Hypothesis testing and correlation 

BBt-208 

Computer in biology 

 

CO 1: To introduce to computers 

CO 2: To helps to introduce operating systems. 

CO 3: To understand the Data processing & presentation,Computer viruses, 

internet seraches 

CO 4: To study databases, networking & bioinformatics 

 

 
BBt-209  

Practical In Chemistry 

&Biochemistry II 

 

CO 1: To provide hands on training on viscometer, titration & separation 

technique 

CO 2: To study different conformations of biomolecules using models 

CO 3: To estimate concentration of proteins and cholesterol 

CO 4: To find out enzyme activity (amylase) 

 
BBt-210  

Practical In Plant and 

Animal science II 

 

CO 1: To study  the process of Osmosis and Turgor pressure and 

determination of Diffusion Pressure Deficit 

CO 2: To relate plant growth regulators on germination of seed 

CO 3: To dissect Honybee 

CO 4: To classsify insects and parasite. 

 
BBt-211 

Practical In 

Microbiology & 

Bioinstrumentation 

 

CO 1: To outline of aseptic transfer techniques 

CO 2: to demonstrate cultivation of microorganisms & eumeration of bacteria 

CO 3: To make use of Centrifuges, pH meter and compound microscope 

CO 4: To utilize TLC for separation. 

 
BBt-212 

Practical In Computer & 

Biostatistics 

 

CO 1: To introduce Microsoft Word, use of Wizards & Templates Microsoft 

Excel, Database Applications  

CO 2: To utilize  MS Excel and spreadsheets for data organization and basic 

mathematics calculations 

CO 3: To solve t-test, Chi square test. 

S. Y Biotechnology (SEM I) 

 
BBt-301  

Cell Biology I 

 

CO 1: To provide knowledge  of cell membrane,Cell organelle and Cell 
Junctions 

CO 2: To understood the structure and functons of cell 

CO 3: To understood transport across cell  membrane. 

CO 4: To understood energy generation in cell through metabolic activities. 

 

BBt-302  

Molecular Biology I 

CO 1: To help to the understand  of  Nucleic acids- structure, properties and 

function 

CO 2: To understand the Concept and Organization of Genomes 



 CO 3: To understand the Central dogma of Molecular Biology 

CO 4: 

 
BBt-303 

Genetics 

 

CO 1:Understand fundamental genetic principles and apply that understanding to 

analyze and manipulate traits in living organisms. 

CO 2: To explain chromosomal aberration and mutation. 

CO 3: To illustrate mechanism of sex determination. 

CO 4: To elaborate genetic disorders. 

 

BBt-304 

Metabolism 

 

CO 1: To introduce of Bioenergetics 

CO 2: To understand what is Enzyme 

CO 3: To explain metabolism for examples lipid, carbohydrate and protein. 

CO 4: 

 

BBt-305 

Environmental 

Biotechnology 

 

CO 1: To provide the information about Energy flow and Factors affecting 

Ecosystem 

CO 2: To understand Waste and Disaster Management 

CO 3: To outline of Waste and Disaster Management. 

CO 4: To understand the Biotechnology in Protection and Restoration of 

Ecosystem 

 

BBt-306 

Bio analytical 

Techniques 

 

CO 1: to understand principles and techniques of preparative analytical 

centrifugation techniques and their types 

CO 2: To build knowledge of chromatographic techniques  

CO 3: To utilize Electrophoresis techniques 

CO 4: To study spectroscopic techniques 

 

 

BBt-309 

Practical in Cell Biology 

and Genetics 

 

CO 1: To study of Electron Micrographs of all important cell organelles  

 

CO 2: To summerize Micrometry 

CO 3:To solve genetics problem 

CO 4: .Studies on karyotype analysis 

 

 

BBt-310 

Practical in Bio 

analytical 

Techniques 

 

CO 1: To experiment with chromatography 

 

CO 2:To test for electrophoresis 

CO 3: To estimate amylase activity, reducing sugar by DNSA 

CO 4: To estimate cholesterol by ZAK’s method and alkaline phosphates. 

 
BBt-311 

Practical in Molecular 

Biology and 

Environmental 

Biotechnology 

 

CO 1: To isolate DNA & RNA  from different method 

CO 2: To estimate Nucleic acids by UV-Vis spectrophotometry 

CO 3: To solve community sampling-By Quadrate method for plants 

CO 4: To Test genotoxicity of water sample : Polluted and non Polluted 

 

SEM II 

 

BBt-401  

CO 1: To provide knowledge  of Cell Cycle 

CO 2: To understood the  Cell Division in Plant & Animal 



Cell Biology II 

 

CO 3: To illustrate Cell Signaling 

CO 4:To explain Cell Death 

 

BBt-402 

Molecular Biology II 

 

CO 1: To understand Synthesis of RNA through the process of Transcription 

CO 2: To provide the information about Synthesis of Protein through 

Translation                                                                                               

CO 3: To understand the.DNA damage and repair 

CO 4: To extend regulation of activity of Genes and Gene products in 

Prokaryotes   

 

BBt-403 

Immunology 

 

CO 1: To provide knowledge include cells and organs of the immune system 

CO 2: to distinguish various cell types involved in immune response and 

associated functions   

CO 3: To Study antigen antibody interaction by Ouchterlony method. 

CO 4: 

 

BBt-404 

Animal Development 

 

CO 1:To define Gametogenesis: oogenesis and spermatogenesis Fertilization. 

CO 2: To understand the Types and patterns of cleavage, blastulation, 
Gastrulation & their examples 

CO 3:To extend concept of stem cells 

CO 4: To explain organogenesis in frog, chick. 

 

BBt-405 

Plant Development 

 

CO 1:To introduce Plant as a living system & Plant development 

CO 2: To understand the Major phases of plant development like 

Reproductive development. 

CO 3:To illustrate concept and types of gmetophytes 

CO 4: Model systems to understand plant development. 

 

BBt-406 

Microbial Biotechnology 

 

CO 1: To tell history and scope of Microbial Biotechnology 

CO 2: To illustrate Food and Dairy Microbiology 

CO 3: To explain Medical Microbiology 

CO 4: To illustrate importance of  Microbes in Waste treatment Processes   

 

BBt-409 

Practical in Molecular 

Biology and Microbial 

Biotechnology 

 

CO 1: To isolate Eukaryotic (Plant & Animal) DNA 

CO 2:To estimate RNA by Orcinol method & proteins by Bradford method 

CO 3: To experiment with spoilage causing microorganisms from spoiled foods 

CO 4: To study of Normal flora of humans 

T.Y.B.Sc.Biotechnology (SEM I) 

 

 

BBt 501 

Industrial Microbiology 

CO-1. To define concept of fermentation and type of fermentation 

CO-2. To illustrate bioreactor design. 

CO-3. To tell about downstream and upstream processing 

CO-4. To understand large scale manufacturing process 

BBt 502 

Recombinant DNA 

Technology 

CO-1 To summarize concept of RDT and history 

CO-2 To learn different molecular tools and vector. 

CO-3 To elaborate PCR techniques and its types 



 CO-4 To discuss various application of RDT. 

 

 

 

BBt 503 

Plant Tissue culture 

 

 CO-1 To tell basic concept and history of PTC. 

CO-2 Theoretical knowledge of media preparation and aseptic condition. 

 

CO-3 To illustrate different techniques of plant tissue culture. 

CO-4 To explain organogenesis and somatic embryogenesis. 

 

 

 

 

BBt- 504 

Animal Tissue Culture 

CO 1: Outline of concept of ATC and history. 

CO 2: To explain theoretical knowledge of primary cell culture, cell line and organ 

culture. 

CO 3: To tell about media and equipment which required for animal tissue culture 

 CO 4: To discuss various application of ATC. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

BBt 505 

Applied biotechnology I 

CO 1: To tell about biotechnology in Agriculture waste recycling. 

CO 2: To learn importance of biotechnology in molecular diagnosis. 

 CO 3: To discuss of marine biotechnology and their application 

CO 4: To elaborate nano- biotechnology and its application 

 

 

 

BBt 506 

Biodiversity and 

systematics 

CO 1: To define biodiversity and types of biodiversity 

CO 2: To tell population ecology and habitat ecology 

CO 3: To explain about conservation techniques and role of NGO in conservation 

  CO 4: To learn about Wildlife trade and Laws. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

BBt 509 

Practical Course in 

Industrial Microbiology  

CO 1: To experiment with wine preparation 

CO 2: To learn practically about fermenter and Lab bench fermenter 

CO 3: To experiment with antibiotic producing organism 

CO 4: To learn about lab scale production of primary and secondary metabolites 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

BBt - 510 

Practical Course Plant 

tissue culture and 

Animal Tissue culture  

CO 1: To tell about lab ware preparation and solution preparation 

CO 2: To experiment with callus, anther, embryo and meristem culture 

CO 3: To experiment with primary cell culture by trypsinization. 

CO 4: To experiment with maintenance of cell line 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

BBt  511 

CO 1: To learn handling of DNA isolation and DNA ligation. 

CO 2: To experiment with transformation of E. coli. 

CO 3: To study quadrate and transact method for plant diversity 



Practical Course in R-

DNA Technology & 

Biodiversity 

CO 4: To study phytogeographic map of India locate national park and sanctuaries 

 SEM II 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

BBt -601 

Enzyme and Enzyme 

Technology 
 

CO 1: To tell about properties of enzyme. 

CO 2: To explain enzyme kinetics, catalysis and regulation. 

 

CO 3: To learn about enzyme immobilization and methods of enzyme immobilization 

CO 4: To elaborate application of enzymes in industry and clinic. 

BBt - 602 

Agriculture 

Biotechnology 
 

CO 1: To introduce about scope and importance of agriculture biotech 

 

 CO 2: To tell about development of drought and herbicide tolerant verities. 

 

CO 3: To learn about greenhouse technology: scope and development 

CO 4: To elaborate technology for production of biofertilizer and biopesticide. 

 

 

BBt - 603 

Applied biotechnology II  

CO 1: To tell about biotechnology in environment. 

CO 2: To explain about forensic science, GM crop and Human Genome Project. 

CO 3: To illustrate synthetic biology: scope and application 

 

CO 4: To elaborate stem cell technology with examples. 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

BBt - 604 

Food and 

Pharmaceutical 

Biotechnology 
 

 

CO 1: To recall basic of foods and human nutrition. 

 

CO 2: To explain about food microbiology and food hygiene 

 

CO 3: To illustrate food packaging technology- laws and regulation, barcodes and 

marketing 

CO 4: To learn about drug discovery. 

 

 

 

 

BBt -605 

Bioinformatics 

 

 
 

CO 1: To tell about history and bioinfo to biotech relation 

 CO 2: To introduce biological databases. 

 

CO 3: To explain sequence alingment and visualization 

CO 4: To learn about protein structure and visualization tool. 

 

 

 

BBt - 606 

Bio safety, Bioethics and 

Intellectual Property 

Rights 

CO 1: To introduce bioethics- Principles, regulation of ethics 

 

CO 2: To explain biosafety, International laws and biosafety level. 

 

 CO 3: To illustrate IPR and different terminologies In IPR. 

 



 

CO 4: To introduce WTO, GATT, TRIPS and WIPO. 

 

 

 

BBt- 609 

Practical in Enzyme and 

Enzyme Technology 

CO 1: To experiment with isolation of amylase enzyme. 

CO 2: To determine enzyme activity with variouas method 

CO 3: To determine Vmax and km 

CO 4: To detect serum enzyme with different methods. 

 

 

BBt- 610 

Practical in Agriculture 

Biotechnology and 

Bioinformatics 

CO 1: To learn about production of Spirullina and its nutritious value. 

CO 2: To demonstrate effect of biofertilizer and herbiside. 

CO 3: To introduce biological database practically. 

CO 4: To introduce sequence alignment and multiple sequence alignment. 

 

 

BBt- 611 

Practical in Food and 

Pharmaceutical 

Biotechnology 

CO 1: To isolate bacteria from fermented food. 

CO 2: To determine moisture percentage and total phenol content of food 

sample. 

CO 3: To Detect and isolate  anti‐ infectives from plant 

CO 4: To perform practically Antibiotic Potency test- Plate diffusion method 

 

BBt-508 

SEC – II: Project 

formulation and 

presentation 

BBt-607 & 608 

SEC – III & SEC – IV : 

Project 
 
 

CO 1: To establish research apptitude in student 

CO 2: To encourage for new invention. 

CO 3: To give hands on experience of various analytical techniques 

CO 4: To learn about research paper preparation & publication          

                        Course Outcomes 
M. Sc. I Biotechnology (Sem-I) (CBCS- 2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Programme Outcomes 

 

 PO 1 : Apply the knowledge of biotechnology, microbiology ,biochemistry 

and bioinformatics to the solution of biological problems. 

PO 2 : Use the various protocols developed through extensive research-

based knowledge and methods including design of experiments, analysis 

and interpretation of data, and provide valid and reproducible conclusions. 

PO 3 : Apply the classic and modern biological theoretical and practical 

knowledge gained to address societal, health, microbial and plant 

biodiversity studies, safety, ethical and cultural issues and the consequent 

responsibilities relevant to the professional up-gradation of the student and 

society as a whole. 

PO 4 : Develop new technologies, protocols, resources, using modern 

molecular biology, biotechnology and bioinformatics tools and apply it to 

solve complex human health problems, plant stress tolerance 

 

 
PSO-1: Have basic and advanced understanding of Biotechnology in its 

various domains including, health, nutrition, agriculture, Biosafety etc. 



 

 

 

Programme Specific 

Outcomes 

 

PSO-2: Address research questions related to all the above 

mentioneddomains through carrying out specific experiments. 

PSO-3: Write good research and development projects relevant to the needs 

of society and environment 

PSO-4:Have enough subject knowledge to move ahead in 

entrepreneurshipendeavors in biotechnology. 

MBT- 101 

Advanced Biological 

Chemistry 

 

CO 1: To explain Biomolecule 

CO 2: To study Protein Biochemistry 

CO 3:To elaborate Disorders of Metabolism 

CO 4: To simplify Metabolomics and Metabolic engineering 

 
 

 

MBT- 102 

Cell & Molecular 

Biology 

CO 1: To understand the viral, prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes 

CO 2: To extend Prokaryotic and eukaryotic DNA replication 

CO 3: To build knowledge of DNA damage and Repair, Types of DNA damage 

and repair mechanism. 

CO 4: To discuss Cell signalling,Cell differentiation and cell cycle and Plant 

Cell 

 

 

 

MBT- 103 

Genetics & Immunology 
 

CO 1: To learn Genetics of  Drosophila & Arabidopsis 

CO 2: To explain  construction of gene  mapping 

CO 3: To study differnt  Immune responses generated by B and T lymphocytes 

CO 4: To understand the antigen-antibody interactions and Vaccinology 

 

 

 

MBT- 104 Laboratory 

Course I - Advanced 

Biological Chemistry, 

Cell & Molecular 

Biology, Immunology 

CO 1: To learn techniques of extraction, purification and characterization of 

protein 

CO 2: To experiment with Immunological methods- RadialImmuno diffusion, 

CFT and ELISA  

CO 3: To test for Amplification of  DNA 

 

 

 

 

MBT -105  

Environmental 

Biotechnology 

 
 

CO 1: To understand Pollutions their sources, monitoring and impact on 

climate change 

CO 2: To know about environmental laws, policies,National -International  and 

Environment impact assessment 

CO 3: To discuss about bioremediation removing pollutants, Environment 

monitoring 

 

MBT-105  

Practical Course in 

CO 1: To estimate pollutant from soil/water 

CO 2: To test for pollution and Environment w.r.t climate change 



SEM II 

 

 
MBT- 201 

Genetic Engineering 

CO 1:Elaborated structure and properties of genetic material 

CO 2:Therotical knowledge of advanced techniques 

CO 3:Introduction of cloning vector 

CO 4:Familiarization with PCR and its type 

 
MBT- 202  Bacteriology 

and Virology 

CO 1:Knowledge of genome organization of different viruses 

CO 2:Development of antiviral, anti viral host immunity, vaccination against 

viruses 

CO 3:Study of plant viruses 

CO 4:Familiarization with animal, plant and poultry viruses 

 
MBT- 203  

 Plant Biotechnology 

CO 1:Knowledge of various topics including organogenesis 

CO 2:Study of artificial seed production 

CO 3:Theoretical knowledge of cell suspension culture, secondary 

metabolite production and plant transgenic 

CO 4:To understand the importance of Plant Tissue Culture for genetic 

improvement 

MBT- 204 

Laboratory Course II - 

Genetic Engineering, 

Bacteriology and Virology, 

Plant Biotechnology 

CO 1:Experiment with DNA isolation 

CO 2:Practical knowledge of PCR 

CO 3: Practical knowledge isolation and identification bacteria and 

Propagation of viruses 

CO 4:Hands on training on Plant tissue Culture, artificial seed production 

and cell suspention culture 

 
MBT -206 

Medical Biotechnology 

CO 1: To learn about the chromosomal and mitochondrial disorders 

CO 2: To explain the techniques and applications of nanoparticles in Drug 

and gene delivery system, Microfabrication, Biosensors, Chip technologies, 

Nano-imaging and in related fields 

CO 3: To learn about gene therapy and their strategies 

CO 4: To understand about type of stem cells and their role in medical 

biotechnology 

                                          M.Sc. II (Sem-III) (CBCS- 2019) 

MBT-301 

Animal Biotechnology 

CO 1: Outline the history and structure of animal cell 

Environmental 

Biotechnology 

CO 3:To conclude on Waste management 

CO 4: To how Pollutants removing 



 CO 2: To illustrate the techniques, procedure and growth patterns of 

animal cell culture. 

CO 3: To describe the in vitro applications of animal cell culture in 

production of human and animal viral vaccines and pharmaceutical 

proteins 

CO 4: To construct techniques involved in transgenic animal technology 

and its applications 

MBT-302 

Bioprocess engineering 

CO 1: To study Fermentation and its types 

CO 2: To understand Design and operation of Fermenter/ bioreactors 

CO 3: To understand Production and Down stream processing 

CO 4: To study Effluent Disposal strategies used for various industries 

MBT-303 

Bioinformatics and 

Biostatistics 

CO 1: To understand & Explore Major Bioinformatics Resources and 

Biological databases 

CO 2: To understand Basic Concepts in Biological sequence Analysis 

like Pairwise sequence alignment algorithms (Needleman &Wunsch, 

Smith & Waterman) 

CO 3: To understand Structural Bioinformatics 

CO 4:Practical knowledge of Hypothesis testing with biological 

examples 

MBT - 304 Laboratory 

Course IV- Animal 

Biotechnology, 

Bioprocess engineering 

& Bioinformatics & 

Biostatistics 

CO 1:To experiment with primary cell culture and viability of cell line 

CO 2:To demonstrate cryopreservation 

CO 3: To study Genetics of population with reference to Hardy –

Weinberg principle and its applications 

CO 4: To Understand Introduction to Bioinformatics Concept, types, 

specialization, limitations, DBMS 

MBT - 306 

Agricultural 

biotechnology 

CO 1: To trained the students about different Tools and techniques used 

in agriculture biotechnology, Scorable and selectable markers, PCR, C-

DNA and genomic libraries. 

CO 2: To learn about Plant tissue culture and its application in crop 

improvement 

CO 3: Theoretical knowledge of  Recombinant DNA technology and 

cloning vectors and different methods of gene transfer in plants. 

CO 4: To learn bout polyploidy in crop 

improvement, Molecular markers and improvement of crop plants for 

the increase disease resistance 

SEM II 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

MBT- 401 Genomics and 

Proteomics 

CO1 : To understand Concepts and applications of Genomics and 

Proteomics 

 

CO 2 : To learn Investigative techniques –EST, SAGE, SNP   

 

CO3 : To understand Proteomics – introduction, concept and 

applications 

CO4 : To understand Strategies in protein identification 

Peptidomics/Drug discovery, Toxicoproteomics, Biomarkers in disease 

diagnosis, Identification and characterization of novel proteins. 

MBT- 402 

Advanced Bio analytical 

CO 1: Theoretical knowledge of Histochemical and Immunotechniques 

CO 2: To understand Advanced spectroscopy 



Techniques CO 3: To understand Radio isotopes techniques- Radio assay, 

cintillation counting, safety aspects of use of radio isotopes 

CO 4: To learn ELISA technique. 

 
MBT- 403 

Research Project 

CO 1: To establish research apptitude in student 

CO 2: To encourage for new invention. 

CO 3: To give hands on experience of various analytical techniques 

CO 4: To learn about research paper preparation & publication          

MBT - 405 

Pharmaceutical 

Biotechnology & Drug 

Designing 

CO 1:Theoretical knowledge of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology and 

Drug discovery. 

CO 2: To understand mechanism of Drug action and Resistance & drug 

assays 

CO 3:To learn about Computer aided drug design (CADD) 

CO 4: To learn about Methods of drug designing 

 

 

  



 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Department of Microbiology 

PROGRAM: B.Sc. Microbiology 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. To provide in depth knowledge of scientific and technological 

aspects    of microbiology. 

PO-2. To foster the research scientific temper• 

PO-3. To enrich knowledge through problem solving, hand on activities, 

study visits, projects etc.• 

PO-4. To train students in skills related to research, education, industry, and 

market 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of basic concepts in Microbiology. 

PSO-2. Student will have set his foundation to pursue higher education in 

Microbiology. 

PSO-3. After completing the program student will have developed 

interdisciplinary approach and can pursue higher studies in subjects other 

than Microbiology. 

PSO-4. Students will have set his foundation to pursue higher education in 

subjects other than Microbiology. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Sc.(SEM-I, II)(CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I  

Course Code:  MB-111                

Course Name:  

Introduction to 

Microbial World 

CO 1: To enrich students’ knowledge and train them in the pure microbial 

sciences 

CO 2: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology  o inculcate sense of scientific responsibilities and social and 

environment awareness 

CO 3: To help students build-up a progressive and successful career 

CO 4: To inculcate sense of scientific responsibilities and social and 

environment awareness 

Paper  II 

Course Code: MB-112               

Course Name: Basic 

Techniques in 

Microbiology  

CO 1:  The microorganisms will be studied for morphological, structural 

characterization.  

CO 2: Isolations techniques from natural and extreme environments and 

their prominent features 

CO 3: Application of knowledge of microscope 

CO 4: Studying various parameters for growth of bacteria 

Course-I 

Course Code: MB-113 

Course Name: Practical 

Course Based on Paper 

I and II 

CO 1: Acquire technical skills laboratory equipment, tools, and materials. 

CO 2: Demonstrate an understanding of laboratory procedures including 

safety, and scientific methods. 

CO 3: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings. 

CO 4: Application of knowledge of microscope 

Paper  I 

Course Code: MB-121                            

Course Name: Bacterial 

cell and Biochemistry 

CO 1: To enrich students knowledge and train them in the pure microbial 

sciences 

CO 2: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology  o inculcate sense of scientific responsibilities and social and 

environment awareness 



CO 3: To help students build-up a progressive and successful career 

CO 4: To inculcate sense of scientific responsibilities and social and 

environment awareness 

Paper  II 

Course Code: MB- 122 

Course Name: 

Microbial Cultivation 

and Growth 

CO 1: The microorganisms will be studied for morphological, structural 

characterization isolations techniques from natural and extreme 

environments and their prominent features. 

CO 2: Study of various growth media for isolation of an organism 

CO 3: Isolations techniques from natural and extreme environments and 

their prominent features. 

CO 4: Studying various parameters for growth of bacteria 

Course- II 

Course Code:MB-123               

Course Name: Practical 

Course Based on Paper 

I and II 

CO 1: Acquire technical skills laboratory equipment, tools, and materials. 

CO 2: Demonstrate an understanding of laboratory procedures including 

safety, and scientific methods. 

CO 3: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings. 

CO 4: Application of knowledge of microscope 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.Sc. (SEM- III, IV)(CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: MB-211               

Course Name: Medical 

Microbiology and 

Immunology 

CO 1: Principles of taxonomy and classification of major groups of 

microorganisms can be studied in one of the papers.  

CO 2: This paper will also include the physiological studies on the groups 

of micro-organisms 

CO 3: To inculcate basic concept of immunity 

CO 4: To introduce students with the knowledge of ABO blood grouping 

Paper  II 

Course Code: MB-212 

Course Name: Bacterial 

Physiology and 

Fermentation 

Technology 

CO 1: To enrich students’ knowledge and train them in the pure microbial 

sciences 

CO 2: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Fermentation Technology 

CO 3: To define certain physiological terms such as metabolism, 

catabolism and anabolism 

CO 4: To learn how to design a fermenter 

Paper  III 

Course Code: MB-213 

Course Name: Practical 

Course Based on MB-

211 and MB-212 

CO 1: To introduce the concepts of application of Blood Grouping 

CO 2: Practical at this level will also include application of biochemical 

tests for bacterial Characterization 

CO 3: To apply the knowledge of isolation in identifying a bacteria 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings. 

Paper  I 

Course Code: MB-221 

Course Name: Bacterial 

Genetics 

CO 1: To enrich students knowledge and train them in the pure microbial 

sciences 

CO 2: To introduce the concepts of application and research in Genetics 

CO 3: To inculcate sense of scientific responsibilities and social and 

environment awareness 

CO 4: To help learn the concept of mutation in DNA 

Paper  II CO 1: To study role of micro-organisms in environment in regards to 

pollution and biodegradation; water and sewage treatment 



Course Code: MB-222 

Course Name: Air, 

water and soil 

Microbiology 

CO 2: Soil Microbiology will give basic information regarding agricultural 

field 

CO 3: To correlate Soil Micro biome and Role of microorganisms in soil 

health 

CO 4: To learn the biomass production of biofertilizers and biocontrol 

agents 

Paper  III 

Course Code: MB-223 

Course Name: Practical 

Course Based on MB-

221 and MB-222 

CO 1: To impart the knowledge of Different Air Flora and calculation of 

the same 

CO 2: Preparation and Application of Bioinoculants  

CO 3:To study mutation in Bacteria using mutagens 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Sc. (SEM- V, IV)(CBCS- 2019)  

Course Code: MB-351 

Course Name: Medical 

MicrobiologyI 

CO 1: Understand the human anatomy, pathogens associated with diseases. 

CO 2: Acquire knowledge of principles underlying establishment of 

pathogens in human body 

CO 3: Comprehend of pathogenesis of specific pathogens causing microbial 

diseases. 

CO 4: Assess epidemiological patterns of microbial disease transmission as 

various modes, intensity at local and global level. 

Course Code: MB-352 

 

Course Name: 

Immunology I 

CO 1: Understand immune system structure, composition, function and 

comparison of different types of immunity. 

CO 2: Acquire knowledge about antigens, Recognition of pathogens; 

antigen processing and presentation; Immunity to infection and pathological 

consequences of immunodeficiencies. 

CO 3: To learn the applications of Immunology in monoclonal antibodies, 

vaccines production and Immunotherapy.   

CO 4: Understand abnormal working of Immune system in 

hypersensitivity, auto immune diseases, immune tolerance and 

transplantation immunology. 

Course Code: MB-353 

 

Course Name: 

Enzymology 

CO 1: To understand methods of active site determination, role of enzymes 

and its cofactors in microbial physiology. 

CO 2: To correlate regulation of metabolism at enzymatic levels and apply, 

methodology for commercial applications of enzymes 

CO 3: To learn to perform enzyme assay, purification and quantification of 

enzymes activity, enzyme kinetics in terms of initial, final velocity, 

mathematical expression of enzyme kinetic parameters. 

CO 4: To inculcate the Knowledge of enzyme kinetics in terms of initial, 

final velocity, mathematical expression of enzyme kinetic parameters. 

Course Code: MB-354 

 

Course Name: Genetics 

CO 1: To exhibit a knowledge base in Genetics and Molecular  

CO 2: To understand the central dogma of Molecular Biology 

CO 3: To construct genetic map of bacteria and fungi 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in Genetics 

Course Code: MB-355 

CO 1: To impart technical understanding of commercial fermentations  

CO 2: To apply classical, advanced strain improvement and isolation 

techniques for fermentation processes.   



Course Name: 

Fermentation 

Technology– I 

CO 3: To optimize and sterilize media used in fermentation industry for 

commercially economical and efficient fermentations. 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Fermentation Technology 

Course Code: MB-356 

Course Name: 

Agricultural 

Microbiology 

CO 1: To understand plant growth improvement with respect to disease 

resistance, environment tolerance.     

CO 2: To correlate stages of plant disease development, epidemiology, 

symptom based classification, control methods. 

CO 3: To understand the importance of microorganisms in sustainable 

agriculture, biotechnological application of bio films, edible vaccines. 

CO 4: To correlate Soil Micro biome and Role of microorganisms in 

Agriculture 

Course Code: MB-357 

Course Name: 

Diagnostic 

Microbiology and 

Immunology 

CO 1: Comprehend of pathogenesis of specific pathogens causing microbial 

diseases. 

CO 2: Acquire knowledge of principles underlying establishment of 

pathogens in human body 

CO 3: Learning to handle the biological samples 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

 

Course Code: MB-358 

Course Name: 

Enzymology and 

Genetics 

CO 1: Application of knowledge for Qualitative and Quantitative analysis 

of biomolecules 

CO 2: Practical application of separation techniques for sugars and amino 

acids 

CO 3: To access the technique for DNA isolation and detection 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MB-359 

Course Name: 

Fermentation 

Technology- I and 

Agricultural 

Microbiology 

CO 1: Preparing protocol for isolation of plant pathogen 

CO 2: Study if PGPR and their Isolation 

CO 3: Introducing various aspects with respect to Antibiotic 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MB-3510 

Course Name: Marine 

Microbiology 

CO 1: To acquire advances in the knowledge of marine microbes and 

marine ecology.   

CO 2: To learn the field research on marine processes and laboratory 

research on microorganisms.   

CO 3: To comprehend the role of marine microbes in bioremediation and 

bioprospecting. 

CO 4: To avail career opportunities in marine education, industry and 

research 

Course Code: MB-3511 

Course Name: Dairy 

Microbiology 

CO 1: To understand prospects of dairying at commercial marketing.  To 

acquire skills of processing of milk and dairy products.. 

CO 2: To assess quality control in dairy industry.   

CO 3: To comprehend production of dairy products of commercial 

significance with emphasis to local and global market demand 

CO 4: To acquire skills of processing of milk and dairy products. 

Course Code: MB-361 
CO 1: Acquire knowledge of principles underlying establishment of 

pathogens in human body. 



Course Name: Medical 

Microbiology II 

CO 2: Comprehend of pathogenesis of specific pathogens causing microbial 

diseases. 

CO 3: Gain Knowledge principles of chemotherapy of microbial diseases 

and development of drug resistance among pathogens and strategies to 

mitigate.   

CO 4: Develop identification systems for microbial disease diagnosis, 

disease treatment and prevention measures. 

Course Code: MB-362 

Course Name: 

Immunology- II 

CO 1: To learn the applications of Immunology in monoclonal antibodies, 

vaccines production and Immunotherapy.   

CO 2: Understand abnormal working of Immune system in 

hypersensitivity, auto immune diseases, immune tolerance and 

transplantation immunology.   

CO 3: To develop strategies for Diagnosis of diseases based on antigen and 

antibody  reactions with emphasis on prevailing communicable diseases. 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Immunology 

Course Code: MB-363 

Course Name: 

Metabolism 

CO 1: To learn mechanisms of transport of solutes across the membrane   

CO 2: To get acquainted with mechanism of biosynthesis and degradation 

of bio molecules   

CO 3: To comprehend basic concept of autotrophic mode of metabolism of 

prokaryotes 

CO 4: To inculcate the knowledge of Lipids and their degradion pathways 

Course Code: MB-364 

Course Name: 

Molecular Biology 

CO 1: To get introduced to concept of recombination and bacteriophage 

Genetics   

CO 2: To understand the concept cloning in bacteria   

CO 3: bacteria  To demonstrate the knowledge of common and advanced 

laboratory practices in Molecular Biology 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in Molecular 

Biology 

Course Code: MB-365 

Course Name: 

Fermentation 

Technology – II 

CO 1: To impart technical understanding of commercial fermentations. 

CO 2: To acquaint fermentation economics, process patentability, process 

validation.   

CO 3: To comprehend the large scale productions of commercially 

significant fermentation products of classical and recent significance. 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Fermentation Technology 

Course Code: MB-366 

Course Name: Food 

Microbiology 

CO 1: To describe food safety problems and solutions in India and global 

scale.   

CO 2: Identify and classify types of microorganisms in food processing and 

compare their characteristics and behavior   

CO 3: To learn food classification based on their perishability, intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors  affecting the growth of microbes in foods, role of 

microorganisms in food fermentation.   

CO 4: To acquire knowledge about food spoilage, food borne diseases, 

predisposition and preventive and control measures. 

Course Code: MB-367 

Course Name: 

Diagnostic 

CO 1: Acquire knowledge of principles underlying establishment of 

pathogens in human body 

CO 2: Applying the knowledge of testing of antibiotic sensitivity  



Microbiology and 

Immunology 

CO 3: Study immunological lab techniques 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MB-368 

Course Name: 

Metabolism and 

Molecular Biology 

CO 1: To learn estimation biomolecules from a biological sample 

CO 2: To impart practical knowledge with respect to enzymology 

CO 3: Develop methodology to isolate and enumerate bacteriophage 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MB-369 

Course Name: 

Fermentation 

Technology- II and 

Food Microbiology 

CO 1: To comprehend the lab scale productions of commercially significant 

fermentation products of classical and recent significance. 

CO 2: To study the SOP construction  

CO 3: To acquire knowledge about food spoilage, food borne diseases, 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MB-3610 

Course Name: Waste 

Management 

CO 1: To understand waste management and it practicable applicability.   

CO 2: To assess the magnitude and influence of hazardous content of 

waste, pollution of waters and waste water treatment technologies.   

CO 3: To learn the design and working of treatment plants and methods 

used for liquid and solid waste treatment.   

CO 4: To impart the understanding of kinetics of biological systems used in 

waste treatment 

Course Code: MB-3611 

Course Name: Nano-

biotechnology 

CO 1: To understand design, development and application of 

Nanomaterials and their application in Nano devices.   

CO 2: To learn fundamentals of nanotechnology as to Synthesis and 

characterization techniques of nanoparticles.   

CO 3: To acquire knowledge of applications of nanomaterials in different 

disciplines of human life.  

CO 4: To compare the merits of using nanotechnology with existing 

technologies 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 

PROGRAM: M.Sc.  

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. To enrich students knowledge and train them I the pure Microbial 

Science 

PO-2. To introduce the concepts of Mathematics in Biology 

PO-3. To inculcate research aptitude 

PO-4. To inculcate sense of scientific responsibilities and social and 

environmental awareness 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of concepts in Microbiology. 

PSO-2. Student will have set his foundation to pursue his/her career in 

Microbiology 

PSO-3. After completing the program student will have developed 

interdisciplinary approach and can pursue higher studies like Ph.D  

PSO-4. Students will have a good sense of social responsibility towards 

his/her surrounding 



Course Outcomes 

M. Sc. I (Sem-I, II) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: MB-501 

Course Name: 

Microbial Systematics 

 

CO 1: To Understand the concept of Phylogentic Approach 

CO 2: To learn various aspects of Microbial Diversity 

CO 3: To impart the knowledge about unculturable microbes 

CO 4: To study molecular evolution 

Course Code: MB-502 

Course Name: 

Quantitative Biology 

CO 1: To Understand the concept of Statistics 

CO 2: To learn the concept of Null hypothesis 

CO 3: To impart knowledge regarding Chi Square test 

CO 4: To acquire knowledge of Probability 

Course Code: MB-503 

Course Name: 

Biochemistry and 

Metabolism 

CO 1: To Understand the Structural Classification of Proteins 

CO 2: To learn the various techniques with respect to Molecular biology 

CO 3: To Comprehend the knowledge regarding the various developmental 

stages in an organism and also in plants 

CO 4: To assess the depth of cell, cell organelles, and cell cycle. 

Course Code: MBTE11 

Course Name: Fungal 

Systematics and 

Extremophiles 

CO 1: To impart the knowledge regarding the differentiating characters in 

different classes of Fungi 

CO 2:  Fundamental study of morphological characterization in fungal 

differentiation 

CO 3: To study different isolation, enrichment and classification techniques 

of different extremophiles 

CO 4: To study what exactly does extremophile means 

Course Code: MBPE11 

Course Name: Practical 

Based on Fungal 

Systematics and 

Extremophiles 

CO 1: To isolate and identify fungi from natural sample 

CO 2: Studying Isolating Techniques for extermophiles 

CO 3: These aspects can be practiced better while carrying out the mini-

projects. 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MBCP1 

Course Name: 

Biochemical Techniques 

CO 1: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

CO 2: Practical at this level will also include application of biostatistics 

principles and computers for data analysis and interpretation, and 

introduction to scientific writing and report preparation.   

CO 3: These aspects can be practiced better while carrying out the mini-

projects. 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MB-601 

Course Name: 

Instrumentation and 

Molecular Biophysics 

CO 1:  To study separation of biomolecules using different 

Chromatography techniques 

CO 2: To make use of Knowledge regarding Spectroscopy 

CO 3: To explain the concept of biophysical techniques of NMR and X ray 

crystallography 

CO 4: To discuss the use of Radioisotopes in Confocal microscopy 

Course Code: MB-602 

Course Name: 

Molecular Biology 

CO 1: To relate molecular techniques with respect to RNA prcessing in 

eukaryotes 

CO 2: To Construct C DNA library using Genetic engineering tools 



CO 3: To apply the knowledge in human genome project and study its 

application 

CO 4: Application of various detection methods for molecular diagnosis of 

cancer 

Course Code: MB-603 

Course Name: 

Enzymology, Energetics 

and Metabolism 

CO 1: To classify Different models of allosterism 

CO 2: To determine value of free energy in problem based questions 

CO 3: To classify lipid by its chemical structure 

CO 4: To explain in deep the concept of metabolic regulation in 

carbohydrates 

Course Code: MBTE23 

Course Name: Nitrogen 

Metabolism, respiration 

and Photosynthesis 

CO 1: To study the metabolic activities going on in soil through 

microorganism for thr betterment of plants 

CO 2: To explain the concept of anaerobic respiration in detail 

CO 3: To differentiate between C3 C4 and CAM plants 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in Plant 

metabolism 

Course Code: MBPE23 

Course Name: Practical 

Based on Nitrogen 

Metabolism, respiration 

and Photosynthesis 

CO 1: To outline the protocol for isolation PGPR producing organism and 

its detection  

CO 2: To Design protocol for isolation of NF bacteria 

CO 3: To Study the degradation of various organic matter through 

microorganism 

CO 4: These aspects can be practiced better while carrying out the mini-

projects. 

Course Code: MBCP2 

Course Name: 

Molecular Biology, 

enzymology and 

instrumentation 

techniques 

CO 1: To apply the theoretical knowledge of Enzyme purification 

CO 2: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

CO 3: Practical at this level will also include application of biostatistics 

principles and computers for data analysis and interpretation, and 

introduction to scientific writing and report preparation.  . 

CO 4: These aspects can be practiced better while carrying out the mini-

projects. 

M.Sc. II (Sem-III, IV) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: MBCT 

231 

Course Name: 

Immunology 

CO 1: To Study in detail Signal transduction pathways 

CO 2: To apply Knowledge of Biological response modifiers of cancer 

therapy and autoimmune disorders 

CO 3: To study in vivo and in vitro systems for experimental immunology 

CO 4: To explain and analyze diagnosis of tumor and related therapy 

Course Code: MBCT 

232 

Course Name: 

Molecular Biology 

CO 1: To study and learn how to sequence a genome 

CO 2: To get to know about social and ethical issues regarding genetically 

modified plants and animals 

CO 3: To relate Molecular biology with the transposons 

CO 4: To analyze protein by its structure and proteomic expression 

Course Code: MBCT 

233 

Course Name: Clinical 

Microbiology 

CO 1: To relate the pathogens with their pathogenecity 

CO 2: To study in detail various Bacteria responsible for certain diseases 

CO 3: To study in detail various Viruses responsible for certain viral 

diseases 



CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

Course Code: MBCP 

234 

Course Name: Practical 

based on Immunology, 

Molecular Biology, 

Clinical Microbiology 

CO 1: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

CO 2: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

CO 3: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

Course Code: MBTE 

236  

Course Name: 

Bioremediation and 

Biomass Utilization 

CO 1: To study Bio degradation pathways for various compounds 

CO 2: To use biomass of microorganism for production of different 

compounds 

CO 3: To commercially design the production of alcohol and fructose 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

bioremediation using microorganisms 

Course Code: MBEP 

236 

Course Name: Practical 

Based on 

Bioremediation and 

Biomass Utilization 

CO 1: To design protocol for bio degradation of pesticides 

CO 2: To use biomass of microorganism for production of different 

compounds 

CO 3: To design protocol for bio degradation of aromatic compound 

CO 4: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Bioremediation   

Course Code: MBCT 

241 

Course Name: 

Pharmaceutical 

Microbiology 

CO 1: To inculcate the career opportunity in the field of Pharmaceutical 

Industry 

CO 2: To design protocol for drug Development 

CO 3: To study regulations imposed by WHO 

CO 4: To study properties like physiochemical properties of drug and drug 

metabolism 

Course Code: MBCT 

242 

Course Name: 

Microbial Technology 

CO 1: Explaining of design and operation of Bioreactors  

CO 2: To study various monitoring variables for fermentation process 

CO 3: To Study various microbial fermentation process for production of 

different products 

CO 4: To design Quality control and Quality Assurance Prosess 

Course Code: MBCT 

243 

Course Name: 

Desertation 

 

CO 1: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

CO 2: To introduce the concepts of application and research in 

Microbiology    

CO 3: To inculcate a good sense of responsibility towards his/her 

surrounding 

CO 4: To build a understanding of research and related fields 

Course Code: MBET 

244 

Course Name: Quality 

Assurance and 

Validation in 

pharmaceutical 

industry and 

CO 1: To explain good manufacturing practices and good laboratory 

practices 

CO 2: To study in detail MIC and MBC For development of Anti infective 

CO 3: To study different susceptibility tests for Microorganisms 

CO 4: To inculcate the career opportunity in the field of Pharmaceutical 

Industry 



development of anti 

infective 

Course Code: MBEP 

244 

Course Name:  

Practical based on 

Quality Assurance and 

Validation in 

pharmaceutical 

industry and 

development of anti 

infective 

CO 1: To perform sterility testing for pharmaceutical products 

CO 2: To study in detail MIC and MBC For development of Anti infective 

from plants 

CO 3: To Apply different susceptibility tests for microorganisms 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

Course Code: MBET 

246 

Course Name: 

Industrial Waste Water 

Treatment and 

Industrial Production 

of vaccines 

CO 1: To study wastewater treatment processes for various industries 

CO 2: To differentiate between various types of Vaccines 

CO 3: To Apply the knowledge of vaccine production 

CO 4: To inculcate the career opportunity in the field of waste water 

treatment plants 

Course Code: MBEP 

246 

Course Name: Practical 

based on Industrial 

Waste Water 

Treatment and 

Industrial Production 

of vaccines 

CO 1: To test the pollution load in natural water 

CO 2: Application of knowledge regarding the vaccine production 

CO 3: To inculcate the career opportunity in the field of waste water 

treatment plants 

CO 4: Acquire the complementary skills of collaborative learning and 

teamwork in laboratory settings 

 

  



BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Department of Library Science 

PROGRAM: Lib. Sc. 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. Take informed actions after identifying the assumptions that frame our 

thinking and actions, checking out the degree to which these assumptions are 

accurate and valid, and looking at our ideas and decisions (intellectual, 

organizational, and personal) from different perspectives.. 

PO-2. Speak, read, write and listen clearly in person and through electronic 

media in English and in one Indian language, and make meaning of the world 

by connecting people, ideas, books, media and technology. 

PO-3. Elicit views of others, mediate disagreements and help reach 

conclusions in group settings. 

PO-4. Demonstrate empathetic social concern and equity centred national 

development, and the ability to act with an informed awareness of issues and 

participate in civic life through 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. To give the students an understanding of the basic principles and 

fundamental laws of librarianship 

PSO-2. To enable the students to understand and appreciate the function and 

purposes of LICs in the changing social, cultural, technological and 

economic environment 

PSO-3. To train the students in organisation and the management of LICs 

including computer applications to house-keeping activities of the libraries 

PSO-4. To develop a thorough knowledge of various sources of information 

their organization and the necessary skills to provide traditional and modern 

library services  

To develop the knowledge skills and attitudes of the students leading to 

professional qualification for practicing librarianship as a career 

Course Outcomes 

B. Lib and Inform. Sci. (CBCS- 2019) 

Semester I 

BL-C11       

Foundations of 

Library & Information 

Science 

CO 1: To make students aware about the concept of Library and objectives, 

functions of different types of libraries                                 

CO 2: To understand the purpose, role of libraries in society, 

CO 3: To make them aware about five laws of Library Science, 

CO 4: To understand Library and Information Science as a Discipline, 

BL-C12   

     Library 

Management    

CO 1: To make the students aware of principles & functions of management 

& their application to librarianship, 

CO 2: To train students in the organization of library work & collection 

development, 

CO 3: To familiarize with various library procedures & housekeeping 

activities, 

CO 4: To understand, monitor and evaluate library procedures & practices. 

BL-C13      

  Information Sources, 

Systems and Services 

CO 1: To familiarize students with different library services and sources, 

CO 2: To develop the skills for providing reference and information 

services, 

CO 3: To introduce National Information Systems and Centres and their 

information and knowledge management activities. 



CO 4: To introduce International Information Systems and Centres and their 

information and knowledge management activities. 

BL- C14      

 Knowledge 

Organization: 

Classification Theory 

CO 1: To understand the role of library classification in knowledge 

organization, 

CO 2: To understand the mode of formation of subjects in the universe of 

knowledge, 

CO 3: To introduce various concepts, theories & principles of classification, 

CO 4: To get familiar with select schemes of classification 

BL-C15   

    Knowledge 

Organization: 

Cataloguing Theory 

CO 1: To impart skills of act of Cataloguing theoretically, 

CO 2: To teach the fundamentals in cataloguing. 

CO 3: To teach the various concepts, theories & principles in cataloguing. 

CO 4: To make cataloguing. 

BL-DSE School and 

Media Librarianship 

CO 1: To produce skilled manpower to develop and manage School and 

Media Library and to provide effective library services to children.   

CO 2: To educate students about nature of school and media library.   

CO 3: To familiarize students with the various types of children’s literature 

along with their characteristics.   

CO 4: To impart skills in managing school and media library.   

Semester II 

BL-C21    

   Knowledge 

Organization: 

Classification practical 

 

 

CO 1: To develop skills in using classification schemes for classifying various 

documents. 

CO 2: To organize various documents. 

CO 3: To develop skills. 

CO 4: To provide information. 

BL-C22     

 Knowledge 

Organization: 

Cataloguing Practical  

     

CO 1: To impart skills in using world known catalogue codes, 

CO 2: To develop skills in cataloguing documents using AACR-2R and 

CCC Steps in Cataloguing. 

CO 3: To develop skill in AACR-2R. 

CO 4: To enhance practical skill. 

BL-C23  

Basics of Information 

and Communication 

Technology (Theory)  

 

     

CO 1: To introduce concepts such as networks, their types and uses in 

libraries, digital library. 

CO 2: To familiarize students with ICT and its application in library 

organization, 

CO 3: To develop skills to plan library automation. 

CO 4: To develop skills to implement library automation. 

BL-C24  

Basics of Information 

and Communication 

Technology (Practical) 

 

 

CO 1: To provide hands-on experience in libraries required set up using ICT. 

CO 2: To provide hands-on experience in libraries required set up using ICT 

and the use of library software. 

CO 3: To provide hands-on experience in libraries required set up using ICT, 

the use of library software and E- Resources. 

CO 4: To provide hands-on experience in libraries required set up using 

Internet Searches 



BL–GE  

  Soft skill For Library 

Professionals 

CO 1: To develop reading, writing and speaking skills among students, 

CO 2: To introduce concept of SWOC, 

CO 3: To make the students understand the importance of time management.  

CO 4: To make the students understand the importance of interpersonal 

relationship at the workplace. 

BL-ASEC 

  Ability & Skill 

Enhancement Courses 

 

 

CO 1: To prepare the Study Tour Report, Internship Report, 

CO 2: To Compiling bibliography, Newspaper Clipping Project, 

CO 3: To maintain the Reference Dairy, 

CO 4: To prepare Bibliographic Database creation 

 

  



BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

Department of Computer Science 

PROGRAM: BACHELOR OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1 To develop problem solving abilities using a computer 

PO-2 To build the necessary skill set and analytical abilities for 

developing computer based solutions   for real  life problems. 

PO-3 To train students in professional skills related to the Software 

Industry.  

PO-4 To prepare necessary knowledge base for research and 

development in Computer Science. 

PO-5 To help students build-up a successful career in Computer 

Science and to produce entrepreneurs who   can innovate and 

develop software products. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

PSO-1 Provides technology-oriented students with the knowledge 

and ability to develop creative solutions. 

PSO-2 To Develop skills to learn new technology. 

PSO-3 Apply computer science theory and software development 

concepts to construct computing- based solutions. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B. Sc.(CS)  Sem-1(CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: CS-101            

 Course Name: Problem solving 

using computer and C 

Programming  

CO 1: .Explore algorithmic approaches to problem-solving. 

CO 2: Ability to analyze a problem and devise an algorithm to 

solve it.  

CO 3: Able to formulate algorithms, Pseudo codes and flowcharts 

for arithmetic and logical problems.  

Mathematics I 

Matrix Algebra 

MTC-111 

CO1:Students learn to work with matrix operations on certain 

parameters and properties of the matrices as well as invertible 

matrices 

CO2:  A students should be able to perform certain system of linear  

equations justify how this these systems work, and give some    

estimates of the running times of these systems. 

CO3:Students should develop an appreciation for the determinants 

on the subject and be able to solve and present results from the 

given data. 

Mathematics II 

Discrete Mathematics 

MTC-112 

CO1:Students learn to work logically on assertion and operations 

on certain parameters and properties of logic. 

CO2:students should be able to write cohesive and comprehensive 

solutions to exercises and be able to defend their arguments related 

relations and Boolean algebra 

CO3:Students learn to Apply numerically pigeon hole principle , 

inclusion-exclusion  principle to find under different conditions 



Mathematics III 

Mathematics Practical 

MTC-113 

CO1: Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental 

principles, methods and a clear perception of innumerous power of 

mathematical ideas and tools and know how to use them by modeling, 

solving and interpreting 

CO2:To equip the students sufficiently in both analytical and 

computational skills in Mathematical Sciences.  

CO3: To develop a competitive attitude for building a strong 

academic–industrial collaboration, with focus on continuous learning 

skills. 

Statistics- I 

Descriptive statistics - I 

 CSST - 111 

CO1: A students should be able to work on  data and convert to 

frequency distribution and also express to graphs and identify 

certain parameters and properties of the given graphs. 

CO2:A students should be able to study the accuracy of averages . 

CO3:Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental study 

of attributes, methods and a clear perception of to know how to use 

them by modeling, solving and interpreting 

Statistics- II 

Mathematical statistics  

 CSST - 112 

CO1:A students should be able to work on  probability and to 

express in real life and identify certain parameters and properties. 

CO2: A students should be able to study the hypothesis and there 

tests. 

CO3:Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental study 

of attributes, methods and a clear perception of to know how to use 

them by modeling, solving and interpreting 

Statistics- III 

 Statistics Practical 

 CSST - 113 

CO1: Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental 

principles, methods and a clear perception of innumerous power of 

mathematical ideas and tools and know how to use them by modeling, 

solving and interpreting 

CO2:To equip the students sufficiently in both analytical and 

computational skills in Mathematical Sciences.  

CO3:To develop a competitive attitude for building a strong 

academic - industrial collaboration, with focus on continuous 

learning skills. 

electronics I (ELC-111) 

Semiconductor Devices and Basic 

Electronic Systems 

CO1: To Equip students to gain the knowledge on Photodiodes, Light 

Emitting Diodes and photo couplers, rectifiers, regulators and SMPS. 

CO2: To Equip students to gain the knowledge of BJT Biasing,  

Amplification and MOSFET as switches. 

CO3: To Equip students  to gain the knowledge of  ADC, DAC and 

timers and Oscillators 



ELC 112: Principles of Digital 

Electronics  

CO1: To Equip student to make them familiar with concepts of digital 

electronics  

CO2: To Equip students to learn number systems and their 

representation. 

CO3: To Equip student to understand basic logic gates, Boolean 

algebra and K-maps 

CO4: To Equip students to understand arithmetic circuits, 

combinational circuits and sequential circuits. 

Electronics III 

ELC-113: ELECTRONICS LAB 

IA  

CO1: To make students familiar with instruments like 

DMM,CRO,Function generator, DPM etc. 

CO2: To give hands on practice to connect and study circuits like 

rectifiers, zener diodes, ADC, DAC. 

CO3: To give hands on practice to connect and study circuits like 

logic gates,half adder and full adder, code converter. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B. Sc.(CS)  Sem-1I (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  II 

Course Code:  102 

Course Name: 

Database Management Systems 

CO 1: Understand user requirements and frame them in the data 

model.  

CO 2: Ability in creation, manipulation, and querying of data in 

databases 

CO 3: Ability to solve real-world problems using the appropriate 

set, function, and relational models.  

Mathematics I 

Linear Algebra 

MTC-121 

CO1: Students learn to work with matrix operations on certain 

parameters and properties of the matrices as well as invertible 

matrices 

CO2:  A students should be able to perform certain system of linear 

equations justify how this these systems work, and give some 

estimates of the running times of these systems. 

CO3:students should develop an appreciation for the determinants 

on the subject and be able to solve and present results from the 

given data. 

Mathematics II 

Graph Theory 

MTC-122 

CO1:Students learn to work logically on assertion and operations on 

certain parameters and properties of logic. 

CO2:students should be able to write cohesive and comprehensive 

solutions to exercises and be able to defend their arguments related 

relations and Boolean algebra 

CO3:Students learn to Apply numerically pigeon hole principle , 

inclusion-exclusion  principle to find under different conditions 



Mathematics III 

Mathematics Practical 

MTC-123 

CO1: Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental 

principles, methods and a clear perception of innumerous power of 

mathematical ideas and tools and know how to use them by modeling, 

solving and interpreting 

CO2:To equip the students sufficiently in both analytical and 

computational skills in Mathematical Sciences.  

CO3:To develop a competitive attitude for building a strong 

academic - industrial collaboration, with focus on continuous 

learning skills. 

Statistics- I 

Descriptive statistics - I 

CSST - 121 

CO1:A students should be able to work on  data and convert to 

frequency distribution and also express to graphs and identify 

certain parameters and properties of the given graphs. 

CO2: A students should be able to study accuracy of averages . 

CO3:Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental study 

of attributes, methods and a clear perception of to know how to use 

them by modeling, solving and interpreting 

Statistics- II 

Mathematical statistics  

 CSST - 122 

CO1: A students should be able to work on  probability and to 

express in real life  and identify certain parameters and properties. 

CO2: A students should be able to study the hypothesis and there 

tests. 

CO3:Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental study 

of attributes, methods and a clear perception of to know how to use 

them by modeling, solving and interpreting 

Statistics- III 

 Statistics Practical 

 CSST - 123 

CO1: Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental 

principles, methods and a clear perception of innumerous power of 

mathematical ideas and tools and know how to use them by modeling, 

solving and interpreting 

CO2:To equip the students sufficiently in both analytical and 

computational skills in Mathematical Sciences.  

CO3:To develop a competitive attitude for building a strong 

academic - industrial collaboration, with focus on continuous 

learning skills. 

electronics I 

ELC 121: Instrumentation 

Systems 

CO1: To Equip  students to gain the knowledge of transducer, 

actuators, sensor, 

CO2: To Equip students to gain the knowledge of smart 

instrumentation systems. 

CO3: To Equip students to gain the knowledge of Opamp as adder, 

subtract or, Op amp as current to voltage and voltage to current 

converter, Voltage to frequency converter, Op amp as comparator. 

Electronics II  

ELC 122 : Basics of Computer 

Organization 

CO1: To Equip student to make them familiar with various flip flop 

CO2: To Equip students to learn digital sequential circuits like 

counter and shift register 

CO3: To Equip students to understand the concept of computer 

organization. 

CO4: To make students familiar with memory organization. 



Electronics III 

ELC-113: ELECTRONICS LAB 

IB  

 

CO1:To make students familiar with market survey of electronic 

system 

CO2: To give hands on practice to connect and study circuits like 

temperature sensor LM 35, opamp. 

CO3: To give hands on practice to connect and study ram R/W 

operation, counter, diode matrix ROM. 

CO 4: Implementing algorithms to solve problems using 

appropriate data structures. 

Paper  II 

Course Code:  CS- 232 

Course Name: Software 

Engineering 

CO 1: Compare and chose a process model for a software project 

development. 

CO 2: Identify requirements analyze and prepare models. 

CO 3: Prepare the SRS, Design document, Project plan of a given 

software system  

 

Paper III 

Course Code: CS- 233 

Course Name: Practical course 

based on CS 231 and CS 232 

CO 1: To use well-organized data structures in solving various 

problems. 

CO 2: To differentiate the usage of various structures in problem 

solution 

CO 3: Implementing algorithms to solve problems using appropriate 

data structures. 

CO 4: Compare and chose a process model for a software project 

development. 

Electronics I 

Microcontroller Architecture & 

Programming 

Course Code (ELC 231) 

 

CO1.To write programs for 8051 microcontroller 

CO2. To interface I/O peripherals to 8051 microcontroller 

CO3. To design small microcontroller based projects 

Electronics II 

Name: Digital communication  

and Networking 

 Course  code ELC- 232 

CO1.Define and explain terminologies of data communication 

CO2.Understand the impact and limitations of various digital 

modulation techniques 

CO3.To acknowledge the need for spread spectrum schemes 

CO4.Identify functions of data link layer and network layer while 

accessing communication link. 

CO5. To choose appropriate and advanced techniques to build the 

computer network 

Electronics Practical III 

Paper III, Practical Course (ELC-

233) 

CO1. To design and build his/her own microcontroller based projects. 

CO2. To acquire skills of Embedded C programming 

CO3. To know multiplexing and modulation techniques useful in 

developing wireless application 

CO4.To know multiplexing and modulation techniques useful in 

developing wireless application 



Math-I  

Group and Coding Theory 

MTC : 231 

CO1: Students learn to Apply numerical methods to find our solution 

of algebraic equations using different methods under different 

conditions, and numerical solution of system of algebraic equations.  

CO2:Students learn to Apply various interpolation methods and finite 

difference concepts. 

CO3:Students Work out numerical integration whenever and 

wherever routine methods are not applicable 

CO4:Students Work numerically on the ordinary differential 

equations using different methods through the theory of finite 

differences  

Math-II 

Numerical Technique 

MTC : 232 

CO1:Students learn to Apply numerical methods to find our solution 

of algebraic equations using different methods under different 

conditions, and numerical solution of system of algebraic equations.  

CO2:Students learn to Apply various interpolation methods and finite 

difference concepts. 

CO3:Students Work out numerical integration whenever and 

wherever routine methods are not applicable 

CO4:Students Work numerically on the ordinary differential 

equations using different methods through the theory of finite 

differences  

Practical Math-III 

Python Programming language - I 

MTC 233 

CO1: Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental 

principles, methods and a clear perception of innumerous power of 

mathematical ideas and tools and know how to use them by modeling, 

solving and interpreting 

CO2:To equip the students sufficiently in both analytical and 

computational skills in Mathematical Sciences.  

CO3:To develop a competitive attitude for building a strong 

academic - industrial collaboration, with focus on continuous 

learning skills. 

CO4:Enhancing students overall development and to equip them with 

mathematical modeling abilities, problem solving skills, creative 

talent and power of communication necessary for various kinds of 

employment 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B. Sc.(CS)  SEM-IV (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I  

Course Code:  CS-241 

Course Name: Data Structures 

and Algorithms-II 

CO 1:  Implementation of different data structures efficiently 

CO 2: Usage of well-organized data structures to handle large 

amount of data 

CO 3: Usage of appropriate data structures for problem solving 



 

 

Paper  II 

Course Code:  CS-242 

Course Name: Computer 

Networks-I 

CO I: Have a good understanding of the OSI and TCP/IP Reference 

Models and  a particular good Knowledge of layers 

CO 2: Understand the working of various protocols. 

CO3: Analyze the requirements for a given organizational structure 

and select the most appropriate networking architecture and 

technologies 

 

 

Paper  III 

Course Code:  CS-242 

Course Name: Practical Course 

based on CS 241 and CS 242 

CO I: Implementation of different data structures efficiently 

CO 2: Usage of well-organized data structures to handle large 

amount of data 

CO 3: Usage of appropriate data structures for problem solving. 

CO 4: Have a good understanding of the OSI and TCP/IP 

Reference Models and in particular have a good knowledge of 

Layers. 

Math-I  

Group and Coding Theory 

MTC : 241 

CO1:Students learn to Apply numerical methods to find our solution 

of algebraic equations using different methods under different 

conditions, and numerical solution of system of algebraic equations.  

CO2:Students learn to Apply various interpolation methods and finite 

difference concepts. 

CO3:Students Work out numerical integration whenever and 

wherever routine methods are not applicable 

CO4:Students Work numerically on the ordinary differential 

equations using different methods through the theory of finite 

differences  

Math-II 

Operation Research 

MTC : 242 

CO1:Students learn to Identify and develop operational research 

models from the verbal description of the real system. 

CO2:Students should Understand the mathematical tools that are 

needed to solve optimization problems. 

CO3:Students Use mathematical software to solve the proposed 

models 

CO4:Students learn to  Develop a report that describes the model 

and the solving technique, analyse the results and propose 

recommendations in language understandable to the decision-

making processes in feilds. 



Practical Math-III 

Python Programming language – 

II MTC 243 

CO1: Give the students a sufficient knowledge of fundamental 

principles, methods and a clear perception of innumerous power of 

mathematical ideas and tools and know how to use them by modeling, 

solving and interpreting 

CO2:To equip the students sufficiently in both analytical and 

computational skills in Mathematical Sciences.  

CO3:To develop a competitive attitude for building a strong 

academic - industrial collaboration, with focus on continuous 

learning skills. 

CO4:Enhancing students overall development and to equip them 

with mathematical modeling abilities, problem solving skills, 

creative talent and power of communication necessary for various 

kinds of employment 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y. B.Sc.(CS) SEM-V (CBCS-2019) 

Paper   

Course Code: CS-351 

Course Name: Operating System 

CO 1: To understand the operating system and its principle 

CO 2; To study the various functions and services provided by 

operating system 

CO 3: To understand process and threads 

CO 4: To study the process scheduling in operating system 

Course Code: CS-352 

Course Name: Computer 

Network-II 

 

 

CO 1:Students will understand the different protocols of the 

Application layer.  

CO 2: Develop understanding of technical aspect of Multimedia 

Systems 

CO 3: Develop various Multimedia Systems applicable in real time. 

CO 4: Identify information security goals. 

CO 5:Understand, compare and apply cryptographic techniques for 

data security 

Course Code: CS-353 

Course Name: Web 

Technologies-I 

CO 1:Understand how to develop dynamic and interactive 

Web Page 

CS-354 Foundations of Data   

Science  

CO 1: Students will develop relevant programming abilities. 

 CO 2: Students will demonstrate proficiency with statistical 

analysis of data. 

 CO 3: Students will develop the ability to build and assess data-

based Models. 

 CO 4 Students will execute statistical analyses with professional   

  Statistical software. 



Course Code-CS-356                               

Subject Name:-Theoretical 

Computer Science 

CO 1:Describe and explain key concepts of algorithm design, formal 

models of computation and complexity theory 

CO 2: Expertly apply techniques of logic, information theory and 

finite mathematics to the analysis of algorithms. 

CO 3: Think critically and assimilate information from different 

disciplines in order to solve problems related to computer science. 

CO4:Evaluate and critically analyze scientific literature to extend 

their knowledge in the field. 

Course Code: CS-357 

Course Name: Operating system  

 

CO 1: Processes and Thread Scheduling by operating system 

CO 2:Synchronization in process and threads by operating system 

CO 3:Memory management by operating system using with the help 

of various schemes 

Course Code: CS-358 

Course Name: Practical course 

based on CS 353 and CS 354 

CO 1: Understand how to develop dynamic and interactive Web 

Page 

CO 2: Prepare data for use with a variety of statistical methods and 

recognize how the quality of the data may affect conclusions. 

CO 3: Perform exploratory data analysis 

Course Code: CS-359 

Course Name: Practical Course 

based on CS - 355 

            

 

CO 1: Use an integrated development environment to write, 

compile, run, and test simple object-oriented Java programs 

CO 2: Read and make elementary modifications to Java 

programs that solve real-world problems. 

CO 3: Validate input in a Java program. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y. B.Sc.(CS) SEM-VI (CBCS-2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:  CS-361           

Course Name: Operating System-

2 

 

CO 1: To understand the issue of Deadlock in process management 

CO 2: To understand the concept of File system management and 

disk scheduling 

CO 3: To understand the concept of distributed and mobile operating 

system  

CO 4: To understand the extended features of mobile OS 

Paper  II 

Course Code: CS-362            

Course Name: Software Testing 

 

CO 1: To understand various software testing methods and 

strategies 

CO 2: To understand a variety of software metrics, and identify 

defects and managing those defects for improvement in quality for 

given software.  

CO 3: To design test cases and test plans, review reports of testing 

for qualitative software. 

CO 4: To understand latest testing methods used in the software 

industries. 

 

Paper  III 

Course Code: 363          

Course Name: Web 

Technologies-II 

CO 1: Build dynamic website. 

CO 2: Using MVC based framework easy to design and handling the 

errors in dynamic website. 



 

Paper   

Course Code: CS-361           Course 

Name-Practical course based on 

CS-361 

CO 1: To implement Bankers algorithm  

CO 2: To simulate File System Management 

CO 3: To study and implement various algorithm of disk scheduling 

CO 4: To understand MPI concept practically  

 

Paper  II 

Course Code:CS-365             

 Course Name: Object Oriented 

Programming using Java – II 

CO 1: To access open database through Java programs using Java 

Data Base Connectivity (JDBC) and develop the application. 

CO 2: Understand and Create dynamic web pages, using Servest and 

JSP 

CO 3: Work with basics of framework to develop secure web 

applications. 

Course Code:- CS-366 

Subject Name:-Compiler Cons      

Construction 

CO 1: Specify and analyze the lexical, syntactic and semantic 

structures of advanced language features. 

CO 2: Separate the lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis into 

meaningful phases for a compiler to undertake language translation. 

CO 3:Write a scanner, parser, and semantic analyzer without the aid 

of automatic generators 

CO 4:Design the structures and support required for compiling 

advanced language features. 

Course Code:CS-368 

Subject Name:-Practical Course 

based on CS - 363 and CS - 364 

CO 1: Build dynamic website. 

CO 2: Using MVC based framework easy to design and handling the 

errors in dynamic website. 

 Course Code:- CS-3510 

  Python  Programming 

CO 1: To introduce programming concepts using python. 

CO 2: Students should be able to develop programming using python 

CO3: To develop basic concepts and terminology of python 

programming. 

CO 4: To test and execute python programs. 

Course Code:CS-369            

Course Name: Course Name: : 

Practical Course based on CS - 365 

            

 

CO 1: To Learn database Programming using Java 

CO 2: Understand and Create dynamic web pages using Servlets and 

JSP. 

CO 3: Work with basics of framework to develop secure web 

applications 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc Master of Computer Science (CBCS- 2020-21) 

PROGRAM: Master of Computer Science  

Program Outcomes 

PO: It aims to provide technology-oriented students with the 

knowledge and ability to develop creative solutions, and better 

understand the effects of future developments of computer systems 

and technology on people and society 



Program Specific Outcomes 

PSO 1: Provides technology-oriented students with the knowledge 

and ability to develop creative Solutions. 

PSO 2: Develop skills to learn new technology. 

PSO 3: Apply computer science theory and software development 

concepts to construct computing-based solutions. 

PSO 4: Design and develop computer programs/computer-based 

systems in the areas related to 

algorithms, networking, web design, cloud computing, Artificial 

Intelligence, Mobile applications. 

Course Outcomes 

M Sc  SEM-I  (CBCS- 2020-21) 

Course Code: CSUT 111            

Course Name: Paradigm of 

Programming Language 

CO1 : Define the Semantics of a programming language using 

definitional interpreter 

CO 2: Investigate semantics issues in programming languages by 

studying implementations in an interpreter 

CO3: Solve problems using a range of programming paradigms and 

assess the effectiveness of each paradigm for particular problem 

CO 4:  Learn new languages more quickly 

CO 5:  Understand basic language implementation techniques  

 

Course Code:  CSUT113          

Course Name: Database 

Technologies  

CO 1: .To study types of NoSQL databases (Document oriented, 

key Value pairs, Column-oriented and Graph)  

CO 2: To understand detailed architecture, define objects, load data, 

query data, and performance tune NoSQL databases. 

 CO 3: Able to handle large volumes of structured, semi-structured, 

and unstructured data using database technologies. 

 

Course Code:  CSUT112           

Course Name: Design and 

Analysis of Algorithm 

CO 1: Learn good principles of algorithms design 

CO 2: Learn how to analyze algorithms and estimate their worst-

case and average –case behavior 

CO3:   Understand the use of data structures in improving 

algorithm Performance 

CO 4: Learn how to apply their theoretical knowledge in practice 

Course Code:CSDT114A 

Course Name: Cloud Computing 

CO1: Explain the fundamental ideas behind Cloud Computing, 

the evolution of the paradigm, its applicability; benefits, as well 

as current and future challenges  

CO2: the basic ideas and principles in data center design; cloud 

management techniques and cloud software deployment 

considerations 

 CO3: different CPU, memory and I/O virtualization techniques 

that serve in offering software, computation and storage services 

on the cloud; Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Software 

Defined Storage (SDS) 

CO4: cloud storage technologies and relevant distributed file 

systems, NoSQL databases and object storage; 5) the variety of 

programming models and develop working experience in several 

of them.  



Course Code:-CSUP115 

Course Name:-PPL and Database 

Technologies Practical 

CO 1:Understand the features of SCALA language with different 

object- oriented features 

CO 2:Acknowledge the functional programming with SCALA 

CO 3:Learn to design Schema using Advanced Queries and 

CRUD operations using Mongo DB 

CO 4:Use Mongo DB Aggregation framework 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc  SEM-II  (CBCS- 2020-21) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:  CSUT-121           

 Course Name: Advanced 

operating system 

CO 1: To understand the functions of operating system  

CO 2: To understand the linux system call in details 

CO 3: To understand the process environment in UNIX 

CO 4: To understand the Signal handling 

 

Paper  II 

Course Code:  CSUT 122           

Course Name: Mobile 

Technologies 

CO1: Demonstrate their understanding of the fundamentals of 

Android operating systems  

CO2: Demonstrate their skills of using Android software 

development tools · 

CO3: Demonstrate their ability to develop software with 

reasonable complexity on mobile platform  

CO4: Demonstrate their ability to deploy software to mobile 

devices · demonstrate their ability to debug programs running 

on mobile devices 

 

Paper  III 

Course Code:CSUT123             

 Course Name: Software Project 

Management 

CO 1: Students learn to select and apply project management 

techniques for process modeling, planning, estimation, process 

metrics and risk management; perform software verification and 

validation using inspections, design and execution of system test 

cases.  

Choice Based Optional Paper 

Paper IV 

Course Code:  CSDT124A           

Course Name: Project 

CO 1: To develop software/application based on new technology 

such as PHP, Android, Java, and Python.  

 

Paper  V 

Course Code: CSUP125            

Course Name :Practical on 

Advanced 

OS & Mobile Technologies 

 

 

CO I: .Understand and execute basic commands of shell script                                                                      

CO 2. Apply concept of creating new processes from parent 

processes and implementation of various system calls.                                                                       

CO3. Gets ability to develop applications using Mobile 

Programming Technologies like Android?                                                                              

CO 4. understand recent trends and emerging technologies and 

working of wireless architectures and their applications 

 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc  SEM-III(CBCS- 2020-21) 

 

Paper  I 

Course Code: CSUT-231            

CO1: List and explain the key elements architecture. 



Course Name: Software 

Architecture and Design Pattern 

CO2: Identify a variety of architectural styles and combine them in 

a single system 

CO3: Design the software architecture of a non-trivial system. 

CO4: Describe how software architecture aids different stages of 

the software lifecycle.  

 

Paper  II 

Course Code: CSUT-232            

Course Name: Machine Learning 

CO 1: To introduce students to the basic concepts and techniques of 

Machine Learning. 

CO 2: Students will know the powerful way to develop the web 

application in Python. 

CO 3: Students will understand what really the asynchronous 

programming. 

CO 4: To understand the process of deploying an ML model. 

Paper  III 

Course Code: CSUT-233            

Course Name: Web Frameworks 

 

CO 1: Students will be ready with the technology which is used 

widely in Industry as a part of full stack developer. 

CO 2: Students will know the powerful way to develop the web 

application in Python. 

CO 3: Students will understand what really the asynchronous 

programming. 

CO 4: Build and deploy robust Django Web App. 

Paper-IV 

Course Code: CSDT234C            

Course Name: Project 

CO 1: Develop an application based on new technology such as 

Python, PHP, Java etc. 

Paper -V 

Course Code: CSUP-235        

Course Name: Practical on 

CSUT231, CSUT232 and 

CSUT233  

CO 1: Able to use specific frameworks as per applications need. 

CO 2: Design java application using design pattern techniques. 

CO 3: Process available data using python libraries and predict 

outcomes using Machine Learning algorithms to solve given 

problem. 

CO 4: Able to estimate Machine Learning models efficiency using 

suitable metrics. 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc SEM-IV(CBCS- 2020-21) 

Course Code: CSUIT241             

Course Name: Industrial Training 

/Institutional project  

CO 1: Accomplish growth objectives that describe what you will 

learn or what competencies you will gain from the activities you are 

engaged in for your internship. 

CO 2: Learn variety of professional work activities designed to 

provide a total learning experience. 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc SEM-I,II, III & IV (CBCS- 2020-21) 

Introduction to Cyber Security / 

Information Security                                       

CO1: Analyze and evaluate the cyber security needs of an 

organization. 

CO 2: Analyze and resolve security issues in networks and 

computer systems to secure an IT infrastructure. 

CO 3: Design, develop, test and evaluate secure software. 

CO 4: Develop policies and procedures to manage enterprise 

security risks. 

Course Outcomes 

M. Sc SEM- III  (CBCS- 2020-21) 



Introduction to Constitution                                     

CO 1: To introduce the philosophy of Constitution of India to 

students 

CO 2: To acquaint them with their freedoms and responsibilities.  

CO 3 Understand the emergence and evolution of Indian 

Constitution. 

CO 4 Understand the structure and composition of Indian 

Constitution 

 

  



BACHLER OF SCIENCE 

Department of Dairy Science 

PROGRAM: S.Y B.Sc (CBCS-2019). 

C-Component (D.S) and D-Component (MMP) and T.Y.B. Sc-C-Component (Dairy Science)  

 

Program Outcomes 

C-Component 

Dairy Science 

PO-1. To give Skill and technical knowledge to student      

PO-2. Develop self confident. 

PO-3. Motivate the student for field work 

PO-4. Guide the student to become self entrepreneur.                                            

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

C-Component 

Dairy Science 

PSO-1. Understand the nature and basic concept of animal science.  

PSO-2. It will help students for finding opportunities regarding milk and 

allied products. 

PSO-3. Understand the livestock management. 

PSO-4. It will help students to increase theoretical and practical knowledge  

Program Outcomes 

D-Component 

Milk and milk products 

 

 

 

PO-1. To give Skill and technical knowledge to student      

PO-2. Develop self confident. 

PO-3. Motivate the student for field work 

PO-4. Guide the student to become self entrepreneur.                                            

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

C-Component 

Dairy Science 

 

PSO-1. Understand the nature and basic concept of animal science.  

PSO-2. It will help students for finding opportunities regarding milk and 

allied products. 

PSO-3. Understand the livestock management. 

PSO-4. It will help students to increase theoretical and practical knowledge  

Course Outcomes 

S. Y B. Sc (CBCS-2019).C-Component  and D-Component 

Semester-III 

Paper  I  

Course Code: RE-C-DS-

235             

Course Name: Dairy 

Science-I 

CO 1:  To Remembering Definition of Disease.    

 CO 2: To Classify and Understanding Cattle Breeds.                                                                 

CO 3: To Identify Buffalo breeds.   

CO 4: To study Importance of animal products in human nutrition. 

 

Semester-IV 

Paper  II 

Course Code: RE-C-DS-

245   

Course Name: Dairy 

Science-II 

CO1: To remembering Objectives of Housing.    

 

CO2: To Classify feed stuff.                                                              

 

 CO3: To Compare Indian sheep and goat breed.                                     

CO4: To Evaluate Systems of Breeding. 

Semester-III 

Paper-I 

Course Code: RE-D-

MMP-235                          

Course Name: Milk & 

Milk Products-I  

CO 1: To remembering definition of Milk and Collection of milk.                              

 

CO 2: To Classify the Bacteria.                                                    

CO 3: To applying Sanitation in Clean and safe milk production.   

CO 4: To study Importance of food Nutritive value of milk. 

  

Semester-IV 

Paper  II 

CO 1: To remembering definition of milk and Milk Products.                                  

  



Course Code: RE-D-

MMP-245              

Course Name: Milk & 

Milk Products-II 

CO 2: To Compare Indian dairy product with Western dairy products.       

CO 3: To develop fermented milk product.                          

CO 4: To understand importance of food Nutritive value of Kheer, Basundi 

and Khoa. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B. Sc-C-Component (Dairy Science) (CBCS-2019) 

 

Semester-V 

Paper  I 

Course Code:RE-C-DS-

355 

Course Name: Dairy 

Science-I 

CO 1: To Understand Present position of Livestock in India and World 

CO 2: To give applied Knowledge to the students 

CO 3: To Understand Clean and Safe Milk Production 

CO 4: To Study Preparation of different types of Milk product 

Semester-V 

Paper II 

Course Code: RE-C-DS-

365 

Course Name: Dairy 

Science-II 

CO 1: To understand and Compare Reproductive systems of Cow and Bull. 

CO 2: To learn Breeding Methods 

CO 3: To Understand difference between Inbreeding and Out breeding 

CO 4: To obtain basic Knowledge of anatomy of Cow Udder 

Semester-V and VI 

Project Work 

Course Code:RE-C-359 

and RE-C-369 

Course Name: Dairy 

Science Project work 

 

 

CO 1: To obtain Career oriented and skill based education. 

CO 2: The course will motivate students in the field of research. 

CO 3: It will develop self awareness to enrich decision making ability among 

the students  

CO 4: It will develop self confidence and interest of students about live stock 

management. 

 
  



BACHLER OF ARTS 

Department of Marathi 
Sr. No. Programme  

  

Programme Specific Outcome  

1 B.A. Marathi 1. विध्यार्थयाांची सर्जनशक्ती विकवसत करणे.  

2. विध्यार्थयाांमध्य ेमराठी भाषेचा प्रचार ि प्रसार करणे.   

3. विध्यार्थयाांना भाषेचे महत्त्ि पटिनू दणेे .  

4. सोशल मीविया मध्ये रोर्गाराच्या संधी ि मराठी भाषा याविषयी र्ागतृी करणे .  

M.A. Marathi 
Sr. No. Programme  

  

Programme Specific Outcome  

1 M.A. Marathi 1.विध्यार्थयाांच्या भावषक र्ावणिा प्रगल्भ करणे .  

2. विध्यार्थयाांना सावहत्याच ेमाध्यमांतर कसे करता येत ेयाची मावहती दणेे  

3.  विध्यार्थयाांमध्ये भावषक अनुिाद प्रविया विकवसत करणे  

4. संशोधन ितृ्ती  विकवसत करणे  

 Courses offered: Marathi 

Sr.No Class Course Course Outcomes 

1 F.Y.B.A.  सामान्य मराठी G-

1  

CO1 मराठीतील कथा ि कविता यांची ओळख करून दणेे (L1  

Remembering) .  

CO2 मराठी भाषेविषयी विध्यार्थयाांमध्ये आिि वनमाजण करणे  (L2 

Understanding)  

CO3 विध्यार्थयाांच्या सावहवत्यक र्ावणिा विकवसत करणे (L3 Applying). 

CO4 सावहत्यातनू र्ीिन विषयक समर् विकवसत करणे (L2  Understanding) . 

2 F.Y.B.A.  संवाद कौशल्य 

(D. Comp)  

1.मानिी र्ीिनात संिादाच ेमहत्त्ि विकवसत करणे.  

2. संिाद प्रवियेतील अिथळे समर्ािनू सागंणे.   

3. विविध भावषक कौशल्य विकवसत करणे  

4. संिादाच्या नव्या तंत्रज्ञानाचा परीचय करून दणेे . 

3 F.Y.B.A.  वृत्तपत्रववध्या  

(COC) 

1.पत्रकाररतचेा इवतहास समर्ािनू घेणे . 

2. पत्रकाररतेविषयी र्नर्ागतृी करणे .  

3. संपादकीय कामकार्ाची मावहती करून घेणे.  

4. ितृ्तपत्र कायाजलयाची रचना समर्ािनू घेणे .  

4 S.Y.B.A.  व्यावहारिक व 

उपयोवित मिाठी  
1. मराठी भाषेविषयी विध्यार्थयाांमध्ये आिि वनमाजण करणे .  

2. व्यवक्तमत्त्ि विकासात भाषचेे महत्त्ि स्पष्ट करण.े   

3. सावहत्याची आिि वनमाजण करणे.  

4.  प्रशासकीय व्यािहारात मराठी भाषेचा िापर कसा करािा याची मावहती करून 

घेणे.  

5 S.Y.B.A.  1  शदु्धलखेनाची ओळख करून घेणे.  



 सामान्य मिाठी - 

G-2 

2. पाररभावषक संज्ञा समर्ािनू घेणे.   

3. चररत्र ि आत्मचररत्र यांचा पररचय करून घेणे.  

4  चररत्राचे आकलन ि आस्िाद घेण्याची क्षमता विकवसत करणे.  

6 S.Y.B.A.  मिाठी 

सावहत्यातील 

ववववध 

सावहत्यप्रकाि 

Sp -1 

1. मराठी सावहत्यातील तावत्िक घटकांच ेज्ञान करून घेणे.  

2. सावहत्याच ेआकलन , आस्िाद ि मलू्यमापन करण्याची दृष्टी विकवसत करणे.  

3. विविध भावषक कौशल्य विकवसत करणे  

4. सावहत्याचा सखोल अभ्यास करण्याची दृष्टी विकवसत करणे.  

7 S.Y.B.A.  आवााचीन मिाठी 

सावहत्याचा 

अभ्यास - १८१८ 

ते १९६० SP -2 

1. मराठी सावहत्याच्या ऐवतहावसक परंपरेच ेज्ञान करून दणेे .  

2.कालखंिाचा विशेष अभ्यास करणे.  

3. कालखंिातील सावहत्याचा सखोल आढािा घेणे.  

4. सावहत्यामागील प्रेरणा लक्षात घणेे.  

8 S.Y.B.Sc

.  

व्यावहारिक व 

उपयोवित मिाठी  
1. मराठी भाषेविषयी विध्यार्थयाांमध्ये आिि वनमाजण करणे .  

2. व्यवक्तमत्त्ि विकासात भाषचेे महत्त्ि स्पष्ट करण.े   

3. सावहत्याची आिि वनमाजण करणे.  

4.  प्रशासकीय व्यािहारात मराठी भाषेचा िापर कसा करािा याची मावहती करून 

घेणे.  

9 T.Y.B.A

.  

आधुवनक मिाठी 

सावहत्य आवि  

व्यावहारिक व 

उपयोवित मिाठी 

G-3 

1. आधवुनक मराठी सावहत्यातील विविध सावहत्य प्रकाराचंा पररचय िाढविणे .  

2. क्लाकृतीचा आस्िाद घेण्याची क्षमता विकवसत करण,े  

3. भाषेच ेआकलन करण्याची क्षमता विकवसत करणे.  

4. वनबंध ि प्रिासिणजन या सावहत्य प्रकाराचंा परीचय करून घेणे.  

10 T.Y.B.A

.  

सावहत्यववचाि 

Spl- 3 
1. सावहत्याच ेस्िरूप समर्ािनू घेणे.  

2. सावहत्याची प्रयोर्ने समर्ािनू घेणे.  

3. सावहत्य वनवमजतीची प्रविया समर्ािनू घेणे.  

4. सावहत्याची भाषा समर्ािनू घेणे.  

11 T.Y.B.A

.  

भाषाववज्ञान 

विानात्मक 

आवि 

ऐवतहावसक Spl- 

4 

1  भाषेच ेस्िरूप ि कायज, महत्ि, भाषा अभ्यासाची प्रमखु अंगे र्ाणनू घेणे .  

2. भाषा म्हणरे् काय ि वतच ेमानिी र्ीिनातील कायज ि महत्ि र्ाणनू घेणे.  

3. िेगिेगळ्या भाषाअभ्यास पद्धतीचे िेगळेपण ि महत्ि र्ाणनू घेणे.  

4. स्िनवनवमजतीची प्रविया समर्ािनू घेणे.  

12 M.A.-I  व्यावहारिक 

आवि उपयोवित 

मिाठी  

1. विविध स्तरािरील भावषक कौशल्ये ि क्षमता विकवसत करणे.  

2. भाषा व्यिहाराचे औपचाररक आवण अनौपचाररक क्षेत्रवनहाय स्िरूप समर्ािनू 

दणेे.  

3. व्यवक्तमत्ि विकासासाठी भावषक कौशल्ये  विकवसत करणे 

4. प्रसारमाध्यमांच ेस्िरूप ि त्यासाठी भाषाव्यिहारचे स्िरूप समर्ािनू दणेे.  

13 M.A.-I  1. मराठी सावहत्याच्या ऐवतहावसक परंपरेच ेस्थलू ज्ञान करून दणेे.  



मध्ययुगीन मिाठी 

वाङ्मयाचा 

इवतहास  

2. सावहत्यामागील प्रेरणा, प्रितृ्तीच ेज्ञान करून दणेे.  

3. संत सावहत्याचा स्थलू पररचय करून दणेे.  

4. भाषेच्या उगमाचे टप्पे लक्षात घणेे.  

14 M.A.-I  भाषाववज्ञान  1. ऐवतहावसक भाषा अभ्यास पद्धतीचे स्िरूप ि महत्ि लक्षात घेणे  

2. मराठी भाषेचा उत्पत्तीकाळ ि वस्थत्यंतराचा आढािा घेणे.  

3. भाषाकुळाची संकल्पना ि भाषेच्या उत्पत्तीचा अभ्यास करणे.  

4. मराठी भाषेच्या ऐवतहावसक िाटचालीचा आढािा घेणे.  

15 M.A.-I  ग्रामीि व दवलत 

सावहत्य  

1. मराठी सावहत्याच्या ऐवतहावसक परंपरेच ेस्थलू ज्ञान करून दणेे.  

2. सावहत्यामागील प्रेरणा, प्रितृ्तीच ेज्ञान करून दणेे.  

3. सावहत्य चळिळींचा अभ्यास करणे.  

4. विविध सावहत्य प्रिाहांचा विचार करणे.  

16 M.A.-II प्रसाि माध्यमे व 

मिाठी सावहत्य 

व्यवहाि  

1. प्रसारमाध्यमांच ेस्िरूप ि त्यासाठी भाषाव्यिहारचे स्िरूप समर्ािनू दणेे.  

2. िाङ्मयीन व्यिहार ि प्रकाशन व्यिसायाचे स्िरूप समर्ािनू दणेे.   

3. मलुाखत लेखनाची ततं्रे ि कौशल्ये याचा िापर करता येणे.  

4. व्यवक्तमत्ि विकासासाठी भावषक कौशल्ये  विकवसत करणे 

17 M.A.-II सावहत्य व 

संशोधन  

1. सावहत्य, समीक्षाव्यिहाराची समर् िाढीस लागणे.  

2. समीक्षेची संकल्पना समर्ािनू घेणे.  

3. सावहत्य, समीक्षाव्यिहारातील मलू्य कल्पनाचंा पररचय करून घेणे.  

4. मराठी सावहत्य समीक्षकाचंी परंपरा समर्ािनू घेणे.  

18 M.A.-II लेखकांचा 

ववशेष अभ्यास                  

( मध्ययगुीन व 

अवााचीन ) 

1. एकाच लेखकाचे िाङ्मयीन आकलन, लेखकाच्या व्यवक्तत्िाची र्िणघिण 

समर्ािनू घेणे.  

2. लखेकाचा काळ ि त्याची सावहत्यवनवमजती यांतील संबंधाचा शोध घेणे ि त्याद्वारे 

लेखनातील कालतत्ि यांचा मागोिा घेणे.  

3. विविध िाङ्मयीन सावहत्यकृतीतनू लखेकाचे योगदान ि त्याचे तौलवनक आकलन 

करणे.  

4. लखेकाच्या लखेनातील पररितजनाचा विचार करणे.  

19 M.A.-II लोकसावहत्याची 

मूलतत्वे व 

मिाठी 

लोकसावहत्य  

1.लोकसावहत्याची संकल्पना ि स्िरूप समर्ािनू घेणे.  

2. लोकसावहत्याची व्यापकता ि सिजसमािेशकता याचा अभ्यास करणे.  

3. लोकसावहत्यातील विविध प्रकार समर्ािनू घेणे.  

4.  लोकसावहत्यातील सामावर्क, धावमजक ि सांस्कृवतक र्ावणिा स्पष्ट करणे.  

 

  



BACHLER OF ARTS 

Department of English 

Program: BA English 

Program Outcomes 1. To provide in depth knowledge of language and literary concepts. 

 2.To familiarize with contemporary and recent trends and advances 

in language and literature· 

3. To improve language competence.   

4. To introduce students to some advanced areas of language study. 

Programme Specific Outcome 1. After completion of programme, students will be able to have in 

depth knowledge of language and literary concepts. 2. They became 

familiarize with contemporary and recent trends and advances in 

language and literature. 

3. Language competency improved. 

4. Students got introduced to some advanced areas of language 

study. They become confident to prepare to go for detailed study 

and understanding of literature and language. 

FYBA/BCOM Course Outcomes 

Compulsory English: Literary 

Gleam: An Anthology of 

Prose and Poetry 

(11011/12011) 

1) Students familiarized with excellent pieces of prose and poetry in 

English so that they realize the beauty and communicative power of 

English. 

 2) Students got exposure to native cultural experiences and 

situations in order to develop humane values and social awareness.  

3) Developed overall linguistic competence and communicative 

skills of the student  

Optional English: Initiations-

Minor Literary Forms and 

Basics of Phonology 

(11331/12331) 

1) Students got exposure to the basics of literature and language.  

2) They familiarized with different types of literature in English, the 

literary devices and terms so that they understand the literary merit, 

beauty and creative use of language   

 3) Got introduced to the basic units of language so that they 

become aware of the technical aspects and their practical usage.  

‘D’ Component: 

(11602/11702) Prepration for 

Competative Examinations 

1) Introduced and guided UG students to various competitive 

examinations. 

2) Developed self-reliant learning habits in students. 

3) Enhanced communicative approach. 

‘D’ Component 

Communication Skills in 

English  11601/12601 

1) Introduced students to some of the basics of English for the 

purpose of Communication.   

2. Enabled students to interact at various situations 

3. Enhanced the abilities in language skills: LSRW 



Compulsory English: Success 

Avenue (11012) 

1) Students realized the beauty and communicative power of 

English through good pieces of prose and poetry. 

2) They got exposure to native cultural experiences and situations so 

that they understood the importance and utility of English language.  

3) Developed overall linguistic competence and communicative 

skills among the students.  

4) Developed oral and written communicative skills among the 

students so that their employability enhanced and English becomes 

the medium of their livelihood and personality. 

SYBA /SYBSC/SYBCS/ S.Y. Biotech 

Compulsory English: 

Panorama: Values and Skills 

through Literature 

(23001)/(24001) 

1) Exposed students to the best examples of literature in English and 

enhanced their emotional quotient as well as independent thinking. 

2) Instilled universal human values through best pieces of literature 

in English  

3)  Developed effective communication skills by developing ability 

to use right words in the right context. 

Skill Enhancement Course-

SEC-1A  

(Old General English-G-2)  

Title of the Paper: Advanced 

Study of English Language 

(23333)/(24333) 

Prescribed Text: Linguistics: 

An Introduction 

1) Familiarized students with the various components of language.  

2) Developed overall linguistic competence of the students.  

3) Introduced students to some advanced areas of language study.  

4) Prepared students to go for detailed study and understanding of 

language.  

 

Discipline Specific Course 

(DSC-1A)  

(Old Special Paper-I)  

Title of the Paper: 

Appreciating Drama 

(23331)/(24331) 

1) Introduced Drama as a major form of literature  

2) Introduced minor forms of Drama  

3) Developed interest among the students to appreciate and analyze 

drama independently. 

4) Enhanced students awareness in the aesthetics of Drama and to 

empower them 

Discipline Specific Course 

(DSC-2A)  

(Old Special Paper-II)  

Title of the Paper: 

Appreciating Poetry 

(23332)/(24332) 

1) Students acquainted and familiarized with the terminology in 

poetry criticism. (i.e. the terms used in critical analysis and 

appreciation of poems) 

2) Students got encouraged to make a detailed study of a few 

sample masterpieces of English poetry. 

3) Enhanced students awareness in the aesthetics of poetry and to 

empower them to read, appreciate and critically evaluate the poetry 

independently 

Skill Enhancement Course-

(SEC-2A)  

Mastering Communication 

Skills (23334/24334) 

1) Enhanced the skill of using English for everyday communication  

2) Acquainted the students with the verbal and nonverbal 

communication  

3) Created opportunities to access exposure of speaking in various 

contexts  

Optional English SYBSC 

(23321)/(24321) 

1) Introduced the use of English in multimedia 



 2) Acquainted the students with the language skills in multivalent 

contexts and enlightened them regarding the speaking skill in 

various contexts 

3) Familiarized the students with advanced writing skills in different 

contexts 

SY Bsc Biotech - English  

((308)/(408) 

1) Enhanced the skill of using English for everyday communication  

2) Acquainted the students with the verbal and nonverbal 

communication  

3) Created opportunities to access exposure of speaking in various 

contexts  

SYBCS Ability Enhancement 

Compulsory Course (English) 

23922/24922 

1) Introduced the use of English in multimedia 

2) Acquainted the students with the language skills in multivalent 

contexts and enlightened them regarding the speaking skills in 

various contexts 

3) Familiarized the students with advanced writing skills in different 

contexts 

TYBA 

Compulsory English: Literary 

Pinnacles (35001/36001) 

1) Students introduced to the best uses of language in literature.  

 2) Students familiarized with the communicative power of English. 

3) Students to become competent users of English in real life 

situations. 

General English(G-3): 

Advanced Study of English 

Language and Literature  

1) Students got exposure to some of the best samples of Indian 

English Poetry.  

2) Students experienced Indian English poetry expresses the ethos 

and culture of India.  

3) They understood creative uses of language in Indian English 

Poetry. 

Optional English(S-3):  

Appreciating Novel 

(35331)/(36331) 

1) Students introduced to the basics of novel as a literary form. 

 2) Students got exposure to the historical development and nature 

of novel. 

 3) They became aware of different types and aspects of novel. 

Optional English(S-4): 

Introduction to Literary 

Criticism 35332/36332 

1) Introduced students to the basics of literary criticism. 

2) They became aware of the nature and historical development of 

criticism. 

3) They became  familiar with the significant critical approaches 

and terms. 

Skill Enhancement Course 

(SEC 2-C & SEC 2-D) Title 

of the Paper: Mastering Life 

Skills and Life Values 

(35334/36334) 

1) Equiped the students with the social skills 

2) Developed overall personality of the students 

3) Awared the students about universal human values 

PG 



English Lit from 1558-1798 

(10601/20601) 

1) Students got introduced to  major movements  and  figures  of  

English Literature through the study of selected literary texts. 

 2) Created literary sensibility and emotional response to the literary 

texts and implanted sense of appreciation of literary texts. 

 3) Exposure to the artistic and innovative use of language employed 

by the writers. 

English Lit from 1798-2000  

(10602/20602)  

1. Students got introduction to major movements and figures of 

English Literature through study of selected literary texts. 

 2. Created literary sensibility for appreciation in students and 

exposed them to artistic and innovative use of language by writers 

and to various worldviews. 

 3. Instilled values and developed human concern in students 

through exposure to literary texts. 

Contemporary Studies in 

English Lang. (10603/20603) 

1. Students got introduction to the basic tools essential for 

systematic study of language. 

 2. St5udents acquainted students with the basic concepts and issues 

in linguistics. 

 3. Introduced them to various sub-disciplines of linguistics. 

Literary Theory and Criticism 

(10604/20604) 

1) Students got introduced to the nature, function and relevance of 

literary criticism and theory. 

2) Introduced them to various important critical approaches and 

their tenets. 

3) Encouraged them to deal with highly intellectual and radical 

content and thereby developed their logical thinking and analytical 

ability. 

Paper-3.1: Indian Writing in 

English (Core Paper) 

(30601/40601) 

1) Introduced students to major movements and figures of Indian 

Literature in English through the study of selected literary texts. 

 2) Created literary sensibility and emotional response to the literary 

texts and implanted sense of appreciation of literary text. 

 3) Exposed students to the artistic and innovative use of language 

employed by the writers. 

Paper-3.4: Indian Literatures 

in English Translation 

(30604/40604) 

1) Introduced students to some of the significant Indian regional 

language writers of various periods and to their works.  

2) Acquainted students with the major ancient, medieval and 

modern literary movements in India and their influence on 

literature.  

3) Enabled students to compare the features and peculiarities of 

Indian societies, cultures and languages.  

 Paper-3.6: American 

Literature (30606/40606) 

1) Provided students a general introduction to the major texts that 

led to the evolution of American literature as an independent branch 

of literature in English. 

2) Familiarized students with the issues and problems America has 

gone through and how they find expression in her literature.  

3) Familirized students students with the rich diversity of American 

writing  



Paper-3.8: World Literature in 

English (30608/40608) 

1) Introduced students to some of the important literary texts of the 

world   

2) Helped them in gaining some insights into the socio-cultural 

aspects of the regions from where the texts are chosen.  

3) Enabled students to compare the authors of the world with Indian 

writers in English or the writers in their own languages.  

  



         

BACHLER OF ARTS 

Department of Hindi 

 

Sr. No. Program Program Specific Outcome 

1 B.A. Hindi PO1. सर्जनात्मक शवक्त का विकास करना । 

PO2. राष्ट्रभाषा वहन्दी का प्रचार-प्रसार करना । 

PO3. सावहवत्यक समझ विकवसत करना  । 

PO4. सावहत्य के प्रवत रुवच वनमाजण करना । 

2 M.A. 

Hindi 
PO1. सर्जनात्मक शवक्त का विकास करना । 

PO2. सावहवत्यक समझ विकवसत करना  । 

PO3. अनसंुधान की िवृत्त विकवसत करना । 

PO4. सावहत्य के अत्याधवुनक प्रिाहों से छात्रों को पररवचत करना । 

 

Courses offered: Under Graduate Hindi 

 

Sr. No. Class Course Course Outcomes 

1 F.Y.B.A. िैकवल्पक वहदंी- 1 

A   11091  (प्रथम 

अयन)  

CO1: वहदंी काव्य और कहानी सावहत्य समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2: वहदंी कम्प्यवूटंग को पररभावषत करना  [L1 Remembering] । 

CO3: अनुिाद प्रविया को सोदाहरण स्पष्ट करना [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO4: वहदंी भाषा द्वारा संिाद कौशल विकवसत करना  [L3 Applying] । 

CO5: विज्ञापन लेखन प्रविया को  स्पष्ट करना  [L2 Understanding] ।  

2 F.Y.B.A. िैकवल्पक वहदंी- 1 

B  11092 (वद्वतीय 

अयन)  

CO1: वहदंी काव्य और कहानी सावहत्य समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2: वनबंध लेखन कौशल विकवसत करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO3: अनुिाद प्रविया को सोदाहरण स्पष्ट करना [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO4: वहदंी मानक ितजनी को सोदाहरण स्पष्ट करना [L2 Understanding] ।  

3 FYBCOM िैकवल्पक वहदंी-1 

A   117C ( प्रथम 

अयन)  

CO1: वहदंी काव्य और कहानी सावहत्य समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2: वहदंी भाषा द्वारा संिाद कौशल विकवसत करना  [L3 Applying] । 

CO3: विज्ञापन लेखन प्रविया को  स्पष्ट करना  [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO4: वहदंी कम्प्यवूटंग को पररभावषत करना  [L1 Remembering] । 
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FYBCOM 

 

  

िैकवल्पक वहदंी-1 

B 127C (वद्वतीय 

अयन)   

CO1: वहदंी काव्य और कहानी सावहत्य समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2: वहदंी भाषा द्वारा संिाद कौशल विकवसत करना  [L3 Applying]  

CO3: अनुिाद प्रविया को सोदाहरण स्पष्ट करना [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO4: पाररभावषक शब्दािली को स्पष्ट करना  [L2 Understanding] ।  



5 S.Y.B.A CC 1C आधवुनक 

काव्य, कहानी तथा 

व्यािहाररक वहदंी  

23093            

(ततृीय अयन) 

CO1: वहदंी कहानी सावहत्य को समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2: कहानी लखेन कला की समझ का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO3: वहदंी कारक-व्यिस्था को सोदाहरण स्पष्ट करना [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO4: कहानी के  मलू्यांकन कला का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

6 S.Y.B.A  CC 1C आधवुनक 

वहदंी व्यंग्य सावहत्य 

तथा व्यािहाररक 

वहदंी 24093 

(चतुथज अयन) 

CO1: वहदंी काव्य को व्याख्यावयत करना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. वहदंी काव्य  सावहत्य के माध्यम से रार्नीवतक समस्याओ ंका विशे्लषण करना  

[L4 Analyzing] ।   

CO3. व्यंग्यात्मक सावहत्य की समझ का विकास  [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. साक्षात्कार कला का प्रायोवगक ज्ञान [L3 Applying] । 

7 S.Y.B.A DEC 1A 

काव्यशास्त्र सामान्य  

23091        

(ततृीय अयन) 

CO1.  रस का स्िरूप, रस के अंगो एिं भेदों पर प्रकाश िालना  [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO2. काव्यशास्त्र की समदृ्ध परंपरा की पहचान करना  [L3 Applying] ।   

CO3. काव्यशास्त्रीय वसद्धातं्तों के शास्त्रीय ज्ञान का वििेचन करना  [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO4.आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास करना [L3 Applying] ।  

CO5. काव्यशास्त्रीय भेदों को िगीकृत करना  [L4 Analyzing ] ।  

8 S.Y.B.A DSE 1B सावहत्य 

के भेद  24091  

(चतुथज अयन) 

CO1. गद्य के भेद तथा नाटक, एकांकी, वनबंध के स्िरूप एिं तत्िों को बताना [L1 

Remembering] । 

CO2. आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. नाटक के रंगमचंीय प्रस्तवुत कला का आकलन  L2 Understanding] ।  

CO4. नाटक तथा एकांकी अवभनय कला की रुवच का विकास L2 

Understanding] । 
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DEC 2A 

मध्ययगुीन काव्य 

तथा उपन्यास 

सावहत्य  23092                 

(ततृीय  अयन) 

CO1. उपन्यास के विविध मानदिंो के आधार पर मलू्यांकन कला का विकास [L3 

Applying] । 

CO2. उपन्यास कृवत तथा संत सावहत्य में प्रस्तुत र्ीिनमलू्यों को व्याख्यावयत करना 

[L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. नाट्य अवभनय कला की रुवच का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. मध्ययगुीन संत एिं भक्त कवियों  के काव्य की सांस्कृवतक धरोहर का ज्ञान [L2 

Understanding] ।   
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DSE 2B 

मध्ययगुीन काव्य 

तथा नाटक सावहत्य  

24092  (चतुथज 

अयन) 

CO1. नाटक के विविध मानदिंो के आधार पर मलू्यांकन कला का विकास [L3 

Applying] । 

CO2. नाटक कृवत के माध्यम से ितजमान रार्नीवतक वस्थवत पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO3. उपन्यास कृवत तथा संत सावहत्य में प्रस्तुत र्ीिनमलू्यों को व्याख्यावयत करना 

[L2 Understanding] । 

CO4. नाटक और रंगमंच का पारस्पररक संबंध का विशे्लषण [L4 Analyzing] । 

11 S.Y.B.A CO1. वहदंी भाषा श्रिण कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] । 



MIL-2 वहदंी भाषा 

वशक्षण 23012 

(ततृीय अयन) 

CO2. वहदंी भाषा संिाद कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. वहदंी भाषा िाचन, लखेन कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. वहदंी भाषा-विवध तथा भाषा-व्यिहार का वििेचन [L2 Understanding] । 

12 S.Y.B.A MIL-2 वहदंी भाषा 

वशक्षण 24012 

(चतुथज अयन) 

CO1. िाक्य के भेदों का विशे्लषण [L4 Analyzing] । 

CO2. विशेष प्रकार के िाक्यों का ज्ञान  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. वहदंी भाषा श्रिण, संिाद, िाचन, लेखन कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] 

। 

CO4. वहदंी भाषा-विवध तथा भाषा-व्यिहार का आकलन [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO5. वहदंी काव्य-गीत सरृ्न कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

13 S.Y.B.A SEC 2A-अनुिाद 

स्िरूप एिं व्यिहार 

23096          

(ततृीय अयन) 

CO1. अनुिाद कौशल विकवसत करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO2. अनुिाद के स्िरूप का वििेचन करना  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. अनुिाद क्षेत्र को स्पष्ट करना  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO4. वहदंी से मराठी में प्रत्यक्ष अनुिाद कायज के कौशल का विकास [L3 

Applying] । 

14 S.Y.B.A SEC 2B-माध्यम 

लेखन 24096 

(चतुथज अयन) 

CO1. माध्यम लखेन समझाना  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. सरृ्नात्मक लखेन कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. दृश्य एिं श्रव्य माध्यम की भाषा की समझ का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. फीचर लखेन कला की प्रविवध एिं प्रविया पर प्रकाश िालना  [L2 

Understanding] । 

15 T.Y.B.A.  CC-1E कथेत्तर 

विधाएँ   35093  

(पंचम अयन)              

CO1. संस्मरण सावहत्य संक्षपे में प्रस्तुत करना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2.  रेखावचत्र सावहत्य का वििेचन करना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. कथेत्तर विधाओ ंकी मलू्याकंन दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. सभा-इवतितृ्त लेखन कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

16 
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 CC-1F गझल 

विधा और पत्राचार 

36093            

(षष्ठ अयन)     

CO1. गर्ल सावहत्य का वििरण दनेा  [L1 Remembering] ।  

CO2. गर्लकार के व्यवक्तत्ि पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO3. मलू्यांकन की दृवष्ट का विकास करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. सरकारी पत्र लखेन को स्पष्ट करना  [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO5. सरकारी पत्र लखेन का प्रारूप तैयार करना [L2 Understanding] ।  

17 T.Y.B.A.  DEC 1C वहदंी 

सावहत्य का 

इवतहास 35091         

(पंचम अयन)   

CO1. वहदंी सावहत्य के इवतहास की लखेन परंपरा से अिगत कराना  [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO2. वहदंी सावहत्य के इवतहास के कालखंिो के नामकरण एिं पषृ्ठभवूम को स्पष्ट 

करना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. वहदंी  सावहत्य की प्रवतंवनवध रचनाओ ंऔर रचनाकारों का महत्ि विशद करना 

[L2 Understanding] । 



CO4. वहदंी सावहत्य और यगुर्ीिन के संबंधों का विशे्लषण [L4 Analyzing] । 

CO5. आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास करना [L3 Applying] ।  
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DSC 1D वहदंी 

सावहत्य का 

इवतहास 36091           

(षष्ठ अयन) 

 

 
 

CO1. आधवुनक वहदंी सावहत्य की प्रिवृत्तयो से अिगत कराना  [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO2. आधवुनक वहदंी  सावहत्य की प्रवतंवनवध रचनाओ ंऔर रचनाकारों का महत्ि 

विशद करना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. आधवुनकवहदंी सावहत्य और यगुर्ीिन के संबंधों का विशे्लषण [L4 

Analyzing] । 

CO4. आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास करना  [L3 Applying] ।  

19 T.Y.B.A.   DEC 2C 

भाषाविज्ञान 

35092 (पंचम 

अयन)  

CO1. भाषाविज्ञान के स्िरूप का वििेचन करना  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. भाषाविज्ञान की व्यावि पर प्रकाश िालना  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. भाषाविज्ञान के अध्ययन की वदशाओ ंस्पष्ट करना  [L3 Applying] ।  

CO4.  भाषाविज्ञान के अनुप्रयोगात्मक पक्ष को प्रयोग में लाना  [L3 Applying]  

20 T.Y.B.A.   DSC 2D वहदंी 

भाषा और उसका 

विकास  36092      

(षष्ठ अयन) 

CO1. भाषाविज्ञान को पररभावषत करना [L1 Remembering] । 

CO2.  वहदंी की बोवलयों पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3.  नागरी वलवप का विशे्लषण करना [L4 Analyzing] । 

CO4. भाषा विज्ञान पर पररयोर्ना दनेा (Research Project) [L3 Applying] । 

21 T.Y.B.A.  SEC 2C पटकथा 

लेखन 35096 

(पंचम अयन)  

CO1. पटकथा लखेन विधा पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. पटकथा लखेन के प्रारूप बनाना [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. दृक-श्राव्य माध्यम के वलए पटकथा लेखन का विशे्लषण [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO4. पटकथाओ की उदाहरण सवहत पहचान कराना  [L3 Applying] । 
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SEC 2 D सावहत्य 

और वफल्मांतरण 

36096       (षष्ठ 

अयन) 

CO1. सावहत्य और वसनेमा का विशे्लषण  [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO2. वसनेमा प्रविवध के तावंत्रक पद्धवतयों पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] 

। 

CO3. वसनेमा में अंतनीवहत तत्िों को विस्तार से समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO4. वफल्मांतरण का तांवत्रक पहचान कराना [L3 Applying] । 

 

Courses offered: Post-Graduate Hindi  
1 M.A.-I  मध्ययगुीन 

काव्य 10501 

(प्रथम अयन) 

CO1. वहदंी की मध्ययगुीन काव्य प्रिवृत्तयों का वििेचन करना [L2 Understanding] ।  

CO2. मध्ययगुीन काव्य प्रिवृत्तयों की पषृ्ठभवूम पर कवि विशेष की रचनाओ ंको सोदाहरण स्पष्ट 

करना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. तत्कालीन काव्यभाषा की पहचान कराना [L3 Applying] ।  

CO4.  पाठ्यकृवतयों के आधार पर काव्य मलू्यांकन की क्षमता का  विकास [L3 Applying] । 

2 M.A.-I  CO1. उपन्यास विधा पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] । 



 कथा सावहत्य 

10502 (प्रथम 

अयन) 

CO2. कहानी विधा पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. पाठ्य रचनाओ ंमें अवभव्यक्त मलू्यों का विशे्लषण करना [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO4. आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

3 M.A.-I  भारतीय 

काव्यशात्र 

10503 (प्रथम 

अयन) 

CO1. भारतीय काव्यशास्त्र का विकासात्मक वििेचन  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. सरृ्नात्मक कौशल विकवसत करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. भारतीय काव्यशात्र के वसद्धांतो से अिगत कराना [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. सरृ्न, आस्िादन और आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

4 M.A.-I नाटककार 

मोहन राकेश 

10505   

(प्रथम अयन) 

CO1. नाटक के स्िरूप एिं संरचना का वििेचन  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. नाटक के रचना विधान और रंगमंच की प्रायोवगक स्तर पर र्ानकारी दनेा  [L3 

Applying] ।  

CO3. मोहन राकेश के नाटकों के द्वारा नाट्यास्िादन और मलू्यांकन की दृवष्ट विकवसत करना 

[L3 Applying] । 

CO4.  नाट्यावभनय कौशल को प्रयोग में लाना [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

5 M.A.-I  कथेत्तर गद्य 

सावहत्य 

20501 (वद्वतीय 

अयन) 

CO1. व्यंग्य, वनबंध, आत्मकथा, रेखावचत्र और संस्मरण विधा की पहचान कराना [L3 

Applying] । 

CO2. कथेत्तर विधाओ ंकी मलू्याकंन दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. व्यंग्य, वनबंध, आत्मकथा, रेखावचत्र और संस्मरण विधाओ ंके लेखन कौशल का विशे्लषण 

करना [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO4. समीक्षात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

6 

 

  

M.A.-I 

 

  

शोध प्रविवध 

20502  

(वद्वतीय अयन) 

CO1. शोध प्रविवध संक्षपे में प्रस्ततु करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO2. शोध दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. नये शोध प्रिाहों का विशे्लषण करना [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO4.  शोध प्रविया एिं शोधप्रबंध लेखन कौशल का विकास [L3 Applying] । 
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M.A.-I 

  

पाश्चात्य 

काव्यशात्र 

20503  

(वद्वतीय अयन) 

CO1. पाश्चात्य काव्यशास्त्र का विकासात्मक वििेचन  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. सरृ्नात्मक कौशल विकवसत करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. पाश्चात्य काव्यशात्र के वसद्धांतो से अिगत कराना [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. सरृ्न, आस्िादन और आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

8 M.A.-I  वहदंी उपन्यास 

20505         

(वद्वतीय अयन) 

CO1. उपन्यास विधा को तत्िों के आधार पर स्पष्ट करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO2. वहदंी विधा के विकासिम का विशे्लषण करना [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO3. वहदंी उपन्यासों में वचवत्रत मानिीय संिेदना की पहचान कराना  [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. उपन्यास साहीत्य का आस्िादन, अध्ययन एिं मलू्यांकन के दृवष्टकोण को विकवसत करना 

[L3 Applying] । 

9 M.A.-II CO1. आधवुनक काव्य धारा का विशे्लषण [ L4 Analyzing ] । 



आधवुनक 

काव्य 30501      

(ततृीय अयन) 

CO2.  आधवुनक काव्य-अध्ययन की दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. काव्य मलू्यांकन-दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. काव्य-संिेदना एि वशल्पगत अध्ययन की र्ानकारी दनेा  [L3 Applying] ।  

10 M.A.-II भाषा विज्ञान  

30502          

(ततृीय अयन) 

CO1. िणजमाला के स्िर और व्यंर्न का िैज्ञावनक व्याख्यात्मक पररचय  [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO2. भाषा व्यिस्था और भाषा व्यिहार का पारस्पाररक संबंध विशे्लषण [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO3. स्िवनम और रुवपम विज्ञान का िैज्ञावनक विशे्लषण [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO4. सावहत्य अध्ययन में भाषाविज्ञान के अध्ययन की समझ [L2 Understanding] । 

11 M.A.-II वहदंी सावहत्य 

का इवतहास 

30503  (ततृीय 

अयन) 

CO1. वहदंी सावहत्येवतहास लेखन का वििेचन करना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. वहदंी सावहत्येवतहास के कालविभार्न को स्पष्ट करना  [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. वहदंी सावहत्येवतहास के नामकरण का विशे्लषण [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO4. अवदकाल, भवक्तकाल, रीवतकाल की सावहवत्यक प्रिवृतया, रचनाकार और रचनाओ ंका 

िमबद्ध िगीकरण  [ L4 Analyzing ] ।  

12 
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आधवुनक वहदंी 

आलोचना 

30504 (ततृीय 

अयन) 
 

CO1. आलोचना के स्िरूप को समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO2. वहदंी आलोचना के विकासिम पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] ।   

CO3. आलोचना के विविध प्रकारों का विशे्लषण  [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

CO4. वहदंी के प्रमखु आलोचको के आलोचनात्मक प्रवतमानों का िगीकरण  [ L4 Analyzing 

] । 

13 M.A.-II आधवुनक 

कविता 40501 

(चतुथज अयन) 

CO1. आधवुनक काव्य धारा का वििेचन करना [L2 Understanding] ।   

CO2. आधवुनक काव्य-अध्ययन की दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

CO3. सर्जनात्मक कौशल में िदृ्धी  वनमाजण करना  [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. आलोचनात्मक दृवष्ट का विकास [L3 Applying] । 

14 M.A.-II वहदंी भाषा का 

विकास  

40502 (चतुथज 

अयन) 

CO1. वहदंी भाषा का उद्भि एिं विकास तथा ऐवतहावसक पषृ्ठभवूम को समझाना [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO2. वहदंी के व्याकरवणक स्िरूप को समझाना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. आधवुनक भारतीय आयज भाषाओ ंकी व्यतु्पवत्त एिं विकास का ज्ञान [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. वहदंी की स्िवनम व्यिस्था का िैज्ञावनक विशे्लषण  [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

15 M.A.-II वहदंी सावहत्य 

का इवतहास 

40503 (चतुथज 

अयन) 

CO1. वहदंी गद्य के आविभाजि के प्रधान कारण, पररवस्थवत संक्षपे में प्रस्तुत करना  [L2 

Understanding] । 

CO2. प्रमखु गद्य विधाओ ंके विकसिम पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. प्रमखु गद्यकारों की पाहचान कराना [L3 Applying] ।   

CO4. आधवुनक वहदंी कविता के विकासिम का विशे्लषण करना [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

16 M.A.-II CO1. लोकसावहत्य के स्िरूप एिं महत्ि का वििेचन करना  [L2 Understanding] । 



भारतीय 

लोकसावहत्य 

40504 (चतुथज 

अयन) 

CO2. लोकसावहत्य के विविध प्रकारों को सोदाहरण स्पष्ट करना  [L2 Understanding] । 

CO3. लोकसावहत्य की व्यापकता स्पष्ट करना [L3 Applying] । 

CO4. महाराष्ट्र के लोकसावहत्य पर प्रकाश िालना [L2 Understanding] ।   

CO5. अन्य राज्य के लोकसावहत्य का विशे्लषण करना [ L4 Analyzing ] । 

 
 
 

  



BACHELOR OF ARTS 

Department of Economics 

PROGRAM: B.A Economics 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1.  To provide in depth knowledge of socio-economic aspects. 

PO-2. To familiarize with current and recent developments in Economics 

PO-3. To enrich knowledge through problem solving, hands-on activities 

projects. 

PO-4. To provide a broad and comprehensive knowledge in micro and 

Macro Economics, Public Economics, Indian Economy and Agricultural 

Economics. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

PSO-1. After completion of program, students will be able to have in-

depth knowledge of basic concepts in Economics. 

PSO-2. A good academic background to be able to seek admission for 

masters degree in Economics 

PSO-3. An academic background to be able to crack the banning and 

administrative examinations 

 

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE 

PROGRAM: B.COM Economics 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1 To meet the growing needs of the business society, there is greater 

demand for sound development of commerce education. 

PO-2. The relevance of commerce education has become more imperative, 

this means a marked change in the way commerce and management 

education is perceived in India. 

PO-3 The Commerce education is dedicated to developing tomorrow's 

leaders, managers, and professionals. 

Program Specific Outcomes 

PSO-1 The choice based credit system offers a cafeteria approach where 

the students have the liberty to choose courses of their own choice. 

PSO-2 The system will focus on student centric learning methods, which 

include use of Information and Communication Technology, innovative 

methods of teaching and learning and emphasis on industry interaction to 

enable the learners to take up professional challenges more effectively. 

PSO-3 The existing education system of imparting commerce education 

needs to be more dynamic to incorporate all local and global changes in the 

field of trade and commerce. The curriculum needs to be restructured 

accordingly. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.COM Sem-1(CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: 113             

 Course Name: Business 

Economics-I (Micro) 

CO 1: To Impact Knowledge of Business Economics 

CO 2: To Clarify Micro economic concepts 

CO 3: To Analyses and interpret and graphs.  



Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.COM Sem-II (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 123              

Course Name: Business 

Economics-II (Micro) 

CO 1: To make them understand the concepts of micro economics 

CO 2: To understand basic theories, concepts of micro economics and 

their application 

CO 3: To understand basic theories, concepts of micro economics and 

their application 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.COM Sem-III (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:  233            

Course Name: Business 

Economics-I (Macro) 

 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of behavior of the economy as a whole. 

CO 2: Students will be acquainting the basic concepts of the relationship 

among broad aggregates. 

CO 3: Students will be familiar with the   apply economic reasoning to 

problems of the economy. 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.COM Sem-IV (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  II 

Course Code:  243              

Course Name: Business 

Economics-II (Macro) 

CO 1: To familiarize the students to the basic theories and concepts of 

Macro Economics and their application.  

CO 2: To understand the theories of money. 

CO 3: To understand the phases of trade cycle and policy measures to 

elongate the trade cycle. 

CO 4: To understand various concepts related to public finance 

CO 5: To understand credit creation of banks and money measures of RBI. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.A.Sem-1(CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:  11151 

Course Name: Indian Economic 

Environment-I 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of the Developing Economy, Theory of Demographic 

Transition. 

CO 2: Students will be get acquainted with the basic concept of the Poverty 

and Unemployment, Place of Agriculture in Indian economy, Role of 

Industrialization, Meaning and Classification of Labour Meaning. 

CO 3: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of the Concept, Need and Objectives Salient Features of 

Economy of Maharashtra. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.A. Sem-II (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 11152 

Course Name: Indian Economic 

Environment-II 

CO 1: Ability to develop an understanding of the economic environment 

and the factors affecting economic environment. 

CO 2; Ability to develop awareness on the various new developments in 

the different sectors of an economy – agriculture, industry, services, 

banking, etc. 



CO 3: Ability to compare and contrast Indian Economy with other world 

economies. 

CO 4: At the end of the course, the student should be able discuss and 

debate on the various issues and challenges facing the Indian Economic 

Environment. 

Course Code:  

Course Name:  

Bridge Course in Economics-II 

 

CO 1: The course enabled students to apply knowledge of basic theories of 

economics in core subject of microeconomics, macroeconomics.                                                        

CO 2: Students learned classroom skills  for college level courses in 

economics   

CO 3: It enhanced critical thinking and self confidence through class 

experience.                                                                                                                                                                                  

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.A-Sem-III (CBCS- 2020-21) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: 22153 

Course Name: CC-1C Financial 

System-I  (G-2) 

CO 1: To understand fundamentals of modern financial system. 

CO 2: To understand the recent trends and developments in banking 

system. 

CO 3: To provide the students the intricacies of Indian financial system for 

better 

financial decision making. 

CO 4: To provide the knowledge of various financial and non-financial 

institutions. 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 22151 

Course Name: DSE-1A Micro 

Economics-I (S-1) 

CO 1: To develop an understanding about subject matter of Economics. 

CO 2: To impart knowledge of microeconomics. 

CO 3: To demonstrate that the theories discussed in class will usually be 

applied to real-life situations. 

CO 4: To develop an understanding of basic theories of micro economics 

and their application. 

Paper  III 

Course Code: 22152 

Course Name: DSE-2A Macro 

Economics-I (S-2) 

CO 1: To introduce students to the historical background of the emergence 

of macroeconomics 

CO 2: To familiarize students with the differences between 

microeconomics and macroeconomics 

CO 3: To familiarize students with various concepts of national income 

Course Code- 

RE-C-AE-231 

Course Name: --Agricultural 

Economics-I (AECO) 

 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Indian agriculture. 

CO 2: The course will motivate students in the field of research as well as 

guide to become a successful entrepreneur. 

CO 3: It will develop self confident and knowledgeable personnel’s. 

CO 4: Personal development will increase the clarity and effectiveness in 

knowing themselves and their strengths. 



Course Code-22154 

Course Name:  SEC-2A  Basic 

Concept of Research 

Methodology-I 

 

CO1: Demonstrate his/her understanding of sampling methods and 

the ability to use collection of data 

CO2: Identify the appropriate source of data in relation to the collection of 

research data. 

CO3: Able to classify and present the collected data in the form of graph, 

bar diagram, chart etc 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.A-Sem-IV (CBCS- 2020-21) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:23153 

Course Name: CC-1C Financial 

System-II  (G-2) 

CO 1: Students will be getting awarded with the Modern Banking 

System. 

CO 2: Students will be familiar with Banking constitute important 

components towards understanding of economics.  

CO 3: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of clear understanding of the operations of banking their 

interaction with the rest of the economy is essential to realize how monetary 

forces operate through a multitude of channels- market, non-market, 

institutions and among others, the state. 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 23151 

Course Name: DSE-1A Micro 

Economics-II (S-1) 

CO 1: As a foundation course, in this paper, student is expected to 

understand the behavior of an economic agent, namely, a consumer, a 

producer, a factor owner and the price fluctuation in a market.  

CO 2: To understand and scope of economics, the theory of consumer 

behavior, analysis of production function and equilibrium of a producer, the 

price formation in different markets structures and the equilibrium of a firm 

and industry. 

CO 3: In addition, the principles of factor pricing and commodity pricing 

as also the problems of investment and welfare economics have been 

included. 

Paper  III 

Course Code: 23152 

Course Name: DSE-2A Macro 

Economics-II (S-2) 

CO 1: Students will be getting knowledge of on account of the growing 

influence and involvement of the State in economic fields, macro-economic 

has become a major area of economic analysis in terms of theoretical, 

empirical as well as policy making issues.  

CO 2: Students will be familiar with Macro economics has an extensive, 

substantive as well as methodological content. It deals with the functioning 

of the economy as a whole, the objective of the course is to familiarize the 

students the basic concept of Macro as well as methodological contents. 

CO 3: Students will be get acquainted with the functioning of the economy 

as a whole, including how the economy's total output of goods and services 

and employment of resources is determined and what causes these totals to 

fluctuate.  

CO 4: Student gets awarded of the basic theoretical framework 

underlying the field of Macro-economics. 

Course Code- 

RE-C-AE-241 

Course Name: Agricultural 

Economics-II (AECO) 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Indian agriculture  

CO 2: Students will be get acquainted with the importance of Indian 

Agriculture 



 CO 3: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge Opportunity in agriculture sector  

CO 4: Students will be get acquainted with the real situation of Indian 

agricultural 

Course Code-23154 

Course Name: SEC-2A  Basic 

Concept of Research  

Methodology-II 

 

CO 1:Demostrate his/her understanding of sampling methods the ability 

to use collection of Data 

CO 2: Identify the appropriate sample techniques for different kinds of 

research question. 

CO 3: Identify the appropriate source of data in relation to the collection 

of research data. 

CO 4 :Able to classify and present the collected data in the form of graph 

bar diagram, chart etc. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.A. Sem-V (CBCS- 2021-22) 

 

Course Code: 35153 

Course Name: CC-1E 

ECONOMICS GENERAL –III 

Indian Economic 

Development-I (G-3) 

CO 1: To relate and recognize the concept and indicators of Economic 

Development.  

CO 2: To describe and analyze the concept and indicators of Human 

Development. 

CO 3: To explain the characteristics of Developing and Developed 

Countries. 

CO 4: To describe the constraints to the process of Economic 

Development. 

Course Code: 35151 

Course Name: DSE-1C 

ECONOMICS SPECIAL –III 

International Economics-I (S-3) 

CO1: To relate and recall the concepts of International Economics and 

International Trade. 

CO2: To describe and apply the theories of international trade. 

 

CO 3: To explain and comprehend the issues relating to Terms of trade and 

Balance of Payment. 

Course Code: 35152 

Course Name:  

DSE-2C ECONOMICS SPECIAL 

–IV Public Finance- I (S-4) 

 

CO 1: To relate and recognize the Nature and Scope of Public Finance.  

CO 2: To describe and analyze the concept of Public Revenue and its 

components. 

CO 3: To explain types of Public Expenditure and reasons for rising Public 

Expenditure. 

CO4: To explain the types of Public Debt and its effects. 

Course Code: 35154 

Course Name: Skill Enhancement 

Course (SEC-3A) Business 

Management- I (Project Report) 

 

CO 1: To understand the skills of Management of Business.  

CO 2: To explain the characteristics business planning and decision making 

CO 3: Leadership Skills- Ability to work in teams at the same time, ability 

to show leadership qualities 

Course Code: RE-C-AE-351 

(35601) 

Course Name: Agricultural 

Economics-I(AECO) 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of research of agriculture  

CO 2: Students will be get acquainted with the Research Techniques 

CO 3: Students will be get acquainted with the Analysis of Data  



CO 4: Students will be get acquainted with the Report writing and 

Computer in Research   

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.A. Sem-VI (CBCS- 2021-22) 

Course Code: 36153 

Course Name: CC-1E 

ECONOMICS GENERAL –III 

Indian Economic Development-II 

(G-3) 

CO 1: To describe and explain the process of Economic Planning.  

CO 2: To describe and examine the changing structure of planning process 

in India. 

CO 3: To describe and explain the relation between Economic 

Development and Environment 

CO 4: To relate and recognize the concept and indicators of Economic 

Development. 

Course Code: 36151 

Course Name:DSE-1C 

ECONOMICS SPECIAL –III 

International Economics-II (S-3) 

CO 1: Ability to relate and explain the concept of Exchange Rate and 

Foreign Exchange Market. 

CO 2: Ability to describe the trends in Growth, Composition and Direction 

of India's Foreign Trade. 

CO 3: Ability to comprehend the issues relating to Foreign Capital and 

Regional and International Co-Operation. 

Course Code: 36152 

Course Name: DSE-2C 

ECONOMICS SPECIAL –IV 

Public Finance- II (S-4) 

CO 1: To explain and assess the components and instruments of Fiscal 

Policy.  

CO 2: To relate to the concepts of Budget and its components. 

CO 3: To describe and analyze the concept of Deficit Financing and its 

effects. 

CO 4: To describe and explain the Centre and State Financial Relationship. 

Course Code:  RE-C-AE-351 

(36601) 

Course Name: Agricultural 

Economics-II (AECO) 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of research of agriculture  

CO 2: Students will be get acquainted with the Research Techniques 

CO 3: Students will be get acquainted with the Analysis of Data  

CO 4: Students will be get acquainted with the Report writing And 

Computer in Research   

Course Code: 35154 

Course Name: Skill Enhancement 

Course 

(SEC-3A) Business Management- 

II (Project Report) 

 

CO 1: Analytical Skills – Ability to analyze data collected and interprets in 

the most logical manner.  

CO 2: Project Report Writing Skills- Ability to comprehend and 

illustrate/demonstrate findings. 

CO 3: Presentation Skills – PPT/Poster- Ability to illustrate findings in the 

most appealing manner 

CO 4: Leadership Skills: Ability to show leadership skills with business 

ideas or work on business ventures as a practical example. 

MASTER OF ART’S 

PROGRAM: M.A.-Economics 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. To train students to develop strong theoretical foundation with the 

blend of practical analytics. 

PO-2. To equip students with skill for economic analysis and decision 

making. 

PO-3. To train students to use their skills and knowledge to solve the real 

world problems. 

Program Specific Outcomes 
PSO-1. Understanding of concepts in Economics appropriate to 

introductory level of Economics by connecting the terms, and concepts. 



PSO-2. Apply knowledge and skills to other disciplines and areas of study. 

PSO-3. Capability of applying research on any Economical aspect and 

economic planning. 

Course Outcomes 

M. A. I (Sem-I) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: 12302 

Course Name: Public Economics-1 

 

CO 1: Students will be getting acquainted with the Role and functions of 

the Government in an economy have been changing with the passage of 

time. 

CO 2: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of the term ‘Public Finance’ has traditionally been applied to 

the package of those policies and operations which involve the use of tax 

and expenditure measures while budgetary policy is an important part to 

understand the basic problems of use of resources, distribution of income, 

etc. 

CO 3: Students will be get acquainted with the vast areas of fiscal 

institutions  tax systems, expenditure programmes, budgetary procedures, 

stabilization instruments, debt issues, levels of government, etc., which 

raise a spectrum of issues arising from the operation of these institutions. 

Course Code: 12303 

Course Name: International 

Trade-I 

 

CO 1:  After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Classical and Modern Trade, Theories   Concepts of Net 

Barter Terms of Trade,  

CO 2: Students will be get acquainted with the Free Trade vs. Controlled 

Trade, International Trade Agreements 

Course Code: 12301 

Course Name: Micro Economics 

Analysis -1 

 

CO 1:  After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Basic Micro- Economic Problems of Scarcity and Choice,  

CO 2: Students will be getting acquainted with the Concept of and 

Measurement of Utility, Production Theory, Partial and General 

Equilibrium. 

Course Code: 12304 

Course Name: Agricultural 

Economics-I 

 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Meaning- Concept, Significance and Peculiarities of Labour, 

Marginal Productivity Theory, Theory of Collective Bargaining, Modern 

Theory of Wages,   

CO 2: Students will be getting acquainted with the Migration and 

Absenteeism, Labour Unions in India- Growth, Pattern, Structure and 

Achievements of Labour Union in India. 

Course Outcomes 

M. A. I (Sem-II) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: 22303 

Course Name: International 

Finance -II 

 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Balance of Trade and Balance of Payments- Meaning, 

Structure and Components, Foreign Exchange,   

CO 2: Students will be getting acquainted with the International Capital 

Flows, International Banking and Eurocurrency Market, International 

Economic Organizations. 



Course Code: 22301 

Course Name: Micro Economics 

Analysis -II 

 

CO 1:  After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Classification of Markets, Short Run and Long Run 

Equilibrium of a Single Firm an Industry.  

CO 2: Students will be getting acquainted with the imperfect Competition, 

Goal of Profit Maximization and Alternative Theories of the Firm, Theory 

of Distribution and Welfare Economics. 

Course Code: 22302 

Course Name: Public Economics-

II 

 

CO 1:  After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Classical view of Public Debt,  Objectives of Fiscal Policy, 

Interdependence of Fiscal and Monetary Policies,  

CO 2: Students will be getting acquainted with the Indian Fiscal 

Federalism, Indian Public Finances. 

Course Code: 22304 

Course Name: Agricultural 

Economics-II 

 

CO 1:  After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Place of Agriculture in Indian economy, Agriculture Labour, 

Agricultural credit. 

CO 2: Students will be getting acquainted with the Problems of Agriculture 

Marketing in India, Sustainable Agriculture. 

M.A. II (Sem-III) (CBCS- 2020) 

Course Code: 32301 

Course Name: Macro Economic 

Analysis.- I 

 

CO 1: After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Macroeconomics or aggregative economics analyses and 

establishes the functional relationship between the large aggregates.  

CO 2: Students will be get acquainted with the aggregate analysis has 

assumed such a great significance in recent times that a prior understanding 

of macroeconomic theoretical structure is considered essential for the 

proper comprehension of the different issues and policies. 

CO 3: Students will be getting acquainted with the Macroeconomics is not 

only a scientific method of analysis; but also a body of empirical economic 

knowledge. 

CO 4: Students will be get acquainted with the postgraduate level to 

understand systemic facts and latest theoretical developments for empirical 

analysis. 

Course Code: 32302 

Course Name: Growth & 

Development-I 

 

CO 1:  After completion of program, students will be able to have in-depth 

knowledge of Growth and Development is one of the most important areas 

of economic exploration in the last 50-60 years. Although relatively recent 

in origin this subject occupies a significant position in economic theory and 

practice. 

CO 2: Students will be acquainting the basic concepts of India being a 

developing country; this subject becomes extremely relevant for both 

teachers and students.  

CO 3: Students will be acquaint the basic concepts of the evolution of 

growth models as well as important concepts such as poverty, inequality 

and population dynamics in the context of developing countries. 

Course Code: 32305 

Course Name: Demography-I 

 

CO 1:  Ability to develop, demonstrate and examine various topics under 

Demography. 

CO 2: Ability to evaluate and examine subject areas in economics bringing 

out the relation to population studies and demography. 



CO 3: Students will be acquainting the basic concepts of gender 

characteristics of the population have acquired importance and these have 

also been included in the framework of study. 

Course Code:32303 

Course Name: Research 

Methodology -I 

 

CO 1:  Ability to develop, demonstrate and examine topics under 

Economics to pursue research. 

CO 2: Ability to evaluate and examine subject areas in economics and 

explore possibilities of research. 

M.A. II (Sem-IV) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: 42301 

Course Name: Macro Economic 

Analysis –II 

CO 1: Ability to analyze and demonstrate knowledge of the basic 

theories/laws in economics- general equilibrium psychological law of 

consumption, etc. 

CO 2: At the end of the course, the student should be able to evaluate 

macroeconomic concepts, models and its use in real life situations. 

Course Code: 42302 

Course Name: Growth & 

Development- II 

 

CO 1: Ability to analyze and demonstrate knowledge of the economic 

growth and development theories of economic growth and development 

CO 2: Ability analyze, evaluate and apply the growth and development 

concepts, role of human capital, etc. in real life situations 

Course Code: 42303 

Course Name: Research 

Methodology- Research Project - 

II 

 

CO 1:  After completion of program, students will be able to have in-

depth knowledge of Introduction to Research, & Research Techniques.  

CO 2: Students will be get acquainted with the Analysis of Data, 

Information Systems & report writing. 

Course Code: 42306 

Course Name: Economics of 

Environment-II 

CO 1:  Ability to analyze and evaluate the subject with reference to 

various aspects of the economics of environment. 

CO 2: Ability to develop an understanding of the economics of 

environment and various analytical tools to comprehend environmental 

issues 

 

  



 

BACHLER OF ARTS 

Department of History 

 

Sr. No. 

 

Programme  

 

Programme Specific Outcome 

 

 

1 

 

B.A.History 

 

1. They get related to history various type 

knowledge, its useful for public sector 

competetive examination,  

2. They introduce culturale, religious, 

scio-economic, and political events and 

condition. 

3.  Increase Critical Thinking, Students 

will learn to apply historical methods to 

evaluate critically the record of the past 

and how historians and others have 

interpreted it.  

4. Increase research skills, Students will 

acquire basic historical research skills, 

including (as appropriate) the effective use 

of libraries, archives, and databases.  

5. Increase communication skills, students 

will learn to organize and express their 

thoughts clearly and coherently both in 

writing and orally.     
 

    

Class Course        Co PO 

F.Y.B.A. (Sem -I- ) Early 

India: From 

Prehistory to the Age 

of the Mauryas      

History -Gen 

1. The history of Early India is a 

crucial part of Indian history.It 

is a base for understanding the 

entire Indian history.  

2.The course is aimed at helping 

the student to 

understand the history of early 

India from the prehistoric times 

to the age of the Mauryas.  

3. To attempts to highlight the 

factors and forces behind the 

rise, growth and spread of 

civilization 

and culture of India along with 

the dynastic history. 

4. To also attempts to help the 

students to 

understand the contribution of 

Early Indians to polity, art, 

literature, philosophy, religion 

and science and technology. It 

1. Students got knowledge 

of  history of Early India is a 

crucial part of Indian 

history. 

2. Student view increased  

factors and forces behind the 

rise, growth and spread of 

civilization 

and culture of India along 

with the dynastic history. 

3. Students got knowledge 

of  early India from the 

prehistoric times to the age 

of the Mauryas.  

4. Introduced to student 

Early Indians to polity, art, 

literature, philosophy, 

religion and 

science and technology 



also aims to foster the spirit of 

enquiry among the students by 

studying the major 

developments in early Indian 

F.Y.B.A. (Sem –II)Early India: 

Post Mauryan Age to 

the Rashtrakutas 

1)The history of India after the 

Mauryas is very important to 

understand the developments in 

early India after the Mauryas, 

which finally led to the 

transition to medieval India .                   

2)The course is aimed at 

introducing the students to the 

developments in different parts 

of India through a brief study of 

regional kingdoms up to the 

tenth century C.E.                      

3) To attempts to highlight the 

consequences of the foreign 

invasions, particularly on the 

polity, economy, 

society and art and architecture.                                                

4) To  attempt is also to instill 

the spirit of enquiry among the 

students. 

1. Students  got knowledge 

of  history  India after the 

Mauryas       2)Student view 

increased  India through a 

brief study of regional 

kingdoms up to the tenth 

century C.E                                

3)Students got knowledge of  

highlight the consequences 

of the foreign invasions, 

particularly on the polity, 

economy,society and art and 

architecture.   

4) Introduced to student 

India after the Mauryas 

Situation and  spirit of 

enquiry 

 

 

 

F.Y.B.A. (Sem -I ) Foundation 

Course 

1. To Impart moral, Patriotic and 

Socio-cultural values in the 

students. 

2. To aware the students about 

various problems emerged in 

India. 

3. To helps the students to know 

the trends of National and 

Global development. 

4. It helps to learn the concept 

and its practical application in 

human life. 

1. Increased student’s basic 

knowledge.  

2. Students introduced 

various socio-economic, 

political and global issues.  

3. Students prepared study 

for competitive examination.  

4. Increasing moral value in 

students.   

F.Y.B.A. Sem -II - Foundation 

Course 

1. To impact Contemporary 

Social Issues in India values in 

the students 

2.To aware the students about 

vaious Contemporary Social 

Issues in India,Basic Concept in 

Political  Science, Political 

Issues Problem India 

3.  It helps to learn the concept 

and its practical application in 

human life. 

4.To get the basic knowledge of 

various concepts and issuie. and 

1. Increased student's basic 

knowledge 

2.  Students introduced 

various Social, 

Political,Valu 

Education,Research 

Methodology 

3. Students Prepared study 

for competitive examination 

4. Increasing Moral value 

education in students. 



Value Education and Research 

Methodology 

S.Y.B.A.  

 

CC-1(3) 

History of the 

Marathas: (1630-

1707) 

1)Student will develop the 

ability to analyse sources for 

Maratha History.  

2)Student will learn significance 

of regional history and political 

foundation of the region.                                                                

3)It will enhance their 

perception of 17th century 

Maharashtra and India in 

context of Maratha history.                                                 

4)Appreciate the skills of 

leadership and the 

administrative system of the 

Marathas. 

1) To Understand Student 

Literary Sources: Marathi 

and Foreign Sources 

(Portuguese, English, 

French)        

 2)Get the Knowledge 

Background of Rise of 

Maratha Power       

3) Analyzee Shahaji Raje, 

Rajmata Jijabai and Early 

Life of and Chhatrapati 

Shivaji MaharajChhatrapati 

Sambhaji Maharaj to the 

Maratha War of 

Independence                                                        

4) Develop Intersts in the 

study of Maratha History 

and relating History  

S.Y.B.A.  

 

CC-2(3) 

History of the 

Marathas: (1707-

1818) 

 

1)Students will be able to 

analyze the Marathas policy of 

expansionism and its 

consequences.                                                                                                                    

2)They will understand the role 

played by the Marathas in the 

18th century India.                                                                                                                                                  

3)They will be acquainted with 

the art of diplomacy in the 

Deccan region.    

 4)It will help to enrich the 

knowledge of the administrative 

skills and profundity of 

diplomacy. 

1) To Understand student 

Past Society (1707- 1818) 

Period  Economics and 

Social issues Knoweldge                                                    

2) To Analiyse Peshwas 

period                                                                        

3) Student Understand 

Panipat warRevival and 

Downfall 

 

S.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-1A (3) 

1.Medieval India - 

Sultanate Period 

 

1)Provides examples of sources 

used to study various periods in 

history.    

 2)Relates key historical 

developments during medieval 

period occurring in one place 

with another                                                                                                          

3)Analyses socio - political and 

economic changes during 

medieval period                          

 4) Estimate the foreign invasion 

and the achievement of rulers 

 

1) To Student Understand 

Sources of Historiography 

of Sultanate Period             

  2) Student analiyse The 

early Sultans of Delhi and 

their contributions                          

 3) Student evaluate 

Alauddin Khalji: Expansion 

and Administrative Reforms 

and Muhammad-Bin-

Tughlaq, Firuz Tughlaq: 

Administrative Reforms                                  

   4) Student understood 

Kingdoms of Vijayanagar  



S.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-1B (3) 

4.Medieval India: 

Mughal Period 

 

1)Draws comparisons between 

policies of different rulers.                                 

2)Understanding Role of Akbar 

in the consolidation of Mughal 

rule in India.        3)Understand 

Aurangzeb’s conflict with 

Rajputas, Maratha and 

weakening Mughals age.                                                                                                                    

4)Analyses factors which led to 

the emergence of new religious 

ideas and movements (bhakti 

and Sufi) 

 

1) Student Understood 

Sources of Historiography 

of Mughal Period                            

2) Student Aaliyse Babur: 

The Foundation of Mughals 

Empire and Humayun 

Struggle with Sher Shah 

Suri. Sher Shah: 

administrative reforms                                      

3) Student Understand 

Mughal period 

Administrative systems                                             

4) Student Understand 

Economy, Society and 

Culture 

S.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-2A (3) 

2.Glimpses of the 

Modern World - Part 

I 

 

1)It will enable students to 

develop the overall 

understanding of the Modern 

World.                                                                                                                                  

2)The students will get 

acquainted with the major 

nationalist movements, the 

World War II and its 

consequences, the Cold War and 

its Consequences.                                      

3)It will enhance their overall 

perception of the history of the 

Modern World.                        

4)It will enable students to 

understand the significance of 

the strategic political 

developments in the Modern 

World 

1) Student understand the 

significance of the 

intellectual, economic, 

political developments in the 

Modern World.          

2)students understand 

Renaissance, major political, 

socio-religious and 

economic developments 

during the Modern World. 

3) Studnet Understand 

World War I and Rise of 

Communism                                                  

4) Student understand 

impact first world war and 

The Russian Revolution - 

Causes and Consequences 

 

S.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-2B (3) 

5. Glimpses of the 

Modern World - Part 

II 

 

1)It will enable students to 

develop the overall 

understanding of the Modern 

World.                                                                                                                                  

2)The students will get 

acquainted with the major 

nationalist movements, the 

World War II and its 

consequences, the Cold War and 

its Consequences.                                      

3)It will enhance their overall 

perception of the history of the 

Modern World.                       

4)It will enable students to 

understand the significance of 

the strategic political 

1) Student understood 

Global Concept        

2)Student analyse 

Nationalist Movements in 

Asia and Africa and Rise of 

Dictatorship Ital, Germany – 

Hitler,Turkestan - Kemal 

Pasha, Militarism in Japan                         

3)Student evaluate World 

War II and the Rise of 

World Power and Cold War 

and Third World 

 



developments in the Modern 

World 

S.Y.B.A.  

 

Tourism 

Management 

 

1) Students will get an overall 

understanding of the process of 

Tourism Management.                                                                                                                           

2) They will learn to work in the 

Tourism Management with great 

potential 3)They will be able to 

seek self-employment by 

starting their own tourism 

related business 

1) Student understanding of 

the process of Tourism 

Management.                                       

2)To Create Student -

employment by starting their 

own tourism related 

business 3)Student 

understand tourism and 

industry and impact tourism   

S.Y.B.A.  

 

Travel Agency & 

Tour Business 

 

1)The students will understand 

the details of the business of 

Travel Agency. 2) They will be 

trained on both Theory and 

Practical aspect and Travel 

Agency and creating 

professionals for Tourism 

Industry.                                                     

3)It will enable student to seek 

self-employment by starting 

their own Travel Agency related 

to business 

 

1)students will understand 

the details of the business of 

Travel Agency concept 

2)Student Understand Role 

of Travel Agent and 

Responsibilities of Travel 

Agent             

3)Student understand  Role 

of Travel Agency Role of 

Indian Airlines, Indian 

RailwayRole of different 

Tour Companies 

Tour Packages and 

Accommodation 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

CC- 3(3) 

Indian National 

Movement (1885-

1947) 

1. The course is designed to 

make the students aware about 

the making of Modern India and 

the struggle for independence. 

2. To make the students aware 

of the multi-dimensionality of 

Modern India. 

3. To highlight the ideas, 

institutions, forces and 

movements that contributed to 

be shaping of Indian Modernity. 

4.To acquaint the students with 

various interpretative 

perspectives. 

1. It will enable students to 

develop an overall 

understanding of Modern 

India. 

2. It will increase the spirit 

of healthy Nationalism, 

Democratic Values and 

Secularism among the 

Students. 

3. Students will understand 

various aspects of the Indian 

Independence 

Movement and the creation 

of Modern India. 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

CC- 4(3) 

India After 

Independence- (1947-

1991) 

 

1. To make the students aware 

about the making of 

Contemporary India and events 

that panned out in the Post-

Independence Era. 

2.To make the students aware of 

the Multi-Dimensionality of 

Modern India. 

3.To highlight the ideas, 

institutions, forces and 

movements that contributed to 

1. It will enable students to 

develop an overall 

understanding of the 

Contemporary India. 

2. To increase the spirit of 

healthy Nationalism, 

Democratic Values and 

Secularism among the 

students. 

3. Students will understand 

various aspects of India’s 



the shaping of Indian Modernity. 

4.To acquaint the students with 

various Interpretative and 

Analytical perspectives. 

domestic and foreign 

policies that shaped Post-

Independence India. 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

SEC- Research Paper 

Writing 

 

1. To describe importance of 

Inter-Disciplinary Research. 

2. To introduce students to the 

Basics of Research. 

3. To Describe the Research 

Outline 

 

1. Students will be 

introduced to the 

information and importance 

of Historiography. 

2. Students can study the 

interdisciplinary approach 

History. 

3. This curriculum Will help 

to develop paper search Rof 

sroces Pesearch ability and 

Rin History 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

14.Numismatics 

 

This paper is designed to 

introduce the students to the 

Currency system of Ancient 

India. 

2. It aims at acquainting the 

students about the development 

in the Coinage System. 

 

1. Students will be able to 

identify and decipher the 

Coins. 

2. They will also be able to 

understand the Socio-

Political background that 

accurse through the coinage 

of that time; thus getting 

holistic picture of that 

economic system prevalent 

in Ancient India. 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-3 C (3) 

.Introduction to 

Historiography 

1. To orient students about how 

History is studied, written and 

understood. 

2. To explain methods and tools 

of data Collection 

3. To study the types of Indian 

Historiography. 

4. To describe importance of 

Inter-Disciplinary Research. 

5. To introduce Students to the 

basics of Research. 

 

1. Students will be 

introduced to the 

information and importance 

of Historiography. 

2. Students will be 

introduced to the different 

Methods and Tools of data 

collection. 

3. Students can study the 

interdisciplinary approach of 

History. 

4. Students will learn about 

the usefulness of History in 

the 21st century, its 

changing perspectives, the 

new ideas that have been 

invented, and the importance 

of History in a competitive 

World. 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-3 C (3) 

Applied History 

 

1) To Introduce students to 

information and importance of 

Applied History. 

2) To help students understand 

the usefulness of history in the 

1. Students will be 

introduced to the 

information and importance 

of applied history. 

2. Student will learn about 



21st century, its changing 

perspectives, the new ideas that 

have been invented, and the 

importance of History in a 

Competitive World. 

3) To inform the students about 

the historical significance of 

Archaeology and Archives and 

the opportunities in the field of 

Archaeology and Archives 

through this course. 

4) To inform the students about 

the opportunities in the field of 

Media, Museums through this 

Course. 

 

the Historical significance of 

Archaeology and Archives 

and opportunities in the field 

of Archaeology and 

Archives. 

3. Through this course, 

students will be informed 

about the opportunities in 

the field of Media, 

Museums. 

4. the about learn will 

Students usefulness of 

history in the 21st Century, 

its changing Perspectives, 

the new ideas that have been 

invented, and the importance 

of History in a Competitive 

World. 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-4 D (3) 

.Maharashtra in the 

19th Century 

 

1. To Introduce the students to 

the history of 19th century in 

Maharashtra 

2. To study Political, Social, 

Economic and conceptual 

History of the 19th Century 

Maharashtra in an analytical 

way with the help of primary 

sources. 

3. To evaluate contribution of 

19th century in Maharashtra to 

the establishment of 

Maharashtra state contribution 

of successors and later 

development of the 19th century 

Maharashtra 

4. To study Socio-religious 

System of the 19th Century in 

Maharashtra. 

 

1. Students will be 

introduced to the 

information and importance 

of applied history. 

2. Student will learn about 

the Historical significance of 

Archaeology and Archives 

and opportunities in the field 

of Archaeology and 

Archives. 

3. Through this course, 

students will be informed 

about the opportunities in 

the field of Media, 

Museums. 

4. the about learn will 

Students usefulness of 

history in the 21st Century, 

its changing Perspectives, 

the new ideas that have been 

invented, and the importance 

of History in a Competitive 

World. 

T.Y.B.A.  

 

DSE-4 D (3) 

Maharashtra in the 

20th Century 

 

1. To Introduce the students to 

the history of 20th Century in 

Maharashtra 

2. To study Political, Social, 

Economic and Conceptual 

History of the 20th Century 

Maharashtra in an Analytical 

way with the help of Primary 

Sources. 

1. Student will develop the 

ability to analyses sources 

for 20th Century 

Maharashtra History. 

2. Student will learn 

significance of regional 

history and Socio- Religious 

Reformism foundation of 

the region. 



3. To evaluate contribution of 

20th Century in Maharashtra to 

the establishment of 

Maharashtra state contribution 

of successors and later 

development of the 19th century 

Maharashtra 

4. To study Socio-Religious 

System of the 20th Century in 

Maharashtra. 

3. It will enhance their 

Perception of 20th Century 

Maharashtra. 

4. Appreciate the skills of 

leadership and the Socio-

Religious System of the 

Maharashtra 

 

PG 

Sr. No. Programme  Programme Specific Outcome 

1 

 

M.A.- History PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES: MA History 

On completion of the M.A. (History), students are 

able to: 

1. Jobs in Government: policy analysts, government 

historians, intelligence analysts, museum 

curators, administrative and programs specialists, 

communication specialists, and corporate 

communication managers. 

2. Travel and Tourism Expert: Work as a tourist 

guide at historical and religious places. 

3. School Teacher: Work as a teacher in schools and 

high schools 

4. College Teacher: Work as a assistant professor in 

colleges 

5. Archivist: A history graduate can find 

employment with Archaeological Survey of India or 

with private firms related to archaeology. 

Class Course        Co PO 

M.A. History 

Part-I  (Sem-

I) 

 

Course-I 

 

1. The paper is designed to 

provide adequate conceptual 

base, bring better understanding 

of history and its forces.   

2. Help interrogate existing 

paradigms and challenge the 

outdated.   

3. Help in developing critique.   

4. Help research in terms of 

formulating hypotheses and 

develop broad frames of 

interaction with other social 

sciences and attain certain level 

of Interdisciplinary approach. 

1. Students got knowledge 

of History writing theory.   

2. History writing trends in 

the world introduced to 

students.  

3. Students get helped to 

research in terms of 

formulating hypotheses and 

develop broad frames of 

interaction with other social 

sciences and attain certain 

level of interdisciplinary 

approach.     

 Course-II 1. The course intends to provide 

an understanding of the social.  

2.  economic and institutional 

bases of Ancient India.  

1. Students  understand of 

the social, economic and 

institutional bases of 

Ancient India.  



3.  It is based on the premise that 

an understanding of Ancient 

Indian history is crucial to 

understand Indian history as a 

whole. 

2. 2 It is based on the 

premise that an understand  

of Ancient Indian history is 

crucial to understand Indian 

history as a whole. 

 Course-III 1. The purpose of the course is 

to study the administrative 

system of the Marathas in an 

analytical way.   

2. To acquaint the student with 

the nature of Maratha Polity.   

3. To understand basic 

components of the Maratha 

administrative structure.  

4. To enable the student to 

understand the basic concepts of 

the Maratha polity. 

 1. Students undrstand  

administrative system of the 

Marathas in an analytical 

way, to acquaint the student 

with the nature of Maratha 

Polity.   

2. Students were understand 

basic components of the 

Maratha administrative 

structure, to enable the 

student to understand the 

basic concepts of the 

Maratha polity. 

 Course-IV 1. This paper is designed to 

highlight a relatively neglected 

part of social history.  

2. It is an attempt to provide 

voice to the history of the 

oppressed.   

3. It defines and provides 

understanding of various 

concepts, further explains the 

caste system and evil practices 

like untouched ability and its 

rigidification in ancient and 

medieval times.   

4 It lays emphasis on the earlier 

forms of protest by Buddhism, 

Jainism and later by Bhakti 

movement.   

5. In the medieval period 

especially in Maharashtra which 

lays the foundation for social 

awareness and renaissance of 

the per Ambedkarian period.3.  

It highlights the constitutional 

rights for safeguarding the 

interests of the oppressed.   

4. It takes into account Dalit 

literature, which provides space 

for understanding of Dalit 

consciousness and adds new 

dimensions in understanding 

‘Dalit’. 

1. Students know relatively 

neglected part of social 

history; it is an attempt to 

provide voice to the history 

of the oppressed.  

2. It defines and provides 

understand of various 

concepts, further explains 

the caste system and evil 

practices like untouched 

ability and its rigidification 

in ancient and medieval 

times.  

3.  students get knowledge 

of It lays emphasis on the 

earlier forms of protest by 

Buddhism, Jainism and later 

byBhakti movement, in the 

medieval period especially 

in Maharashtra,  

4. students know that, which 

lays the foundation for 

social awareness and 

renaissance of the per 

Ambedkarian period. 



M.A. History 

Part-I  (Sem-

II) 

 

Course-I 1. The paper is designed to 

provide adequate conceptual 

base, bring better understanding 

of history and its forces.   

2. Help interrogate existing 

paradigms and challenge the 

outdated.   

3. Help in developing critique.   

4. Help research in terms of 

formulating hypotheses and 

develop broad frames of 

interaction with other social 

sciences and attain certain level 

of Interdisciplinary approach. 

1. To helped student 

interrogate existing 

paradigms and challenge the 

outdated.  

2. To helped students in 

developed critique.   

3.  To helped student  help 

research in terms of 

formulating hypotheses and 

developed broad frames of 

interaction with other social 

sciences and attain certain 

level of Interdisciplinary 

approach. 

 Course-II 1. The course examines the 

nature of medieval Indian 

society, economy, state 

formations, and the main 

religious currents of the time.  

2.  It is seen as a continuation of 

the course on ancient India.   

3. It is also seen to be crucial to 

an understanding of the nature 

of society, and the problems of 

the challenge to that society, 

through colonialism, at a later 

stage. 

1.Student introduced nature 

of medieval Indian society, 

economy, state formations, 

and the main religious 

currents of the time.  

2. It is seen as a continuation 

of the course on ancient 

India. Students  understand 

of the nature of society, and 

the problems of the 

challenge to that society, 

through colonialism, at a 

later stage. 

 Course-III 1. The purpose of the course is 

to study socio-economic history 

of the Marathas in an analytical 

way.   

2. To acquaint the student with 

the components of social 

structure and their functions.   

3. To understand the relationship 

between religion, caste, 

customs, traditions, class in 17th 

and 18th century Maratha 

Society.  

4.  To enable the student to 

understand aspects of economic 

life.   

1. Students were the 

components of social 

structure and their functions, 

to understand the 

relationship between 

religion, caste, customs, 

traditions, class in 17th and 

18th century Maratha 

Society,   

2. To enable the student to 

understand aspects of 

economic life, to trace the 

determinants of changes in 

social and economic life. 

 Course-IV 1. The paper intends to provide 

an understanding of the 

changing position of Dalit at 

conceptual and practical level of 

social transformation, from 19th 

century till today.   

2. This paper also lays emphasis 

on Ambedkarian Movement, 

1.Students  understand of 

the changing position of 

Dalit at conceptual and 

practical level of social 

transformation, from 19th 

century till today.   

2. This paper also lays 

emphasis on Ambedkarian 



which marks an evolutionary 

phase in Dalit emancipation.   

3.  It highlights the 

constitutional rights for 

safeguarding the interests of the 

oppressed.   

4. It takes into account Dalit 

literature, which provides space 

for understanding of Dalit 

consciousness and adds new 

dimensions in understanding 

‘Dalit’. 

Movement, which marks an 

evolutionary phase in Dalit 

emancipation.  

3. Students get knowledge 

of it highlights the 

constitutional rights for 

safeguarding the interests of 

the oppressed.  

4. It takes into account Dalit 

literature, which provides 

space for understand of Dalit 

consciousness and adds new 

dimensions in understand 

‘Dalit’. 

M.A. History 

Part-II  

(Sem-III) 

 

Course-I 1. Students know relatively 

neglected part of social history; 

it is an attempt to provide voice 

to the history of the oppressed. 

2. It defines and provides 

understand of various concepts, 

further explains the caste system 

and evil practices like untouched 

ability and its rigidification in 

ancient and medieval times. 

3. Students get knowledge of it 

lays emphasis on the earlier 

forms of protest by Buddhism, 

Jainism and later by Bhakti 

movement, in the medieval 

period especially in 

Maharashtra, 

4. Students know that, which 

lays the foundation for social 

awareness and renaissance of 

the per Ambedkarian period. 

1 Students enable to 

adequate conceptual base of 

history and better 

understanding of 

history and its forces, 

2Students enable to research 

in terms of form formulating 

hypotheses and develop 

broad 

frames of interaction with 

other social sciences and 

attain certain level of 

interdisciplinary approach. 

3 Students understanding the 

social, economic and 

institutional bases of 

Ancient India. 

4 Students enable to 

understanding the Ancient 

Indian history. 

 

 Course-II 1. Students were understand the 

concepts that are used in history, 

both of west Europe and 

India; to acquainted the student 

with the intellectual activity that 

played an important role in 

shaping events; the transition 

from medieval to modern times. 

1) To Student Understand 

Humanism and Renaissance                                                            

2) To Student Analyse 

Protestant Reformation and 

Counter-reformation   

3) Student Understod Global 

Various types conspet 

 Course-III 1. Student understands to 

structural and conceptual 

changes in Indian economy after 

coming 

of the British. 

2. Students were awareness of 

the exploitative nature of the 

1) Student Understand 

British Policy in Agrarian 

settlements, Trade, fiscal 

system and Banking                                                            

2) To Student Understand  

De-industrialization and 

impact in indian economy                                                                  



British rule, 

3. Students understand the 

process of internalization by 

Indians of new economic ideas, 

principles and practices. 

 

3) Student anlyse British 

rule and Labour Issues and 

Factory Acts 1894-1942 

 Course-IV 1)The course is designed to help 

the students to know Japanese 

history especially after the 

opening up of Japan;                                                         

2)Japan’s modernization and its 

impact; post World War II 

developments and Japan’s role 

in world politics. 

1)Student Understand  

Feudal Japan,Meiji 

Restoration and 

Modernization and Rise of 

Japan                                                                          

2) Student Analyse  Russo-

Japanese War 

 Japan and World War I                                       

3) Student understand 

Economic Resurgence of 

Japan and Foreign Policy 

M.A. History 

Part-II  

(Sem-IV) 

 

Course-I 1. Student knows the history of 

modern Maharashtra from an 

analytical perspective; to point 

out to them the dialectical 

relationship between continuity 

and change in Maharashtra. 

2. Students understand the ideas, 

institutions, forces and 

movements that contributed to 

the structural changes in 

Maharashtra. 

3. Students understand various 

interpretative perspectives. To 

helped them in articulating 

their own ideas and views 

leading to orientation for 

research. 

4. To introduced the student to 

regional history within a broad 

national framework 

1)Students got knowledge of 

concept History of modern 

Maharashtra. 

2. students Analyse Modern 

Maharashtra various types 

Critical Reappraisal of 

Religions 

3. National and social 

movement in Maharashtra 

Introduced to students. 

4. Student got knowledge of 

Maharashtra Philosophers 

and their philosophy                

 Course-II 1. Students introduced the 

student to some of the issues 

that that have been debated by 

historians and to introduce some 

perspectives with reference to 

Indian History. 

1) Student Analyse Harappa 

Civilisation and The Aryan 

Debate                                                         

2) Studen discussion  Urban 

Decay and Feudalism 

Debate                                                       

3) Studen discussion 

Debates about the Indian 

National Movement 

 Course-III 1. To acquainted the student 

with the post-World War II 

scenario and to enable them to 

1) Student Understand Cold 

War: Origin and Nature, 

Issues   



understand contemporary world 

from the historical perspective 

 2) Student Understand 

1945-2000 Period Cold war 

and world issues     

3) Student Understand 

Globalisation and its Impact 

 Course-IV 1. Students understood the 

history of Modern India in an 

analytical perspective. 

2. To made them awareness of 

the multi-dimensionality of 

Modern Indian History. 

3. Students were the dialectical 

relationship between continuity 

and change in India; to 

highlight the ideas, institutions, 

forces and movements that 

contributed to the shaping of the 

Indian modernity 

 

1) To Student Understand 

Various types Key concepts 

in Modern India                                         

2) Student Understand 

Indian Revolutionary 

Movement and Issues and 

Movements in Modern 

India                                                  

3) Student understand Issues 

and Movements in Modern 

India                                                                  

4) To Student understand 

Attainment of Independence 

and related event 

 

  



 

BACHELOR OF ARTS  

Department of Philosophy 

PROGRAM:  B.A. Philosophy (C.B.C.S.- 2019 pattern ) 

 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. To tell (L-1:Remembering )  the students about the pleasures of thinking, 

contemplating, philosophizing. 

PO-2. To introduce (L-2 : Understanding ) Philosophy as an academic discipline to 

students. 

PO-3. To prepare (L-3 : Applying )  the students for university evaluation system 

and competitive examinations. 

PO-4. To motivate (L-4:Analyzing  )  critical  and  systematic  thinking  in  

student's  mind.    

PO-5 To acquaint (L-1:Remembering )   the students with different schools of 

Indian philosophy. 

PO-6 to identify (L-3:Applying )  the students with both Social and Political 

philosophy. 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. After successfully completing this course, the students will be able to 

analyze, synthesize and evaluate ideas and apply analytical skills to solve problems. 

PSO-2. After successfully completing this course, the student should be able 

understand and be able to discuss major philosophical problems in the Indian and 

Western Tradition. 

PSO-3. After successfully completing this course, the student should be able to 

apply knowledge of philosophical perspectives, logic, and critical reasoning to 

develop his or her own opinions regarding philosophical problems and issues. 

PSO-4. practicing critical thinking and reasoning skills by analyzing and evaluating 

the strengths and weaknesses of other point of views 

PSO-5. After completion of programme, students will be able to have on depth 

knowledge of Philosophical concepts. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.A.(C.B.C.S.- 2019 pattern ) 

Course Code: 11421            

Course Name:  

Introduction to 

philosophy 

CO 1: To define (L-1:remembering )  excellently the various of philosophical 

issues. So that the students can realize the problems and issues of Philosophy. 

CO 2: To train (L-2:Understanding )  students for logical and rational thinking the 

students what  kind of situation.  

CO 3: To prepare (L-3 :Applying ) the students for university evaluation system 

and competitive examinations. 

CO 4: To train students learn to apply (L-3 :Applying )  the students for moral 

reasoning to contemporary ethical issues and moral problems. 

 

Course Code: 11422             

Course Name:  

Themes & issues in 

philosophy 

CO 1: To develop (L-2:Understanding ) moral consciousness so that enables the 

students to become complete human beings and responsible citizens. 

CO 2: To Develop (L-3 :Applying )   overall philosophical and social concept of 

the student . 

CO 3: To make them (L-4 :Analyzing )   conscious of the environmental issues and 

try to take initiatives towards protection and sustenance of environment. 

CO 4: To take  ( L-5 :evaluating )  an integrated and holistic view of life and world 

with the help of the study of philosophy  

CO 5: To Build (L-6  creating ) overall awareness regarding right and duties 

towards environment of the students.  



Course Code: 11361             

Course Name: 

Traditional logic 

CO 1: To Demonstrate ( L-2:Understanding )  the ability of students to use the 

specific tools of critical thinking and logic in order to answer the following 

questions: What is the difference between truth and validity? 

CO 2: To Identify (L-3:Applying )  premises and conclusions in both formal as 

well as informal proofs, and demonstrate an awareness of the limits of deductive 

forms as well as linguistic ambiguities. 

CO 3: To distinguish (L- 4 :Analyzing )  between an argument's form or structure 

and its content  

CO 4: To Improve (L- 6 :creating   ) the students critical thinking, reading and 

writing skills. In particular, the aim here is to distinguish between different kinds of 

informal fallacies 

Course Code: 11362             

Course Name: 

propositional logic 

CO 1: To teach (L-1 :Remembering ) the students to acquire pleasures in logical 

thinking. 

CO 2: To introduce ( L-2:Understanding ) Symbolic Logic as an academic discipline 

to students.  

CO 3: To apply ( L-3  :Applying )  deductive and inductive reasoning methods to 

morals, politics, science, literature, and everyday life scenarios to students.  

CO 4: to distinguish (L-4 :Analyzing )  between propositional arguments from 

non-propositional arguments. 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.A. (C.B.C.S.- 2019 pattern ) 

Course Code: 23423             

Course Name: 

Philosophy of Indian 

saints 

CO 1: To acquaint (L-1:Remembering )   the student with the metaphysical, 

Stereological and social approaches of selected saints.  

CO 2: To make them aware  (  L-3:Applying )   the student to Indian saints. 

CO 3: To compare (L-5:evaluating )  the word 'Saint' used in the sense of Indian 

concept Saint (सतं) though the concepts differ. 

CO 4:  To discuss (L-6 : crating )  the student discuss the significance of Saint's 

Thoughts. 

Course Code: 24423              

Course Name:  

introduction to 

applied ethics 

CO 1: To introduce (L-2:Understanding  ) applied Ethics to students 

CO 2: To acquaint (L-1:Remembering ) the contemporary relevance of Applied 

Ethics to students. 

CO 3: To develop (L-3:Applying )  humane values and social awareness.  

CO 4: To Improve (L-5 :evaluating ) students with the major issues and 

perspectives of main themes in applied ethics 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.A. (C.B.C.S.- 2019 pattern ) 

Course Code: 35423 

Course Name: 

Aesthetics and 

Religious philosophy 

CO 1: To acquaint (L-1:Remembering  ) the students with rich Aesthetics and 

Religious Philosophical heritage,  

CO 2: To introduce (L-2:Understanding  ) the students with theories and problems 

in realm with Aesthetics and Religious Philosophy. 

CO 3: To demonstrate (L-2:Understanding  )draw  the attention to words great 

heritage of Beauty, Art and Religion to students.  

CO 4: To identify (L-3:Applying )  the practice, belief and history of the major 

world religions, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Sikhism, Jainism, Taoism, 

Confucianism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam.  

Course Code: 36423             

Course Name:  Socio-

political philosophy 

CO 1: To acquaint (L-1:Remembering  ) to  the students with issues and problem 

solving methods in such a realms. 

CO 2: To introduce (L-2:Understanding  ) the students Social and Political 

Philosophy as a branch of Philosophy. 



CO 3: To make aware (L-3:Applying ) the students with Socio-Political theories 

and Perspectives of such a discourse. 

CO 4:. To examine (L-4 :Analyzing )  the students how to study and find the 

remedies on socio-Political issues with the help of Philosophizing. 

 

 

  



BACHELOR OF ARTS 

Department of Political Science 

PROGRAM : B.A. Political Science 

Program Outcomes PO-1. Understand alternative approaches to political problems 

through exposure to coursework in allied fields. 

PO-2. Create ability to suggest of the various political problems. 

Program Specific 

 Outcomes 

PSO-1. Understand basic concepts of political science. 

PSO-2. Analyze political behavior in practice. 

PSO-3. Understand the political ways of thinking. 

PSO-4. Analyze historical and current events from political 

perspective. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.A ( CBCS-2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:-11161 

Course Name :-

Introduction to Indian 

Constitution 

CO-1. Students enable to understand the philosophy of Indian 

constitutions. 

CO-2. Students enable to understand the basic doctrine of Indian 

Constitution. 

CO-3. Students enable to understand the various Government of 

Indian acts their provision and reforms. 

CO-4. Students enable to appreciate the fundamental rights and 

duties and the directive principle of state policy 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.A ( CBCS-2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name :-

Introduction to Political 

Ideology 

CO-1. Students enable to understand the nature of Ideology. 

CO-2. Students enable to understand the contributions of various 

ideologies in practices in the World. 

CO-3. Students enable to describe the role and impact of different 

Political Ideologies in Politics. 

CO-4. Students enable to describe the significance of Ideologies. 

Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name :-Western 

Political Thinker 

CO-1. It studies the classical tradition in political theory from Plato 

to Marx with the view to understand how the great Masters explained 

and analyzed political events and problems of their time and 

prescribed solutions. 

CO-2. The texts are to be interpreted both in the historical and 

philosophical perspectives to understand the universality of the 

enterprise of political theorizing. 

CO-3. The limitations of the classical tradition, namely its neglect of 

women’s concerns and issues and the non-European world are 

critically examined. 

CO-4. The legacy of the thinkers is explained with the view to 

establish the continuity and change within the Western political 

tradition. 

Paper  I 

Course Code:-24162 

Course Name :-Political 

Journalism 

CO-1. Students enable to understand the nature of Political 

Journalism. 

CO-2. Students enable to understand the Indian history of 

Journalism. 

CO-3. Students enable to describe the impact of Journalism on 

Political Process. 



Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name :-Mass 

Communication 

CO-1. The course will motivate student in the field of research as 

well as guide to become a successful entrepreneur 

CO-2. It will develop self awareness to enrich decision making 

ability among the student 

CO-3.Students enable to understand the traditional methods of Mass 

Communication. 

CO-4.Students will understand the changes within Mass 

Communication. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.A ( CBCS-2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name : Indian 

Constitution (SEC) 

CO-1. Students enable to understand the historical base of Indian 

Constitution. 

CO-2. Students enable to describe the Fundamental Rights and 

Duties of Indian Citizen. 

CO-3. Students enable to explain the Directive Principles of the State 

and Government. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.A ( CBCS-2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name :- Local 

Self Government in 

Maharashtra 

CO-1.Student enable to understand historical background of local 

self government in India  

CO-2.Students enable to Varies Committee of Local Self 

Government in Maharashtra  

CO-3. Students enable to evaluate impact of 73nd & 74th amendment 

on Local Self Government.  

Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name :-Public 

Administration 

CO-1. Students enable to understand Public Administration. 

CO-2. Students will evaluate the concept of Good Governance. 

CO-3. Students will compare personnel public administration in its 

historical context. 

CO-4. Students enable to describe the emergence of New Public 

Administration. 

Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name :- 

International Politics 

CO-1. It deals with concepts and dimensions of international 

relations and makes an analysis of different theories highlighting the 

major debates and differences within the different theoretical 

paradigms. 

CO-2. Students will describe The dominant theories of power and the 

question of equity and justice, the different aspects of balance of 

power. 

CO-3.Students will evaluate various aspects of conflict and conflict 

resolution, collective security. 

CO-4.Students enables to evaluate International Politics of different 

Countries.  

Paper  I 

Course Code:- 

Course Name :-Samyukta 

Maharashtra Movement 

(SEC) 

CO-1. Students enable to understand the nature of Regionalism. 

CO-2. Students enable to understand the historical evolution of 

Maharashtra politics. 

CO-3. Students enable to describe the role and impact of Sub-

regionalism in Maharashtra. 

CO-4. Students enable to describe the historical background of 

Samyukta Maharashtra. 

  



 

BACHLER OF ARTS 

Department of Geography 

PO 
Nature of 

Knowledge 
Students will be able to : 

PO.1. 
Ability of Problem 

Analysis 

Student will be able to analyses the problems of physical as well 

as cultural environments of both rural and urban areas. 

Moreover, they will try to find out the possible measures to 

solve those problems. 

PO.2. 
Conduct Social 

Survey Project 

They will be eligible for conducting social survey project, 

which is needed for measuring the status of development of a 

particular group or section of the society. 

PO.3. 
Individual and 

teamwork 

Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader 

in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

PO.4. 
Application of 

modern instruments 

Students will be able to learn the application of various modern 

instruments and by these; they will be able to collect primary 

data. 

PO.5. 

Application of GIS 

and modern 

Geographical Map 

Making Techniques 

They will learn how to prepare map based on GIS by using the 

modern geographical map-making techniques 

PO.6. Critical Thinking 

Take informed actions after identifying the assumptions that 

frame our thinking and actions, checking out the degree to 

which these assumptions are accurate and valid, and looking at 

our ideas and decisions from different perspectives. 

PO.7. 
Development of 

Observation Power 

As a student of Geography Course, they will be capable to 

develop their observation power through field experience and in 

future, they will be able to identify the socio-environmental 

problems of a locality. 

PO.8. 
Effective 

Citizenship 

Demonstrate empathetic social concern and equity centered 

national development, and the ability to act with an informed 

awareness of issues and participate in civic life through 

volunteering. 

PO.9. 

Understand 

Environmental 

Ethics and 

Sustainability: 

Understand the impact of the acquired knowledge in societal 

and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of 

need for sustainable development 

PO.10. 
Self-directed and 

Life-long Learning: 

Acquire the ability to engage in independent and life-long 

learning in the broadest context social, environmental and 

technological changes. 
. 
 

PSO1 Acquireing Knowledge of Physical Geography and Human Geography: Student 

will gain the knowledge of physical geography. Student will have a general 

understanding about the geomorphological and geotechnical process and formation. 

They will be able to correlate the knowledge of physical geography with the human 

geography. 



PSO2 Ability of Problem Analysis: Student will be able to analyse the problems of 

physical as well as cultural environments of both rural and urban areas. Moreover 

they will try to find out the possible measures to solve those problems . 

PSO3 Conduct Social Survey Project: They will be eligible for conducting social survey 

project which is needed for measuring the status of development of a particular 

group or section of the society. 

PSO4 Application of modern instruments: Students will be able to learn the application of 

various modern instruments and by these they will be able to collect primary data. 

PSO5 Application of GIS and modern Geographical Map Making Techniques: They will 

learn how to prepare map based on GIS by using the modern geographical map 

making techniques. 

PSO6 Development of Observation Power: As a student of Geography Course they will 

be capable to develop their observation power through field experience and in 

future they will be able to identify the socioenvironmental problems of a locality. 

PSO7 Development of Communication Skill and Interaction Power: After the completion 

of the project they will be efficient in their communication skill as well as power of 

social interaction. Some of the students are being able to understand and write 

effective reports and design credentials, make effective demonstrations, and give 

and receive clear instructions. 

PSO8 Enhancement of the ability of Management: Demonstrate knowledge and 

understanding of the management principles and apply these to their own work, as a 

member and leader in a team, to manage projects. They will perform effectively as 

an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary 

settings. 

PSO9 Understand Environmental Ethics and Sustainability: Understand the impact of the 

acquired knowledge in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the 

knowledge of need for sustainable development. 

PSO10 Life-long learning: Identify the need for, and have the preparation and ability to 

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of societal and 

environmental change 

 

 

  



 

Geography UG 

Course Code: 

Gg- 110 (A) 

Course Name : 

Physical 

Geography 

CO1 Remember and understand the nature, scope, branches and earth 

system in Physical Geography. 

CO2 Understand the interior of the earth and apply the knowledge of 

erosion. 

CO3 Remember and understand the structure of atmosphere, heat 

budget, pressure, wind and precipitation. 

CO4 Understand hydrological cycle ocean floor waves and tides. 

CO5 Analyze and evaluate the geographical landforms. 

Course Code: 

Gg- 110 (B) 

Course Name : 

Human 

Geography 

CO1 Gain knowledge about major themes of human geography. 

CO2 Build an idea about population growth and distribution of 

population. 

CO3 Understand and apply the knowledge of patterns of settlement and 

urbanization. 

CO4 Evaluate types of agriculture and problems of Indian agriculture. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 201(A) 

Course Name : 

Practical 

Geography – I 

(Scale and Map 

Projections) 

 

 

CO1 Remember and understand the map scale, projection and basic 

concepts in map and projection. 

CO2 Apply and analyze the different maps and projection elements to 

develop maps and map projections. 

CO3 Develop practical skill and use of map scale and projection to 

apply their subject knowledge with help of GIS based open source 

software in the day today's life. 

CO4 To make students aware of the new techniques, accuracy, skills of 

map making and keep them engaged in updating Geography 

related knowledge. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 201(B) 

Course Name : 

Practical 

Geography – II 

(Cartographic 

Techniques, 

Surveying and 

Excursion / 

Village / 

Project Report) 

CO1 Remember and understand the cartographic techniques, versus 

types of survey and concepts in Cartography and survey. 

CO2 Apply and analyze the different cartographic techniques to 

develop maps. 

CO3 Develop surveying skill and use of versus surveying methods to 

apply their subject knowledge with help of GIS based open source 

software in the day today's life. 

CO4 Evaluate and determine the land measurement with new 

surveying techniques. 

CO5 To make students aware of the new techniques, accuracy, skills of 

surveying and keep them engaged in updating Geography related 

knowledge. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 210(A) 

Course Name : 

Environmental 

Geography I 

CO1 Gain knowledge about concept, scope of environmental 

geography and approaches of environment. 

CO2 Build an idea about ecosystem. 

CO3 Develop an idea about biodiversity. 

CO4 Understand the types of pollution and control measures. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 210(B) 

Course Name : 

Environmental 

Geography II 

CO1 Remember and understand the concept, classification and types of 

environmental disaster. 

CO2 Understand the global warming, ozone duplication, acid rain and 

overuse of chemical fertilizer. 

CO3 Apply the knowledge environmental planning and management. 

CO4 Know about environmental programmes and policies. 



Course Code: 

Gg: 220(A) 

Course Name : 

Population 

Geography- I 

CO1 Gain knowledge different aspects of population geography. 

CO2 Understand and apply various sources of population data and 

develop skill and use of maps graphical presentation and 

computer application for population data presentation. 

CO3 Build an idea about population growth and demographic 

attributes. 

CO4 Understand age sex pyramid, occupation structure, longevity and 

life expectancy. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 220(B) 

Course Name : 

Population 

Geography -II 

CO1 Remember and understand concept and theories of population. 

CO2 Understand the population problems in India. Access the 

population policies and reaction the countries. 

CO3 Explain population - resource relationship and different types of 

population resources. 

CO4 Gain knowledge about the history of urbanization in the 

developed and developing countries. 

Course Code: 

SEC- A 

Course Name : 

Applied Course 

of Disaster 

Management 

CO1 Gain knowledge about fundamental concepts, measurement and 

types of disaster. 

CO2 Understand the phases of distaste management and apply the 

knowledge for mitigation. 

CO3 Develop an idea about factors, consequences and management of 

earthquake, landslide, and flood and riverbank erosion. 

CO4 Analyze the data for assessment of disaster at local, regional and 

national level. 

Course Code: 

SEC- B 

Course Name : 

Applied Course 

of Travel & 

Tourism 

CO1 Develop basic framework to understand various elements of 

tourism management. 

CO2 Evaluate the role of transport in travel and tourism industry. 

CO3 Develop the skills to arrange, manage and implement of tours. 

CO4 Know about arranges short tour and prepare a tour report based. 

Course Code: 

AECC 

Course Name : 

Environmental 

Studies -I 

 

CO1 Gain knowledge about concept, scope of environmental 

geography and components of environment. 

CO2 Build an idea about ecosystem. 

CO3 Understand the renewable and non renewable resources. 

CO4 Know and understand biodiversity and its conservation. 

Course Code: 

AECC 

Course Name : 

Environmental 

Studies -II 

CO1 Understand the types of pollution and control measures. 

CO2 Know about environmental programmes and policies. 

CO3 Develop an idea about human-environment relationships. 

CO4 Learn the significance of field work and analyze environmental 

aspect. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 301(A) 

Course Name : 

Practical 

Geography – I 

(Techniques of 

Spatial 

Analysis) 

CO1 Understand SOI toposheet acquire the knowledge of toposheet 

interpretation. 

CO2 Analyze SOI toposheet   of region. 

CO3 Understand weather maps and acquire the knowledge its 

interpretation. 

CO4 Analyzing and interpreting satellite images and aerial 

photographs in order to understand topographical and cultural 

variations on the Earth’s surface and apply GIS software. 



Course Code: 

Gg: 301(B) 

Course Name : 

Practical 

Geography – II 

(Techniques of 

Spatial 

Analysis, 

Surveying and 

Excursion / 

Village / 

Project Report 

CO1 Learn the significance of statistics in geography. Understand the 

importance of use of data in Geography. 

CO2 Understand and apply central tendency and dispersion in 

Geographical study. 

CO3 Understand the hypothesis and apply its in chi square test, 

Spearman rank order method and gain knowledge about 

association and correlation. 

CO4 Conducting field excursions and preparation of field report on 

geographical region. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 310(A) 

Course Name : 

Geography of 

Tourism- I 

CO1 Learn concepts, scope, nature and issues in tourism geography 

and understand the role of geography in tourism. 

CO2 Understand physical, socio cultural and political factors 

influencing on tourism. 

CO3 Remember and understand types of Tourism: Ecotourism, agro 

tourism, wield life tourism, international, national. 

CO4 Gain knowledge about mode of transportation, communication 

and tourism agencies in tourism development. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 310(B) 

Course Name : 

Geography of 

Tourism- II 

CO1 Understand types of accommodation and its role in tourism 

development. 

CO2 Analyze economic, physical, environmental and cultural impact 

of tourism. 

CO3 Understand planning and policies of tourism development. 

CO4 Apply geographical knowledge for study the tourist center. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 320(A) 

Course Name : 

Geography of 

India- I 

CO1 Remember and understand historical background, international 

boundaries and geographical extent of India. 

CO2 Understand physiographic of India. 

CO3 Remember and understand river systems in India. 

CO4 Gain knowledge about own countries soli, climate and natural 

vegetation. 

Course Code: 

Gg: 320(B) 

Course Name : 

Geography of 

India- II 

CO1 Remember and understand major religion, languages and major 

tribes and its problems in India. 

CO2 Understand role of transportation and communication in regional 

development in India. 

CO3 Understand the mineral and energy resources of India. 

CO4 Remember and understand significance of Indian agriculture in 

Indian economy, agricultural revolution and agro based industry. 

Course Code: 

SEC 2C 

Course Name : 

Research 

Methodology – 

I 

CO1 Understand meaning, objectives, characteristics, types of research 

and various steps in research process. 

CO2 Remember and understand research design, purpose of research 

design and characteristics of good research design. 

CO3 Gain knowledge about identification of a research problem and 

understand technique involved in defining a problem. 

Course Code: 

SEC 2D 

Course Name : 

Research 

CO1 Remember and understand types and sources of primary data and 

secondary data. 

CO2 Gain knowledge about types of research report, research paper, 

review article and characteristics of good research report writing. 



Methodology – 

II 

CO3 Remember and understand techniques of research report writing 

and concepts of case study. 

Certificate Course 

Course Code: 

COC 

Course Name 

Certificate 

Course in 

Travel and 

Tourism 

CO1 Gain knowledge about concepts in tourism, types of tourism, 

accommodation and understand the importance of tourism 

CO2 Remember and understand role of transport and factors affecting 

on travel and tourism 

CO3 Apply the geographical knowledge for understanding  tourism 

atlas 

CO4 Planning of study tour and Preparation of study / project/ field 

work report. 

Course Code: 

COC 

Course Name 

Certificate 

Course in 

Foundation 

Course in 

Moral Values 

CO1 Understand the concepts of human values and values education 

towards national and global development. 

CO2 Analysis impact of global development on ethics and values. 

CO3 Understand and apply the knowledge of Yoga and Meditation. 

CO4 Understand and apply human rights. 

Course Code: 

COC 

Course Name 

Certificate 

Course in 

Gender 

Sensitivity 

CO1 Gain knowledge about sex and gender, socialization and various 

dimensions of women’s studies. 

CO2 Understand  the approaches of feminism and basic concepts of 

gender society 

CO3 Remember and understand fundamental rights, human right and 

constructional  law for women 

CO4 Apply knowledge for create awareness about gender 

discrimination and reduce it. 

 

Geography PG 

 

Course Code: 

GGUT-111 

Course Name: 

Principles of 

Geomorpholog

y 

CO1 
to acquire advanced knowledge and understanding of scientific 

principles of  the Geomorphological phenomena. 

CO2 to understand and classify various landforms 

CO3 
to use the subject knowledge to the identification of the 

geomorphological occurrence in nature. 

CO4 

to investigate the geomorphologic process and related procedure of 

the different geomorphological activities with the help of 

discussion, field visit, case  study, critical incident, etc. 

CO5 

to develop scientific and critical thinking for the issues of the 

geomorphologic activities as like landslide, weathering, landforms, 

etc. 

Course Code: 

GGUT-112 

Course Name : 

Principles of 

Climatology 

 

CO1 

to acquire advanced knowledge and understanding of scientific 

principles of the climatic phenomena and explain associate 

correlation with the various concepts of  climatology. 

CO2 
to apply the climatic knowledge to the identification of the various 

weather and climatic phenomena that occur in nature. 

CO3 
to analysis, correlation, and examine the scientific background of 

the  atmospheric phenomena 



CO4 

to prepare the various graphs, diagrams, application, conclusions, 

etc with the help of various climatic data and methods, which are 

significant to nalysis of the climatic activities which occur in the 

atmosphere. 

CO6 
to the presentation skill and scientific information which are will 

help student’s  personality development. 

Course Code: 

GGUT-113 

Course Name : 

Principles of 

Economic 

Geography 

 

 

CO1 
to acquire advanced knowledge and understanding of scientific 

principles of the economical activities. 

CO2 
to acquire advanced knowledge and understanding of scientific 

principles of the economical activities. 

CO3 
to the application of the knowledge from local to global economic 

developments. 

CO4 
to examine the background of developing and develop region 

various parts of the world and suggest a solution to the problems. 

CO5 
to develop scientific and critical thinking about different issues of 

development. 

CO6 
to create the ideal models with the help of economic concepts and 

which will help to apply from local to global. 

Course Code: 

GGUT-114 

Course Name : 

Principles of 

Population and 

Settlement 

Geography 

CO1 
to acquire knowledge about the population and settlement 

elements. 

CO2 
to illustrate the various concepts of population and settlement 

Geography. 

CO3 
to demonstrate the demographic and settlement fundamentals 

concepts and  methods for the  local to global 

CO4 

to develop scientific and critical thinking for the issues of the 

population and settlements activities and create the various models 

with the help of various population and  settlement theories and it  

is applying the knowledge locally to global. 

Course Code: 

GGUT-115 

Course Name : 

Practical in 

Physical and 

Human 

Geography 

CO1 
to acquire the advance knowledge about the physical and human 

phenomena. 

CO2 
to understand the various concepts and methods of the physical and 

human geography. 

CO3 
to using the various method and calculate the geographical 

problems as well as research problems. 

CO4 
to apply practical knowledge for the analysis of the project work as 

well as research. 

 
students will be able to scientific and critical thinking about the 

outcome of the  analysis  and create the solution to this problem 

Course Code: 

GGUT-121 

Course Name : 

Geoinformatics 

- I 

CO1 
Remember, understand and define the Remote sensing  and GIS 

concepts 

CO2 
Understanding the different tools and techniques of Aerial 

photography, RS, and GIS 

CO3 To understand the structure of spatial and analysis of data 

CO4 Creating spatial data base and apply SQL 

Course Code: 

GGUT-124 

Course Name : 

CO1 
Understand the nature, scope, significance and development of 

agriculture geography, study approaches applied in agriculture. 

CO2 
Understand the influence of physical, Economic and Technological 

factors on agriculture patterns. 



Agricultural 

Geography 

 

 

CO3 

To understand the agricultural system its meaning and concept, 

whittlesey’s classification of agricultural system, types of 

agricultural, study the types of agricultural in respect of area, 

salient features and their problems. 

CO4 

Understand the agricultural regionalization and modes in 

agricultural geography and their classification of agricultural 

models and some theories. 

Course Code: 

GGUT-128 

Course Name : 

Industrial 

Geography 

 

CO1 
Understand and remember nature and scope and basic concept in 

industrial geography and importance of industry. 

CO2 
Students get acquainted with the locational analysis and 

distribution underrated models in industrial Geography 

CO3 
Students get aware of recent trends of problems and prospects of 

Indian Industries 

CO4 
Understand industrial regions of world and currant scenario of 

Indian Industry 

Course Code: 

GGDT-132 

Course Name: 

Geography of 

Disaster 

Management 

CO1 Understand and remember concepts and classification of disaster 

CO2 Gain knowledge about natural and manmade disaster 

CO3 Students will be aware of phases of disaster management. 

CO4 Application of modern technology for disaster management 

Course Code: 

GGDP-133 

Course Name: 

Practical in 

Map 

Projections 

CO1 
Remember and understand necessity types, and classification of 

map projection 

CO2 Develop practical skill in zenithal and conical projection 

CO3 Develop practical skill cylindrical and Conventional Projection 

CO4 Application of map projection 

Course Code: 

GGUP-134 

Course 

Name::Practica

l of Statistical 

Techniques for 

Geography 

CO1 Understand and apply geographical data and scale measurement 

CO2 
Gain knowledge of probability and inferential statistics and its 

application 

CO3 
Understand and applied correlation and regression analysis and 

time series analysis in research 

CO4 
Conducting field excursions and preparation of field report with 

appropriate statistical techniques on geographical region. 

Course Code: 

GGUT-235 

Course Name: 

Geoinformatics 

-II 

 

CO1 
Remember and understand the RS concepts, steps, data knowledge 

and advance trends 

CO2 
Applications and analysis of learned tools and techniques of RS to 

develop the various satellite-derived digital maps 

CO3 

Develop remote sensing skill and use of software knowledge to 

apply their subject knowledge with help of various satellite-derived 

maps in the day today's educations and research 

CO4 

To make students aware about the new techniques, skills of 

satellite data understanding, and keep them engaged in updated RS 

knowledge 

Course Code: 

GGUT-236 

Course Name: 

CO1 
To understand the evolution and historical development of 

geographical thoughts. 

CO2 
To analyze and test the various theories, laws and models uses in 

geographical studies. 



Geographical 

Thoughts 

 

CO3 
To develop the scientific and critical thinking of geographical 

knowledge. 

CO4 
To Applied and seek new knowledge for the management of 

geographical recourses 

Course Code: 

GGUT-239 

Course Name: 

Geography of 

Rural 

Development 

 

CO1 

To understanding define, remembering, and acquire knowledge 

about the various concepts and affecting factors on rural 

development 

CO2 
To understand and remember basic rural services and rural 

development planning 

CO3 
Understand government policies for rural development and  role of 

rural institution in development 

CO4 
Applying computer and information technology in rural 

management and development 

Course Code: 

GGDP-241 

Course Name: 

Practical in 

Geoinformatics 

 

CO1 Remember, understand and define the AP, RS and GIS concepts 

CO2 
Understanding the different tools and techniques of Aerial 

photography, RS, and GIS 

CO3 
Develop practical skill and use of RS- GIS software to apply their 

subject knowledge with the help of advance GIS based software 

CO4 

To make students aware about new tools and techniques, skills of 

digital map making and keep them engaged in updated 

Geoinformatics knowledge 

Course Code: 

GGUT-243 

Course Name: 

Watershed 

Management 

 

CO1 
to understanding, define, remembering, and acquire knowledge 

about the various concepts of watershed. 

CO2 
to demonstrate the fundamentals concepts and methods of 

watershed management. 

CO3 

to apply watershed management knowledge to the suggestion for 

the development plan, model for watershed development and 

issues. 

CO4 

to the analysis, Scientific, and critical thinking about the watershed 

management , model, and issues with the help of diagrams, case 

studies, analysis, and research, etc. 

Course Code: 

GGUP-247 

Course Name: 

Practical in 

Economic 

Geography 

 

CO1 
Understand and apply agricultural regionalization techniques in 

agricultural geography 

CO2 
Understand and apply agricultural regionalization techniques in 

Industrial geography 

CO3 
Understand and apply agricultural regionalization techniques in 

trade and transport geography 

CO4 Apply cartographic techniques in economic geography 

Course Code: 

GGUT-241 

Course Name: 

Geography of 

India 

 

CO1 
Remember and understand the geographical setup of India and its 

elements. 

CO2 
Demonstrate the physiography, drainage, soils, and forest, mineral 

and energy industries of India through map representation. 

CO3 
Develop a skill of scientific thinking about climate and mechanism 

of monsoon 

CO4 
Develop ethical knowledge and take part in voluntary work 

towards the environment. 

CO5 

Gain scientific information about problems like deforestation, soil 

degradation, industrial development from various sources, which 

will help them in research work / job. 



Course Code: 

GGUT-242 

Course Name: 

Oceanography 

 

CO1 
To acquire evolution and advanced knowledge, understanding of 

scientific concepts of Oceanography 

CO2 To applied and analyze the various concept of Oceanography. 

CO3 
to develop scientific and critical thinking about ocean resources, 

their types and distribution and associated human benefits 

CO4 

To know the types of ocean pollutant to comprehend and 

communicate the sustainable use of ocean recourses for manages 

relevant recourse. 

Course 

Code:GGUT25

1: Course 

Name: 

Research 

Methodology 

 

CO1 
Remember and understand the Research concepts, steps, design, 

technical writing, ethics knowledge and advance trends 

CO2 
Applications and analysis of learned methods of research to 

develop the various research 

CO3 
Develop research skills use of research methods to apply in the day 

today's educations and research 

CO4 

To make students aware about the new techniques, skills of 

advance research and prepare students for problems solving 

research 

Course 

Code:GGDT-

246  Course 

Name: Political 

Geography 

 

CO1 

remember and understand the scientific principles of Political 

Geography and classify them on the basis of state and nation 

boundary 

CO2 

Demonstrate through knowledge analyze and examine the problem 

related to India’s relation with neighboring countries and 

international boundary 

CO3 
get awareness about various global strategies and models and 

manage the relevant information related to various sources 

CO4 
create projects based on the water dispute and communicate this 

information to public 

Course 

Code:GGDP-

250 

Course Name: 

Interpretation of 

Topographical 

Maps & GPS 

Survey 

CO1 
Remember and understand the cartographic techniques, versus 

types of survey and concepts in Cartography and survey 

CO2 Apply knowledge for interpretation of SOI and OS toposheet 

CO3 Apply GPS Survey and prepare a report 

Course Code : 

GGUP-251 

Course Name: 

Dissertation 

CO1 
Understanding, define, remembering, and acquire knowledge about 

the various concepts of related to research. 

CO2 

analysis, Scientific, and critical thinking about the research topics 

and related phenomena with the help of graphs, diagrams, case 

studies, analysis, and research, etc. 

CO3 
create various models from local to global with the help of various 

research analysis 

CO4 

Present and defend opinions by making judgments about 

information validity of ideas, or quality of work based on a set of 

criteria. 

 

  



BACHELOR OF COMMERCE 

PROGRAM: B.Com.  

 

Program  

Outcomes 

PO-1. To develops the required knowledge, skills and attitudes for the 

handling of Trade, Commerce and Industry. 

PO-2. It must charter Course routes to service the aspirations of the nation. 

PO-3. To meet the growing needs of the business society, there is greater 

demand for sound development of commerce education. 

PO-4. The Commerce education is dedicated to developing tomorrow's 

leaders, managers, and professionals. 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. The system will focus on student centric learning methods,  

PSO-2. To include use of Information and Communication Technology, 

innovative methods of teaching and learning 

PSO-3. To emphasis on industry interaction to enable the learners to take up 

professional challenges more effectively. 

PSO-4. The choice based credit system offers a cafeteria approach where the 

students have the liberty to choose courses of their own choice. 

Course Outcomes 

F.Y.B.Com. (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I  

Course Code: 112               

Course Name: 

Financial Accounting 

CO 1: To impart knowledge of basic accounting concepts 

CO 2: To create awareness about application of these concepts in business 

world 

CO 3: To impart skills regarding Computerized Accounting 

CO 4: To impart knowledge regarding finalization of accounts of various 

establishmentffs. 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 122               

Course Name: 

Financial Accounting 

CO 1: To impart knowledge of various software used in accounting 

CO 2: To impart knowledge about final accounts of charitable trusts 

CO 3: To impart knowledge about valuation of intangible assets 

CO 4: To impart knowledge about accounting for leases 

Course-I 

Course Code: 114(B)              

Course Name: 

Computer Concepts 

and Application  

CO 1: Familiar with E-commerce Tools 

CO 2: Familiar with E-Marketing 

CO 3: Familiar with Electronic Payment System 

CO 4: Familiar with MCommerce 

Paper  I 

Course Code: 124 (B)               

Course Name: 

Computer Concepts 

and Application 

CO 1: To make the students familiar with Computer environment. 

CO 2: To make the students familiar with the basics of Operating System 

and business 

CO 3: To make the students familiar with basics of Network, Internet and 

related concepts. 

CO 4: To make awareness among students about applications of Internet in 

Commerce 

Course- I 

Course Code: 114 (A)               

Course Name: 

Mathematics 

CO 1: To introduce the basic concepts in Finance and Business Mathematics 

and Statistics 

CO 2: To familiar the students with applications of Statistics and 

Mathematics in Business 

CO 3: To acquaint students with some basic concepts in Statistics. 



CO 4: To learn some elementary statistical methods for analysis of data.  

Paper  II 

Course Code: 124 (A) 

Course Name: 

Mathematics 

CO 1: To introduce the basic concepts in Finance and Business Mathematics 

and Statistic 

CO 2: To familiar the students with applications of Statistics and 

Mathematics in Business 

CO 3: To acquaint students with some basic concepts in Statistics. 

CO 4: To learn some elementary statistical methods for analysis of data. 

Course- I 

Course Code: 115 - B               

Course Name: 

Banking and Finance 

CO 1: To provide knowledge of fundamentals of Banking 

CO 2: To create awareness about various banking concepts 

CO 3: To conceptualize banking operations. 

CO 4: Structure of Indian Banking System 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 125 - B 

Course Name: 

Banking and Finance 

CO 1: To develop the working capability of students in banking sector 

CO 2:  To Make the Students aware of Banking Business and practices. 

CO 3: To enlighten the students regarding the new concepts introduced in 

the banking system 

CO 4: Customer assessment through CIBIL and other similar agencies 

Course- I 

Course Code: 116 -C               

Course Name: 

Marketing and 

Salesmanship 

CO 1: To introduce the basic concepts in Marketing. 

CO 2: To give the insight of the basic knowledge of Market Segmentation 

and Marketing Mix 

CO 3: To impart knowledge on Product and Price Mix. 

CO 4: To establish link between commerce, business and marketing 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 126 -C 

Course Name: 

Marketing and 

Salesmanship 

CO 1: To introduce the concept of Salesmanship. 

CO 2: To give insight about various techniques required for the salesman 

CO 3: To inculcate the importance of Rural Marketing 

CO 4: To acquaint the students with recent trends in marketing and social 

media marketing 

Course- I 

Course Code: 116 - E            

Course Name: 

Business Environment 

and Entrepreneurship  

CO 1: To understand the concept of Business Environment and its aspects 

CO 2: To make students aware about the Business Environment issues and 

problems of Growth 

CO 3: To examine personality competencies most common to majority of 

successful entrepreneurs and to show how these competencies can be 

developed or acquired 

CO 4: To understand the difference between Entrepreneurial and non-

Entrepreneurial behavior 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 126 - E 

Course Name: 

Business Environment 

and Entrepreneurship  

CO 1: Understanding the difference between entrepreneurial and non-

entrepreneurial, personality, Habits of Entrepreneurs 

CO 2: Skill-developing entrepreneurial personality and developing habits of 

entrepreneurs in students 

CO 3: Providing knowledge and significance of entrepreneurship 

CO 4: Skill-Realising role of entrepreneurship in economy 

Course- I 
CO 1: To introduce the students to the emerging changes in the modern 

office environment 



Course Code: 115 - A               

Course Name: 

Organization and Skill 

Development  

CO 2: To develop the conceptual , analytical , technical and managerial 

skills of students efficient office organization and records management 

CO 3: To develop the organizational skills of students 

CO 4: To develop Technical skills among the students for designing and 

developing effective means to manage records , consistency and efficiency of 

work flow in the administrative section of an origination 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 125 (A) 

Course Name: 

Organization and Skill 

Development 

CO 1: To imbibe among the students the qualities of a good manager and 

develop the necessary skill sets 

CO 2: To develop the technical skills of the students to keep up with the 

technological advancements and digitalization 

CO 3: To develop the communication skills of students and introducing 

them to the latest tools in communication 

CO 4: To develop writing, presentation, interpersonal skills of the students 

for effective formal corporate reporting 

Course- I 

Course Code: 116 - B               

Course Name: 

Insurance and 

Transportation 

CO 1: To acquaint students with the concepts of Insurance. 

CO 2: . To create awareness regarding basic knowledge about Life 

Insurance, Fire Insurance and Marine Insurance. 

CO 3: To make the students aware of career opportunities in the field of 

Insurance 

CO 4: Understanding the concept of insurance 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 126 (B) 

Course Name: 

Insurance and 

Transportation 

CO 1: To acquaint students with the concepts of transport. 

CO 2: To create awareness regarding basic knowledge about transportation 

system in India 

CO 3: To make the students aware of career opportunities in the field of 

transport. 

CO 4: Career opportunities in Transport Sector 

Course- I 

Course Code: 115 - E               

Course Name: Co-

operation 

CO 1: To acquaint the students with the concept of co-operative movement. 

CO 2: To introduce the scope of Co-operation. 

CO 3: To make students build their career in the field of Co-operation and 

Rural Development 

CO 4: To understand the Co-operative Movement 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 125 - E 

Course Name: Co-

operation 

CO 1: To acquaint the students with types of co-operatives 

CO 2: To study the role of Government in Co-operative movement. 

CO 3: To Analysis the impact of LPG on Co-operation movement 

CO 4: To study the means of Co-operative education and Training. 

Course Outcomes 

S.Y.B.Com. (CBCS- 2019) 

Paper  I 

Course Code: 232              

Course Name: 

Corporate Accounting 

CO 1: To acquaint the student with knowledge about various Concepts , 

Objectives and applicability of some important accounting standards 

associated with to corporate accounting. 

CO 2: To update the students with knowledge for preparation of final 

accounts of a company as per Schedule III of the Companies Act 2013 

CO 3: To empower to students with skills to interpret the financial 

statements in simple and summarized manner for effective decision making 

process. 



CO 4: To update the students with knowledge for preparation of final 

accounts of a company as per Schedule III of the Companies Act 2013 

 

Paper  II 

Course Code: 242To 

provide knowledge of 

various media of 

communication 

Course Name: 

Corporate Accounting 

CO 1: To develop the knowledge among the student about consolidation of 

financial statement with the process of holding. 

CO 2: To update the students with knowledge of the process of liquidation 

of a company   

CO 3: To introduce the students with the recent trends in the field of 

accountancy  

CO 4: Conceptual understanding on the concept of Absorption of companies 

Paper  I 

Course Code: 231  

Course Name: 

Business 

Communication 

CO 1: To understand the concept, process and importance of 

communication. 

CO 2: . To acquire and develop good communication skills requisite for 

business correspondence. 

CO 3: To develop awareness regarding new trends in business 

communication. 

CO 4: To provide knowledge of various media of communication. 

Paper - II 

Course Code: 241 

Course Name: 

Business 

Communication 

CO 1: To understand the concept, process and importance of 

communication.  

CO 2: To acquire and develop good communication skills requisite for 

business correspondence.  

CO 3: To develop awareness regarding new trends in business 

communication 

CO 4: To provide knowledge of various media of communication 

Paper I 

Course Code: 234 

Course Name: 

Business Management 

CO 1: To provide basic knowledge and understanding about various 

concepts of Business Management. 

CO 2: To help the students to develop cognizance of the importance of 

management principles. 

CO 3: To provide an understanding about various functions of management. 

CO 4: To provide them tools and techniques to be used in the performance 

of the managerial job. 

Paper II 

Course Code: 244 

Course Name:  

Business Management 

CO 1: Skills regarding how to motivate staff and other members of the team.  

CO 2: Skills regarding retaining motivational level 

CO 3: Understanding needs and expectations of group members and meeting 

them effectively. 

CO 4: Understanding followers and their views on various organizational 

matters.   

Paper I 

Course Code: 235 

Course Name: 

Elements of Company 

Law 

CO 1: To develop general awareness of Elements of Company Law among 

the students. 

CO 2: To understand the Companies Act 2013 and its provisions. 

CO 3: To have a comprehensive understanding about the existing law on 

formation of new company in Indi 

CO 4: To create awareness among the students about legal environment 

relating to the company law. 

Paper II 

Course Code: 245 

CO 1: To develop general awareness among the students about management 

of company 



Course Name:  

Elements of Company 

Law 

CO 2: To have a comprehensive understanding about Key managerial 

Personnel of company and their role in Company administration. 

CO 3: To acquaint the students about E Governance and E Filling under the 

Companies Act, 2013.  

CO 4: To make students capable of becoming good human resource of the 

corporate sector.   

Paper I 

Course Code: 236(A) 

Course Name: 

Business 

Administration 

CO 1: To provide basic knowledge about various forms of business 

organizations 

CO 2: To acquaint the students about business environment and its 

implications thereon. 

CO 3: To make them aware about the recent trends in business. 

CO 4: To know the various functions of Business Administration 

Paper II 

Course Code: 246(A) 

Course Name:  

Business 

Administration 

CO 1: To develop a better understanding of the legal compliances in 

business   

CO 2: To understand the term productivity and its importance in business 

administration 

CO 3: To develop an understanding of the various forms of liasoning 

required in business administration 

CO 4: Getting acquainted with the growth strategies of business 

Paper I 

Course Code: 236(B) 

Course Name: 

Banking and Finance 

CO 1: To provide the knowledge about Indian Banking System 

CO 2: .To create the awareness about the role of banking in economic 

development. 

CO 3: To provide the knowledge about working of Central Banking in India 

CO 4: To know the functioning of private and public sector banking in India.  

Paper II 

Course Code: 246(B) 

Course Name:  

Banking and Finance 

CO 1: To provide the knowledge of Cooperative Banking in India 

CO 2: To analyze the functioning of Development Banking 

CO 3: .To create the awareness about Banking Sector Reforms 

CO 4: Understanding the Function and analysis the role. 

Paper I 

Course Code: 236(E) 

Course Name: Cost 

and Works Accounting 

CO 1: To prepare learners to know and understand the basic concepts of cost 

CO 2: To understand the elements of cost. 

CO 3: . To enable students to prepare a cost sheet. 

CO 4: To facilitate the learners to understand, develop and apply the 

techniques of inventory control. 

Paper II 

Course Code: 246(E) 

Course Name:  

Cost and Works 

Accounting 

CO 1: To know the documents that are used in stores and how to calculate 

the issuing price of material. 

CO 2: To provide knowledge to students on classification and codification.  

CO 3: To equip students with knowledge regarding the ascertainment of 

labor cost. 

CO 4: To understand the concept of payroll. 

Course Outcomes 

T.Y.B.Com. (CBCS- 2019)  

Paper I 

Course Code: 352 

Course Name: 

Advanced Accounting 

CO 1: To acquaint the student with knowledge about various concepts, 

objectives, and applicability of some important accounting standards. 

CO 2: To develop the knowledge among the students about reorganization of 

business regarding restructuring the capital.   



CO 3: To update the students with knowledge for preparation of final 

accounts of a Banking Companies with the provisions of Banking Regulation 

Act 194 

CO 4: To empower to students with skills to prepare the investment account 

in simple and summarized manner. 

Paper II 

Course Code: 362 

Course Name:  

Advanced Accounting 

CO 1: To acquaint the student with knowledge about the legal provisions 

regarding preparation and presentation of final accounts of Co-operative 

Societies  

CO 2: To empower to students about the branch accounting in simple.  

CO 3: To make aware the students about the conceptual aspects of various 

recent trends in the field of accounting especially forensic accounting, 

accounting of CSR activities, accounting of derivative contracts and 

Artificial Intelligence in Accounting. 

CO 4: To understand the procedure and methods of analysis of financial 

statement  

Paper I 

Course Code: - 351 

Course Name: 

Business Regulatory 

Framework 

CO 1: To provide conceptual knowledge about the framework of business 

Law in India.   

CO 2: To orient the students about the legal aspect of business. 

CO 3: To create awareness among the students about legal environment 

relating to the Contract Law, Partnership Act, Sale of Goods Act in India. 

CO 4: To understand the emerging issues relating to e-commerce, e-

transaction issues and E Contracts 

Paper II 

Course Code: 361 

Course Name:  

Business Regulatory 

Framework 

CO 1: To develop general awareness of Business Law among the students.  

CO 2: To have a understanding about the landmark cases/decisions having 

impact on business laws 

CO 3: To acquaint the students on relevant developments in business laws to 

keep them updated.   

CO 4: To enhance capacity of learners to seek the career opportunity in 

corporate sector and as a business person.   

Paper I 

Course Code: : 

353Course Name: 

Indian and Global 

Economics 

Development 

CO 1: .To develop ability to analyze economic development process of 

India. 

CO 2: To impart knowledge about the relevance of economic practices in 

modern competitive world. 

CO 3: To help the students develop a sound theoretical foundation for their 

future academic ventures. 

CO 4: To make the students aware of concept of Developmen 

Paper II 

Course Code: 

363Course Name:  

Indian and Global 

Economics 

Developments 

CO 1: .To develop ability of students to analyze economic development 

process of India. 

CO 2: To acquaint the students with the knowledge of recent trends in 

Human Development Index. 

CO 3: To acquaint students with the emerging issues in policies of India’s 

foreign trade. 

CO 4: To update the students about International institutions and 

organizations.  

Paper I 

CO 1: To acquaint themselves about the Definition, Nature,Objectives and 

Advantages of Auditing, Types of Audit, Errors and Fraud, Audit Program, 

Notebook, Working Paper, Internal Control, Check 



Course Code: 

354Course Name: 

Auditing and Taxation 

CO 2: To get knowledge about concept of Checking, Vouching, Verification 

and Valuation, Types of Audit Report and Auditing Assurance Standard. 

CO 3: To know the various new concepts in computerized system and 

Forensic Audit. 

CO 4: Understanding the concept of Auditing, Various type of Audit 

Paper II 

Course Code: 

364Course Name:  

Auditing and Taxation 

CO 1: To understand the basic concepts of Income Tax Act, 1961 and create 

awareness of direct taxation among the students. 

CO 2: To understand the income tax rules and regulations and its provisions. 

CO 3: . To have a comprehensive knowledge of calculation various types of 

income.   

CO 4: To acquaint the students on Income tax department portal (ITD), e-

filing and e-services mechanism relating to Assesse.  

Paper II 

Course Code: : 355-B 

Course Name: 

Banking and Finance 

CO 1: To acquaint the students with Indian Financial System and its various 

segments. 

CO 2: . To make the students aware about Indian Money Market. To analyse 

and understand the functions of Indian Capital Market  

CO 3: To analyse and understand the functions of Indian Capital Market  

CO 4: To enable the students the functioning of Foreign Exchange Market  

Paper III 

Course Code: 356-B 

Course Name:  

Banking and Finance 

CO 1: To familiarize the Banking Laws and Practice in correlation to the 

Banking System in India. 

CO 2: To understand the legal aspects of Banking transactions and its 

implication as a Banker and as a customer. 

CO 3: To familiarize the students with the Banking Laws and Practices in 

India. 

CO 4: To make students capable of understanding and applying the legal and 

practical aspects of banking to help them technically sound in banking 

parlance. 

Paper II 

Course Code: - 355 (a) 

Course Name: 

Business 

Administration (HRM) 

CO 1: To acquaint the student with knowledge about various Concepts , 

Objectives of the Human Resource Function , to identify the difference 

between Human Resource Management and Human Resource Development   

CO 2: To update the students on the emerging trends in the area of Human 

Resource Management 

CO 3: To educate the students on the importance of Training and 

Development and its impact on Career Planning and Development 

CO 4: Accessing and analyzing information skills 

Paper III 

Course Code: 236-A 

Course Name:  

Business 

Administration 

(Finance) 

CO 1: To acquaint the student with knowledge about Corporate Finance and 

the structure if the Indian Financial Market 

CO 2: To develop the Financial Planning Skills among the Students by 

introducing them to the process of efficient Financial Planning 

CO 3: To educate the students on the importance of Capitalisation and the 

importance to maintaining an optimum capital structure 

CO 4: To create awareness among the students in the various sources of 

Finance available for raising corporate capital 

Paper II 

Course Code: : 355 – e 

Course Name: Cost 

and Works Accounting 

CO 1: To provide knowledge about the concepts and principles of 

overheads. 

CO 2: To Introduce the cost accounting standards and the cost accounting 

standard board. 



CO 3: To understand the stages involved in the accounting of overheads.   

CO 4: To build an ability towards strategic overhead accounting under 

Activity Based Costing  

Paper III 

Course Code: : 356 –E  

Course Name:  

Cost and Works 

Accounting 

CO 1: To prepare learners to understand the basic techniques in Cost 

Accounting 

CO 2: . To understand the learner, application of Cost Accounting 

techniques in cost control and decision making 

CO 3: To enable the learners to prepare various types of Budgets. 

CO 4: To learn the basic concept of Uniform Costing and Inter-firm 

comparison 

MASTER OF Commerce 

PROGRAM: M.Com. 

Program Outcomes 

PO-1. To equip and train Post Graduate students to accept the challenges of 

business world by providing opportunities for study and analysis of 

advanced commercial and business methods and processes. 

PO-2. To develop independent logical thinking and facilitate personality 

development. 

PO-3. To equip the students to seek suitable careers in management and 

entrepreneurship. 

PO-4. To acquaint students with significance of research in business 

Program Specific 

Outcomes 

PSO-1. To impart skills regarding methods of data collection and their 

interpretations. 

PSO-2. To develop communication and analytical skills among students. 

PSO-3. To emphasis on industry interaction to enable the learners to take up 

professional challenges more effectively at master level. 

PSO-4. The choice based credit system offers a cafeteria approach where the 

students have the liberty to choose courses of their own choice at master 

level. 

Course Outcomes 

M. Com. I (Sem-I) (CBCS- 2019) 

Course Code: 101 

Course Name: 

Management 

Accounting  

CO 1: To enhance the abilities of learners to develop the concept of 

management accounting and its significance in the business. 

CO 2: To enhance the abilities of learners to analyze the financial 

statements. 

CO 3: To enable the learners to understand, develop and apply the 

techniques of management accounting in the financial decision making in the 

business corporates. 

CO 4: To make the students develop competence with their usage in 

managerial decision making and control 

Course Code: 102 

Course Name: 

Strategic Management  

CO 1: To introduce the students to the emerging changes in the modern 

business environment 

CO 2: To develop the analytical , technical and managerial skills of students 

in the various areas of Business Administration 

CO 3: To empower to students with necessary skill to become effective 

future managers and leaders 



CO 4: To develop Technical skills among the students for designing and 

developing effective Functional strategies for growth and sustainability of 

business 

Course Code: 113 

Course Name: 

Production Operation 

Management 

CO 1: To understand and develop deep insight of Production & Operation 

Management 

CO 2: To understand & identity business problems involving operational 

function, planning and control, design development and quality management. 

CO 3: Demonstrate awareness and importance of application, operation and 

supply chain management. 

CO 4: To develop skills necessary to effectively analyze and synthesize the 

many inter relationship inherent in complex socio-economic productive 

systems 

Course Code: 114 

Course Name: 

Financial Management  

CO 1: To acquaint the student with knowledge of various Financial 

Management terminologies ( Investment ,Credit Planning , Working Capital 

Management 

CO 2: To understand the concepts relating to Financing & Financial 

Statement Analysis 

CO 3: To utilize the information gathered to reach an optimum conclusion 

by a process of reasoning 

CO 4: To enable the students to use their learning to evaluate , make 

decisions and provide recommendations Depth of the program – 

Fundamental Knowledge 

 Sem II 

Course Code: 201 

Course Name: 

Financial Analysis and 

Control 

CO 1: To enable the students to acquire knowledge of financial analysis and 

control tools 

CO 2: To Make appropriate application and uses of financial analysis and 

control 

CO 3: Understanding basics of financial analysis. 

CO 4: To gain knowledge of practically comparing financial results of 

different years and different companies. 

Course Code: 202 A 

Course Name: 

Industrial Economics 

CO 1: To provide the knowledge to the students about the basic issues of 

industrial economics. 

CO 2:  To make aware the students about the industrial profile of India and 

the industrial policy of government of India. 

CO 3: To make the students understand concepts of industrial economics 

CO 4: To help the students know theories of industrial economics 

Course Code: 213 

Course Name: 

Business Ethics and 

Professional Values 

CO 1:  To raise the students general awareness on the ethical dilemmas at 

work place 

CO 2:  To understand the differing perceptions of interest in business related 

solutions 

CO 3: To present the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility and explore 

its relevance to ethical obligations and ethical ideals present in the 

relationship between employers and employees 

CO 4: To investigate whether ethics set any boundaries on competition , 

marketing, sales and advertising 

Course Code: 214 

Course Name: 

Knowledge 

Management 

CO 1: To develop Analytical and Research oriented skills among the 

students. 

CO 2:  To understand value application and relevance of Knowledge 

management in today’s corporate world. 



CO 3: To promote research and innovation ideas based on Knowledge 

Management.  

CO 4: To enhance knowledge level and practice of linking theoretical 

background with applied Social Science. 

 M.Com. II Sem III 

Course Code: 301 

Course Name: 

Business Finance  

CO 1:  To acquaint the students with corporate finance required for Indian 

Industries. 

CO 2: To make the students aware about the latest developments in the field 

of corporate finance. 

CO 3: To enable the students to understand the traditional theories of 

capitalization and dividend distribution practices. 

CO 4: To give detail exposure of working capital management practice of 

finance to students Skills to be developed: 

Course Code: 302 

Course Name: 

Research Methodology 

for Business 

CO 1: To acquaint the students with the areas of Business Research 

Activities 

CO 2: To enhance capabilities of students to conduct the research in the field 

of business and social sciences   

CO 3: To enable students in developing the most appropriate methodology 

for their research studies 

CO 4: To make them familiar with the art of using different research 

methods and techniques 

Course Code: 313 

Course Name: Human 

Resource Management 

CO 1:  To understand the basic concepts of Human Resource Management 

and changing role of HRM in business. 

CO 2: To impart adequate knowledge and analytical skills in the field of 

HRM, HRP and development, Recruitment and Selection Process. 

CO 3: To understand the concepts of Training and Development, 

Performance Appraisal and Merit Rating. 

CO 4: To expose the students to the concept, significance and uses of the 

concepts like Retirement/ Retrenchment Strategies and Recent Trends in 

HRM 

Course Code: 314 

Course Name: 

Organizational 

Behavior 

CO 1: To make the students understand various concepts of organization 

behaviour 

CO 2: To provide in depth knowledge about process of formation of group 

behaviour in an organization set up 

CO 3: To know the motivational process and emotional intelligence. 

CO 4:  To understand the concept of stress and conflict and effects of work 

culture 

 M.Com. II Sem IV 

Course Code: 401 

Course Name: Capital 

market and Financial 

Services 

CO 1: To acquaint the students with working of capital market. 

CO 2: To make the students aware about the latest developments in the field 

of capital market in India. 

CO 3: To enable the students to understand various transactions in stock 

exchanges and agencies involved in it. 

CO 4: To give exposure of financial services offered by various agencies 

and financial adviser to students. 

Course Code: 402 

Course Name: 

Industrial Economics 

Environment 

CO 1: To provide knowledge about basic issues in Industrial Economic 

Environmentto students. 

CO 2: To make students aware about Industrial patternand growth in India 

and Industrial policies of India since independence. 



CO 3: To study the progress and current problems of major industries in 

India. 

CO 4: To understand the concept of Economic Environment & its 

Constituents. 

Course Code: 413 

Course Name: Recent 

Advances in Business 

Administration 

CO 1: . To familiarize the students with the recent advancements in business 

administration 

CO 2: To develop an understanding about tools and their application in the 

business. 

CO 3: To understand the basic concepts of Change Management and their 

approaches.  

CO 4: To impart adequate knowledge and analytical of cross cultural 

Management. 

Course Code: 414 

Course Name: Project 

Work 

CO 1: The students will aware about research 

CO 2: To track the current progress of the project 

CO 3: Reporting on risks also makes it easier for the team to work on the 

problem. 

CO 4: Information provided by project reporting on completed tasks can 

inform future actions. 

 

  



BACHELOR OF SCIENCE AND ARTS 

 

A-Component 

 

Course Outcomes 

A-Component (CBCS- 2019) 

 

F.Y. B.Sc. A-Component 

Foundation Course code- 

RE- A-FC-101 & RE-A-FC-

111 

CO 1: Acquire knowledge of global and Indian concept. 

CO 2: Understood urbanization problems of gender disparity. 

CO 3: Value education. 

CO 4: Acquire information of human rights and responsibilities. 

F.Y. B.A. A-Component: 

Foundation Course, 

Course code - RE-A-FC-101 

& Course code - RE-A-FC-

111 

CO 1: Acquire knowledge of global and Indian concept. 

CO 2: Understood urbanization problems of gender disparity. 

CO 3: Value education. 

CO 4: Acquire information of human rights and responsibilities. 

 

 

 

  



BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

E-Component 

Course Outcomes 

E-Component (CBCS- 2019) 

Health Education and 

family planning 

Course code - RE-E- 

FPHE-105 & Course 

code - RE-E-FPHE-115    

(Zoology) 

CO 1: Generate awareness of health education. 

CO 2: Study the various pathological disorders 

CO 3: Generate awareness of Population control. 

CO 4: Study the various pathological disorder. 

Population Education 

Course code - RE-E-

PE-104 &  

Course code - RE-E-

PE-114 (Botany)  

CO 1: To impart the knowledge about objective, history, need& importance 

of population education 

CO 2: To develop basic knowledge about population structure and 

composition. 

CO 3: To create awareness about population polices in India. 

CO 4: Acquire knowledge about population development & environment 

Sports (Sports) 

Course code – RE-E-

SP-106 & Course code 

– RE-E-SP-116 

 

CO 1: Student learns Concept of Physical fitness. 

CO 2: Students acquire Basic Skills of the game, Techniques and Tactics of 

the Game. 

CO 3: Student acquires information Asian Games and Olympic Games.  

CO 4: Aware about Health Education and Hygiene. 

National Service 

scheme (NSS) Course 

code - RE-E- NSS-

102& RE-E-NSS-112 

 

CO 1: The students shall enrich themselves about the history of our beloved 

country and will look forward for the Solutions. 

CO 2: Students acquire sense of discipline, improve bearing, smartness. 

CO 3: Developed the quality of immediate and implicit obedience of orders, 

with good reflexes. 

CO 4: Acquire leadership qualities. 

National cadet Corps 

(NCC) Course code 

RE-E-NCC-103& RE-

E-NCC-113 

 

CO 1: The students shall enrich themselves about the history of our beloved 

country and will look forward for the Solutions. 

CO 2: Students acquire sense of discipline, improve bearing, smartness. 

CO 3: Developed the quality of immediate and implicit obedience of orders, 

with good reflexes. 

CO 4: Understood Environment Awareness and Conservation 

 

  



BACHELOR OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND COMMERCE 

DEMOCRACY 

Course Outcomes: (CBCS- 2019) 

 

Democracy, Election 

and Governance 

(Compulsory to All 

F.Y.UG) 

CO 1: Students enable to understand the value of Democracy. 

CO 2: Students enable to describe the role of democracy on Indian 

Politics. 

CO 3: Students enable to understand the decentralization of Indian 

Democracy. 

CO 4: Students enable to describe the role and impact of democracy on 

Indian Politics. 

 

  



BACHELOR OF ARTS, SCIENCE AND COMMERCE 

Introduction to Constitution 

Course Outcomes (CBCS- 2019) 

 

Introduction to 

Constitution       

Compulsory to All 

F.Y.PG-II) 

CO 1: Students enable to understand the historical base of Indian 

Constitution. 

CO 2: Students enable to describe the Fundamental Rights and Duties 

of Indian Citizen. 

CO 3: Students enable to explain the Directive Principles of the State 

and Government. 

CO 4: Students aware about their rights and duties. 

 

  



Restructuring 

FY B Sc 

Democracy, Election and 

Governance 

CO 1 Understand the value of Democracy.                                                              

CO 2: Describe the role and impact of democracy on Indian Politics. 

 CO 3: Understand the decentralization of Indian Democracy. 

F.Y.B.Sc  

CBCS SEM-I 

RE-E-PE-104 

Population Education-I 

CO 1: Understand the basic concept of population education. 

CO 2: Describe the population structure & composition. 

CO 3: Understand the basic concept & impact of population explosion. 

CO 4: Understand the need & importance of population education. 

F.Y.B.Sc 

 CBCS SEM-II 

RE-E-PE-114 

Population Education-II 

CO 1: Understand the population policies in India. 

CO 2: Describe the development related to population. 

CO 3: Understand the effect of population on environment. 

CO 4: Know the family welfare programme in India. 

F.Y.B.A. 

 ND D-Comp Sem-I 

RE-D-N-D-104= F Y 

B.A Nursery 

Development – I 

CO 1: Describe the scope, importance, objective of Nursery Development. 

CO 2: Acquire knowledge regarding production techniques & methods in 

nursery management. 

CO 3: Develop skills necessary to manage a wholesale nursery. 

CO 4: Students will raised the nurseries of different plants for commercial 

scale. 

F.Y.B.A.  

ND D-Comp Sem-I 

RE-D-N-D-104= F Y 

B.A Nursery 

Development – I 

Practicals 

CO 1: Identify career opportunities in the nursery. 

CO 2: Identify career opportunities in the nursery. 

CO 3: Demonstrate fundamental skill in propagation methods. 

CO 4: Apply skill & knowledge to operate various businesses related to 

nursery development. 

F.Y.B.A.  

ND D-Comp Sem-II 

RE-D-N-D-104= F Y 

B.A Nursery 

Development – II 

CO 1: Understand the propagation structure, media, equipment & containers 

used in nursery. 

CO 2: Gain the knowledge about large scale production of nursery plants. 

CO 3: Describe expertise related to various practices in a nursery. 

CO 4: Comprehend knowledge & skill Roget and employment or to become 

an entrepreneur in plant nursery sector. 

F.Y.B.A.  

ND D-Comp Sem-II 

RE-D-N-D-104= F Y 

B.A Nursery 

Development – II 

Practicals 

CO 1: Demonstrate an understanding of functional business knowledge in 

nursery development. 

CO 2: Understand propagate, grow & maintain plants in nursery system. 

CO 3: Identify business principles & practices of nursery production. 

CO 4: Successfully complete a nursery visit for practical knowledge 

S.Y.B.Sc/SYBA Sem-I 

RE-C-HM-233C-

Comp.: Horticulture & 

Its Management 

 

CO 1: To gain the knowledge of principles of horticulture importance and 

scope of horticulture. 

CO 2: Classify the branches of horticulture 

CO 3: Describe nutritive value and soil climate management of horticulture 

crops. 

CO 4: Classify the various system of planting orchard, plant propagation and 

Irrigation. 

CO 5: Know the Knowledge of  training and pruning, nutritional requirement 

of horticulture crops. 

CO 6: Describe the special horticultural practices and weed management. 

S.Y.B.Sc/SYBA Sem-I CO 1: Classify the Horticulture crops 

CO 2: Identify and practice safe use of tools, equipments used in horticulture. 



Paper-I-236 Practical 

paper based on RE-C-

HM-233 

CO 3: Propagate, grow and maintain plants in horticulture production system 

CO 4: Demonstration the knowledge, skills and attributes to be successful 

preparation of fertilizer mixtures Bordeaux mixture and paste, application of 

PCR.   

CO 5: Solve problems and think critically using new knowledge and 

technological development in horticulture Classify the Horticulture crops 

S.Y.B.Sc/SYBA Sem-II 

RE-C-HM-243  C-

Comp: Horticulture and 

Its Management 

CO 1: Understand the nutritive value of fruits in human diet. 

CO 2: Understand how to propagate, plant grow and harvest fruit crops. 

CO 3: Describe the cultivation of various fruit crops 

CO 4: Identify and describe key pest of fruit crop 

CO 5: Gain the knowledge of government policies Schemes for promoting 

fruit cop cultivation. 

S.Y.B.Sc/SYBA Sem-II 

Paper-II RE-C--246- 

Practical paper based on 

RE-C-HM-243 

CO 1: Gain the Knowledge of fruit crops and their verieties. 

CO 2: Demonstration of pruning in grapes and Bahartratement. 

CO 3: Describe the various methods of fertilizer application for fruit crops. 

CO 4: Understand how to identify and sustainably manage pest and disease 

of fruit crop. 

CO 5: Demonstration of harvesting grading and packaging of fruit with the 

help of visit to fruit market. 

S.Y.B.Sc/FYBA Sem-I 

RE-D-ND-233 Nursery 

Development-I 

 

CO 1: Describe scope & importance of ND. 

CO 2: Develop an understanding of Nursery business management. 

CO 3: Develop skills necessary to manage a wholesale nursery. 

CO 4: Gain the knowledge about basic material, tool &techniques require for 

nursery. 

CO 5: Classify the methods of plant propagation in nursery 

CO 6: Acquire knowledge about water quality & water management in 

nursery. 

S.Y.B.Sc/FYBA Sem-I 

RE-D-ND-233 Nursery 

Development-I Practical 

CO 1: Demonstration &expertise related to various practices in a nursery. 

CO 2: Preparation of different types of bed. 

CO 3: Understand the basis of plant propagation & nursery management 

techniques 

CO 4: Commercial knowledge & skill to get on employment or to become an 

entrepreneur plant nursery sector. 

S.Y.B.Sc/FYBA Sem-II 

RE-D-ND-243 Nursery 

Development-II 

CO 1: Gain the Knowledge about plant nutrition & management in nursery 

CO 2: . Became eligible to undertake end to end technical & fertilizer 

management, Plant protection aspects of commercial nursery. 

CO 3: Can practice skill in large scale production & Horticultural, 

Ornamental, forest & medicinal plants. 

CO 4: Gather the Knowledge of economics & government regulation in 

nursery. 

S.Y.B.Sc/FYBA Sem-II 

RE-D-ND-243 Nursery 

Development-I Practical 

CO 1: Demonstration of different containers & types of structure used in 

nursery. 

CO 2: Identification of different fruit, vegetables, ornamentals forest 

&medicinal plants 

CO 3: Gain the practical knowledge of Bonsai techniques, potting & 

repotting, moss sticks, hanging baskets preparation in nursery. 

CO 4: Maintain strong industry contact & link classroom knowledge with the 

industry through field trips. 



T.Y.B.Sc/TYBA 

1. C-Comp: Horticulture 

and Its Management 

CO 1: To provide employable and vocational education background. 

CO 2: To make skilled & technical human resource availeble.  

CO 3: Understand kitchen gardning, irrigataion system.  

 

T.Y.B.Sc/TYBA 

Practical on. 

Horticulture and Its 

Management 

CO 1: To provide practical knowledge about different horticultural practices 

for self employment generation. 

CO 2: To know commercial cultivation of vegetables crop.  

CO 3: Importance & types of polly houses.  

 

 

                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


